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Abstract

Sound is an important part of the human experience and provides valuable infor-

mation about the world around us. Auditory human-computer interfaces do not

have the same richness of expression and variety as audio in the world, and it has

been said that this is primarily due to a lack of reasonable design tools for audio

interfaces.

There are a number of good guidelines for audio design and a strong psychoacoustic

understanding of how sounds are interpreted. There are also a number of sound

manipulation techniques developed for computer music. This research takes these

ideas as the basis for an audio interface design system. A proof-of-concept of this

system has been developed in order to explore the design possibilities allowed by

the new system.

The core of this novel audio design system is the timbre space. This provides a

multi-dimensional representation of a sound. Each sound is represented as a path

in the timbre space and this path can be manipulated geometrically. Several timbre

spaces are compared to determine which amongst them is the best one for audio

interface design. The various transformations available in the timbre space are

discussed and the perceptual relevance of two novel transformations are explored

by encoding “urgency” as a design parameter.

This research demonstrates that the timbre space is a viable option for audio inter-

face design and provides novel features that are not found in current audio design

systems. A number of problems with the approach and some suggested solutions

are discussed. The timbre space opens up new possibilities for audio designers to

explore combinations of sounds and sound design based on perceptual cues rather

than synthesiser parameters.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Sound is a fundamental part of the human experience, whether presented as speech

or otherwise, our lives would be significantly different without sound. From the

sound of birds in the morning to the sound of snoring late at night, our everyday

lives are full of audio information about the world around us.

There are many occasions where sound is the easiest or only way to obtain informa-

tion, where footsteps on a hallway are heard long before your eyes are able to see

who is at the door, or where mechanics can hear faults in an engine whilst driving

allowing them to diagnose a problem. A mechanic can then suggest a resolution

without having to dismantle the engine to see inside.

With such a rich sonic environment outside the computer, it seems almost negligent

that the audio interfaces we have become used to, on desktop machines running

Microsoft Windows and Linux or on mobile phone and other hand-held devices, are

static and uninformative, and are often turned off. There is a lot of good research

into better audio interfaces, but this research rarely finds its way onto consumer

devices. As computing devices get smaller and visual displays start to disappear,

the need for alternative streams of information grows.

Audio design is motivated by a number of factors, including accessibility for users

who cannot use their vision, due to their eyes being focussed on some other task

such as driving, where the available visual display is small or non-existent, as in

a number of new hand-held devices including mobile phones and MP3 players, or

where the user themselves has vision problems.

The existing literature does offer some hope in this area, particularly in Gaver’s

1
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development of Auditory Icons [7] in SonicFinder for the Apple Macintosh, which

are designed to sound like objects in the real world, and in Blattner et al.’s work

on Earcons [8], which focuses on sound design using musical principles. These two

papers demonstrate auditory interfaces that can reflect information about the un-

derlying computer system through structured and dynamic audio. This means that

the interfaces can respond to changes in the underlying information in predictable

ways, allowing users to make the same kind of inference from the sound as the

mechanic listening to the car engine.

The creation of audio interfaces with this level of usability requires audio design

tools and methods suited for interface design rather than musical design. Where

musical design is artistic and individual, interface design should be scientific and

based on many individuals so that the interface is usable by a range of people.

Interface design needs to map the underlying information to audio in a clear and

consistent manner to enable users to infer patterns in the information from patterns

in the sound. For example, if a metal sound indicates an application in one folder,

a metal sound should indicate an application in all folders. Where the sounds can

be ordered according to a perceptual axis, for example, “urgent” sounds and “non-

urgent” sounds, the more urgent sounds should represent more urgent conditions

to reduce confusion in the users.

Some guidelines exist for the design of both Auditory Icons and Earcons, but there

is no easy or clear way to design sounds that can be used to develop an Auditory

Icon or Earcon interface. This problem was noted by Gaver over 10 years ago [9]

and has been mentioned since, by Mynatt et al. [10] and by Coleman et al. [11],

suggesting the design problem remains largely unsolved. The research in this thesis

seeks to examine ways to address the need for such a design tool by building a

prototype that can be used to explore audio design in a way previously unavailable

to audio interface designers.
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Currently auditory interfaces are generally designed in isolation from other audio

interfaces that may be present. In particular, there is no unifying tool that allows

designers to work with both Auditory Icons and Earcons, in order to determine

how they might interact and which may be most suitable for the purpose in hand.

A unified tool could use Auditory Icons as instruments for Earcons, extending the

design range to encompass both systems easily. The lack of such a tool slows

progress in creating the interfaces and in understanding how to design sounds in a

Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) context.

A better system for audio design and development should take account of research

into human perception when developing the interface. Such an interface should

enable sounds to be described in terms of the objects that produce them, as with

Auditory Icons, or in terms of perceptual response, e.g. to indicate urgency or speed.

Current audio design tends to focus on signal or musical properties of a sound. Such

a system could help designers find useful sounds for their interfaces and from this

a wider set of design guidelines for sonic interactions can be realized and better

interfaces can be built as a result. For example, guidelines on the interaction of

Auditory Icons and Earcons can be explored.

The research presented in this thesis is centered on a prototype for such an audio

design system. This prototype will be designed using timbre spaces (Hourdin et

al. [12]), based on perception experiments in humans by Grey [13]. A timbre

space presents an alternative representation of sounds that allows timbre to be

explored directly, allowing object descriptions, perceptual descriptions and musical

descriptions to be encoded in a common format.

Sounds will be analysed and loaded into this timbre space where they can be mod-

ified before being output via a synthesiser. The timbre space is a useful considera-

tion for such a system as it provides a geometric representation of sound within a
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multi-dimensional space, allowing sound to be manipulated using generic geomet-

ric transforms, and allowing comparison between sounds, both in terms of musical

groupings and in terms of finding sounds which do and do not possess perceptual

attributes such as urgency.

This research aims to show that timbre spaces provide a new way to study audio

design and to explore the opportunities provided by timbre spaces. A number of

different timbre spaces are compared to evaluate their suitability for audio design,

the output quality of the timbre spaces is evaluated objectively and improvements

to this quality are tested. Audio design in the timbre space is investigated by study-

ing the geometric nature of the space and the inclusion of Auditory Icon timbres.

Perception of sound is added to the design system through the encoding of urgency

in the timbre space. Two separate encodings are tested for their effectiveness in a

trial on human listeners.

1.2 General overview of the field

Sound has always been an important part of interacting with the physical world.

Sound tells us when someone is coming up behind us, when we need to change our

spark plugs or, in the case of a fire alarm, when we should evacuate a building.

Against our rich sonic environment, the computer interface is a poor cousin. Most

sounds from our machines are static sounds that do not change to reflect changes

in the environment and often have little to do with the events that trigger them.

Gaver noticed this [14] and developed a system of Auditory Icons whose sound was

related to the action to which they were connected, and whose properties could be

adjusted to reflect changes in the underlying environment.

Since then, many people have developed sonic interfaces to various virtual envi-
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ronments and data sets, but each one is distinct, and despite numerous guidelines

defining how each type of interface should be designed, and how people will interpret

these, there is no common tool for developing or evaluating these sonic interactions.

In the design of Audio Aura [10] for example, the following guidelines were followed

to prevent an “alarm response” in the users:

“[Background sounds are designed to avoid] sharp attacks, high vol-

ume levels, and substantial frequency content in the same range as the

human voice (200 - 2,000 Hz).” [10, p3]

The quote is then followed by a note that current audio design often induces this

alarm response, intentionally or otherwise.

The computer music community on the other hand has defined many methods for

creating and manipulating sounds through a small number of common interfaces.

Each of these methods has its own strengths and weaknesses.

The most basic musical interface is the MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface)

standard, which defines a series of commands that specify musical notes and oper-

ations on these such as sustain, pan and instrument used. Short musical segments

generated from these commands can be used as Earcons [8].

The biggest problem with MIDI is that the output sound is not guaranteed. Al-

though there has been some recent standardisation, the basic MIDI specification

does not guarantee any particular sound is available on the playback device or that

the device will reasonably interpret all the commands. In the most extreme cases,

MIDI devices will ignore most commands and will only play one note at a time,

ignoring any other notes played at the same time.

Programs like Csound [15] are a step above MIDI, and allow the designer to define

the instruments as well as the notes, giving the composer complete control over the
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whole sound of a performance.

Another popular field within computer music concerns the transformations made

available by the various Analysis-Synthesis techniques, a review of which was com-

piled by Masri et al. [16]. Analysis-Synthesis allows composers to manipulate

sounds directly rather than via the sources that produce them. It allows sounds to

be sliced, stretched, reversed and morphed into other sounds.

Since the aims of the MIDI, Csound and Analysis-Synthesis techniques are musi-

cal production, little research has been performed to their perceptual relevance or

their use as a design tool for non-musical sounds that convey status information. In

particular, composers are rarely interested in whether a sound reflects the material

an instrument is constructed from, or the size of that instrument, which are impor-

tant parameters for Auditory Icons. Whilst composers do consider the emotional

perception in music, which is reflected in some of the research, they are rarely con-

cerned with the repeatability of emotional response required for interface design,

nor are they concerned with generating a set of sounds across a range of emotional

responses that could be used in interfaces to signify the relative importance of two

events or the evolution of a single event.

The aim of this research is to go a long way to combining the work in these two

areas, allowing interface designers access to complex acoustic and musical methods

for developing sound through an interface defined in terms of human perception

and HCI design.

1.3 Aims and objectives

In summary, the overall goal of the thesis is to see whether timbre spaces can be

useful for audio design. This goal can be realised through the following aims:
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1. To compare a variety of timbre spaces on a range of measures important for

audio design;

2. To implement Earcons and Auditory Icons as models within the timbre space,

in order to draw on previous knowledge of audio design;

3. To compare two ways of modelling perceptual knowledge within a timbre

space, providing the system with new design possibilities;

4. To discover the advantages and disadvantages of the timbre spaces for audio

design compared against existing audio design systems within the computer

music and HCI communities.

For this final aim, the alternatives considered include audio design via Auditory

Icons and Earcons, and will also consider a variety of synthesis systems that can

produce a wide range of timbres but require complex interaction of parameters to

do so.

1.4 Typographic conventions

In the rest of this thesis, the following typographic conventions are used. All text in

fixed width font is a function name, code snippet, or extract from a structured

data file. Text in italic fixed width indicates an argument that must be replaced

with a variable name or defined type. Text in bold fixed width indicates a defined

name suitable for use as an argument.

Text in italics usually represents a new definition, either introduced from a cited

reference or created for the purpose of the thesis to describe a new concept. Italic

and bold text is also used to emphasise points within lists, tables and figures.
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1.5 Structure of the thesis

Chapter 2 discusses the current research in sound and audio interfaces, and contains

a brief discussion of human perception and audio interface research. Chapter 3

discusses the theory and practice of timbre spaces, including what they are, how to

construct them and how to extend them for audio design. This chapter also discusses

some of the problems with timbre spaces compared with other representations and

how those problems can be addressed. Chapter 4 surveys the technology and design

behind the implementation of the system developed for this thesis, and discusses

the problems encountered with the approach as well as the solutions implemented

to overcome them.

A pilot study to compare timbre spaces was performed. The results of this pilot

were used to run an experiment looking at perception in timbre space whilst data

was being generated to compare a wider range of timbre spaces. Chapter 5 discusses

the results of the experiments to decide which analysis techniques and parameters

should be used for the timbre space and whether the concept of timbre spaces is

suitable for audio interface design. Chapter 6 discusses experiments on perception

in timbre space in which volunteers were asked to rate a set of sounds for ‘urgency’

in order to determine the perceptual relevance of a specific manipulation in the

timbre space.

Chapter 7 discusses the results of these experiments and the overall suitability of

the timbre space as a means to manipulate audio and perception of audio and then

discusses possible future directions to improve and extend audio design using timbre

spaces or related models.

The appendices contain important pieces of the current implementation. Ap-

pendix A is an IDL header file describing the components that make up the system.

Appendix B contains an annotated file that demonstrates how sounds and trans-
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formations can be encoded for the timbre space and audio synthesis parts of the

interface. The materials for the major experiments performed during this research

are provided in Appendix C and Appendix D. The sounds generated during this

research are available on the author’s website (http://www.dcs.gla.ac.uk/~can),

which is also provided on CD with this thesis, and described in Appendix E.



Chapter 2. Audio perception,

interfaces and synthesis

2.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses some of the current research in the fields of audio perception,

audio interfaces and sound synthesis. The focus here is on tools or experiments that

have been or could be applied to the production of sound in an interface design

context. The tools and experiments that relate to the timbre spaces used in the

actual system covered by this thesis are presented in the next chapter.

This is a multi-disciplinary review, where research from psychology, computer music

and Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) has been utilised in order to illustrate the

design complexity required to produce a wide range of output sounds through a

simple interface. The review of each discipline covers a number of well-established

works that are referenced throughout that field, but there are very few studies that

have combined the work from all these fields, despite the advantages of doing so.

The HCI field has discussed ways to create and improve existing audio interfaces

whilst the music community has had a lot of focus on the analysis of sounds for

the purposes of manipulation and generation of novel sounds. The psychology

literature seeks to discover not only how we hear but also the reactions we have to

those sounds, how we describe them and what influence certain sounds have on our

behaviour.

In this work, the design space from computer music is contrasted with studies of

perception from psychology in order to improve understanding of the design of audio

interfaces. The ultimate goal is to allow audio interface designers full access to the

10
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work in the other fields via an audio interface design system, although this work

seeks only to show that such collaboration can be mediated through the timbre

space concept and understands that the ultimate goal requires input from many

researchers across all three fields to refine and extend the concept presented here.

2.1.1 Overview

The chapter opens with a short discussion of how we perceive sound in Section 2.2.

The discussion below, and the system itself, focus on the perception of individual

sounds. A short discussion of the effects of the environment including the effects of

multiple sounds is provided for completeness.

Section 2.3 discusses the history of auditory interface design on the computer desk-

top, including a discussion of the difficulties of such design, which has been a mo-

tivator for the system developed during this research. Various different interface

paradigms are described and compared. Although it is possible for the timbre space

paradigm to cover most of the interfaces discussed, in order to maintain a sharp

focus for the work, the primary interfaces considered are based on auditory rep-

resentations of icons, for which there are two competing paradigms, one based on

environmental sounds, one on abstract musical sounds.

Section 2.4 describes the methods used to generate sounds for these interfaces.

As well as covering those currently in use for the interfaces described, there is

a discussion on introducing new synthesis methods either to allow sounds to be

produced for which there is no other source, or in order to tune the complexity of

the synthesis to the available hardware.
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2.2 Perception of sound

Perception is a very old topic in psychology. There are many books and studies

on how people perceive the world and many texts on how we hear the world. It is

impossible to cover here more than just a fraction of the work on human perception

of sound so this section will deal with the concepts that have been applied to

existing audio interfaces, and will pay little attention to the complexities of multiple

simultaneous sounds, for example, the problems of sounds masking others and other

auditory illusions, a short overview of which is given in Section 2.2.4. Few current

interfaces take these into account, so this section will concentrate on the problems

of generating single sounds.

This section concentrates on computer to human audio communication, rather than

communication from human to computer or between humans. It also does not con-

sider the possible effects of irritation that are related to certain signals in acoustics,

although audio designers should be aware of the issues.

This section will cover what we perceive when presented with an audio signal,

and how the human ear interprets the sound. It starts with a discussion on the

current knowledge of perception of sound including information on the different

ways we can describe the sounds we here. This discussion then leads in to discussion

the perception of one particular construct, ‘urgency’, as an example of how such

constructs can be useful for audio interfaces.

2.2.1 What do we hear?

There are four components to the way we hear a single sound: the pitch, the loud-

ness, the duration and the timbre. This is the breakdown provided by Rasch and

Plomp [17] with the addition of duration, added by Hourdin et al. [12], since du-

ration is important in the construction of complex sounds from single sounds, as
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in musical composition. In addition, there are environmental effects related to the

sound such as its location, reverberation and Doppler shift effects. These are not

considered here since these environmental effects do not affect the production of

a sound. For example, a violin string will vibrate identically whether in a prac-

tice studio or a theatre, although the perception of the violin will change. The

smaller practice studio will create more echoes, creating the effect of a richer sound

due to the increased presence of harmonics. Provided filters exist to model these

environmental effects, a timbre design system does not have to model them.

Where sounds are combined, the differences in pitch, loudness, duration and timbre

between the sounds are important as is the temporal pattern of the sounds. The

differences can be exploited to create musical effects and are used to help us deter-

mine patterns in a series of sounds. This section concentrates on the issues of single

sounds and leaves the sound combination components to the discussion of Earcons

in Section 2.3.4.

For single sounds, the perception of pitch, loudness and duration are well under-

stood. Pitch is related to the fundamental frequency of a sound, although complex

sounds can share the same pitch even though they may only contain the harmonics

of the fundamental frequency and not the fundamental frequency itself [17]. Loud-

ness is related to the amplitude of the original signal by the phon scale, covered in

Section 2.2.2. The duration of a sound is simply the time between the onset and

offset and is easily measured.

Unlike these three measures, the timbre is a complex mix of the harmonics and

their decay rates and the objective measurement of timbre has been a problem for

at least 130 years. Helmholtz performed a lot of experiments in the 1870’s [18], but

it has only been with recent advances in signal analysis techniques that timbre has

been seriously investigated, principally through the use of the timbre space, as used
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by Grey [13] and McAdams et al. [19] among others.

As there is little objective evaluation of the perceptual nature of timbre, timbre is

generally negatively defined in a manner similar to the following:

“The character or quality of a musical or vocal sound (distinct from

its pitch and intensity) depending upon the particular voice or instru-

ment producing it, and distinguishing it from sounds proceeding from

other sources; caused by the proportion in which the fundamental tone

is combined with the harmonics or overtones” [20, online edition].

Of the four components of single sounds, the pitch and duration are easily under-

stood. The duration is linear in time and the pitch is related to frequency. Timbre

and loudness are both more complicated than this, so will be discussed in the fol-

lowing section in greater detail.

2.2.2 Equal-loudness curves

In acoustics, it has been long known that the ear is more sensitive to some frequen-

cies than others. This can be demonstrated when two sine waves with the same

amplitude but different frequencies are played together. One will sound louder than

the other. If someone is asked to adjust the loudness of one of the sounds until both

sounds are equally loud, we can estimate the comparative frequency response of the

ear to those frequencies. The latest international standard based on results of such

experiments is ISO226 [21].

In acoustics, the input sounds are rated by their Sound Pressure Level (SPL), which

is a physical property of the air and easy to measure. This is usually measured in

decibels (dB), which is a logarithmic scale, due to the massive variation in pressure

levels the ear can detect, covering a dynamic range where the loudest noise we can

hear without damage is 12 orders of magnitude greater than the quietest noise we
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can hear.

Figure 2.1: The phon curve. This shows lines of equal loudness, which is a percep-
tual quality. The picture is taken from ISO Standard 226:2003 [21]. The MAF line
at the bottom is the Minimum Audible Field, i.e. the quietest sound that is still
audible to most people.

As noted earlier, loudness is measured in phons, as demonstrated in Figure 2.1,

where 10 phons is defined as the loudness of a 1kHz wave at 10dB SPL and 20

phons is the loudness of a 1kHz wave at 20 dB SPL. The other phon values are

constructed according to the experiment above where a 1kHz wave at a certain

phon level is played and the SPL of a wave of a different frequency is adjusted until

they both have the same loudness. Each line on the graph is a line of equal loudness.

Hence a 31.5Hz sound at 65dB is as load as a 8kHz sound at 30dB or a 1kHz at
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20dB as they are all on the 20 phon curve.

The phon curves demonstrate the frequency response of the ear to a range of fre-

quencies and SPLs. From the graph we can see that the ear is most sensitive to

frequencies in the 3-4kHz range where the graph dips, showing we need little pres-

sure to hear sounds in that region. The ear is least sensitive to low frequency sounds,

and this is most noticeable at lower phons where the graph is steepest.

As the graph demonstrates, the response of the ear varies with frequency and with

sound pressure in a non-linear fashion making the modelling of loudness a com-

plex process. Any audio design system has to take such complexities into account.

Fortunately, the experiment describes a method for uncovering the complexities by

asking participants to rate pairs of sounds on one parameter (i.e. loudness) from

which the graph is obtained. Provided there are methods to record such complex re-

lationships, the design system merely needs to use the relationship to map between

the perceptual concept of loudness and the sound pressure level of the signal.

2.2.3 Perception of phase

The loudness and frequency of the harmonics of a signal are not a complete de-

scription of the timbre of the sound, since the analysed data can also vary in phase.

The phase of a periodic signal refers to how far through a cycle that signal is. For

sinusoidal waves, the phase after one wavelength is 2π, which is identical to the

phase at the start of the cycle (i.e. a phase of zero). Where there are multiple fre-

quencies present in a sound, not only will their wavelengths differ, but their initial

phase may differ. When these frequencies are represented as a set of sine waves, this

phase difference can be observed as a difference in initial amplitude and direction

for each frequency. If a sound is sampled at several regular intervals, the relative

phase of its component frequencies will vary with the wavelength and the initial
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phase of each frequency.

Where the initial amplitude of a sine wave is non-zero (i.e. its phase is a non-integer

multiple of π and is non-zero), audible clicks can be detected in the sound due to the

limitations of sound-producing hardware. Other than such artifacts, the sound of a

sine wave is independent of its phase. A cosine wave, which has a phase difference

of π
2

from a sine wave, will sound identical to a sine wave at the same frequency.

However, it has been suggested that phase information is essential in properly re-

constructing the timbre of a multi-frequency sound [22]. In contrast, Risset and

Wessel [23] discuss Ohm’s acoustic law by saying “if the Fourier representations

[see Section 3.3.1] of two sounds have the same pattern of harmonic amplitudes but

have different patterns of phase relationships, a listener will be unable to perceive

a difference between the two sounds, even though the two sounds may have very

different waveforms” [23, p114]. They note that this insensitivity to phase only

exists for periodic tones and the phase distortion in speech transmitted over tele-

phone cables, where the frequencies propagate at different speeds, can make the

resultant speech unintelligible. Hence, even if the production of a sound is carefully

controlled, phase changes caused by the transmission of a sound can dramatically

affect its timbre.

2.2.4 Situated audio

Audio effects such as masking and environmental effects such as reverberation affect

our ability to distinguish individual sounds and timbres. Masking effects, whilst

important, only tend to have an effect where multiple sound sources are used, which

is important for the development of complex audio interfaces, but does not affect

the properties of any individual sound. Since individual sounds are the focus of

this research, masking effects are left as a consideration for further work. Further

information on this phenomenon can be found in Wegel [24], which describes what
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is heard as the frequency and loudness of a tone is varied against a fixed reference

tone.

Environmental effects are easily added to a single sound source after it has been

generated. This is reasonable since the vibration of a string does not depend on the

global environment, such as the room size or the height of the orchestra in relation

to its audience, yet there is a difference in perceived timbre if a violin is played in a

concert hall rather than in a small practice room, and this difference is far greater

than the local environmental changes that can affect the string such as heat and

moisture. These local environmental changes can be modelled during synthesis, but

the global environmental changes, since they affect all instruments, are more easily

modelled outside the synthesiser as a post-processing step.

To understand the changes brought about by the environment on our listening

experience, it is necessary to consider how humans perceive the timbres of the sounds

in their environment, and how this perception changes within the environment and

between different sound sources.

2.2.5 Analytical listening

Analytical listening is the process of breaking a sound down into its constituent

components in order to compare different sounds and how they are produced. It is

part of the information processing view of perception and it is closely related to the

field of signal analysis (see Section 3.3.1), since the analysis techniques are based on

theories covered by the analytical listening view of human perception. Work on the

cochleagram and correlogram described in that section and the experiments that

led to their development suggest that the ear does perform some sort of frequency

analysis since different nerve endings along different parts of the ear resonate at

different frequencies.
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In the analytical listening model, humans decode sounds into a sonograph style

representation that breaks the sound into its constituent frequencies over time.

The analytical model is supported by the fact that humans can perceive timbre

through changes that do not overly affect the sonograph, such as pitch shifting and

environmental distortion. Work has shown that the ear itself is able not only to

detect these frequencies, but also other musical components of a sound, such as

loudness and rhythm, without requiring conscious effort [25].

The identification of objects from their audio representation in the analytical lis-

tening model is achieved by applying inference to this representation with respect

to stored memories. Patterns of sounds in memory are referenced in order to fit the

new sound into existing experience. The newer field of ecological acoustics seeks

to uncover what we consciously perceive when we hear, rather than just trying to

understand the unconscious biological processes underlying hearing and memory.

Marin and Perry discussed the effects of memory in relation to analytical listen-

ing [26]. Their study of patients with a variety of neurological conditions affecting

memory and musical ability is shown to demonstrate the importance of memory

on musical perception, but this is independent of the memory of separate timbres,

such as used to name a violin or to identify a speaking voice.

2.2.6 Ecological listening

Gibson defined ecological perception [27] as an alternative to the analytical per-

ception used to describe vision. Gibson viewed the visual perception of objects as

part of the ecology of the viewer. Gibson argued that the analytical approach was

useful for mathematical descriptions of the world and understanding the biological

processes concerned with interacting with the world, but that considering objects

in abstract terms such as wavelengths of light and planes of objects is insufficient

for describing how we actually perceive the world in terms of objects and textures.
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Moreover, whilst the traditional view holds that memory and inference are required

to turn a retinal image into a perceived object, the ecological view suggests that the

optical system perceives the invariants in the environment (such as edges between

objects), and the memory processes work on this representation.

Audio design at the analytical level is easily accomplished since the construction

of the sound is clearly defined in terms of frequencies, loudness and pitch. How-

ever, various experiments, such as Mynatt [28] and Vanderveer [29] have shown

that people hear the sources of sound in preference to the properties of sound, a

process described as ecological listening in reference to Gibson’s work on ecological

perception.

Gaver applied the concept of ecological perception to hearing [14], and argued that

when people hear the sound of a slamming door, they will describe hearing ‘a

slamming door’ in preference to ‘a short, dull, loud thudding sound’, or ‘a quickly-

decaying, low-pitched, high-intensity sinusoidal sound with few harmonics.’

These three descriptions can be thought of as a hierarchy of levels of description of

the sound. These levels are defined here as: the object level (describing properties of

the source of the sound - ‘Breaking Glass’), the perceptual level (describing what

it is about the sound that helps us determine what the source is - ‘Repeated high-

pitched, randomly occurring contact sounds’) and the signal level (describing

how the sound can be synthesised - ‘Randomly repeated, quickly-decaying

sinusoidal sounds of high pitch with many higher harmonics).

As Mynatt and Vanderveer both showed, most users will be working on the ob-

ject level. Gaver [14] demonstrated this by using the term everyday sounds for

description at the object level, and the term musical sounds for description at the

perceptual or signal level. Ecological listening concerns everyday sounds and the

object level whilst analytical listening is concerned with musical sounds and the
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perceptual and signal levels of description.

2.2.7 Ecological design

Gaver [14], Mynatt [28] and Vanderveer [29] all argue that listeners prefer to describe

sounds at the perceptual or everyday level rather than at the signal levels. Due to

this bias towards everyday sounds, this research seeks to allow users to modify

sounds in terms of material properties as well as in terms of perceptual qualities.

The object level encapsulates a set of concepts in the perceptual level, such as the

relationship between heavier objects and lower pitch [30], allowing further objects,

both real and virtual, to be transformed by adjusting perceptual properties.

An ecological audio design system would allow a user to take an existing object

and adjust properties of it, so that one could take a door object with properties

about rooms and slamming locks and derive from this an airlock object, where the

far room could be either a large water expanse or a vacuum, thereby producing

perceptually different qualities for opening and closing the door.

For example, a designer working at the perceptual level could be provided with a

general sound control panel for creating sounds from auditory properties (e.g. {90%

harshness, 30% loudness, 60% bright}). The designer could also be provided with

a sound control panel at the object level concerned with object properties. For

example, a door object would have properties of the form {Wooden, 20% of size

of largest door} where ‘Wooden’ maps to a certain configuration of harshness and

brightness (where wood is low on both scales but a metal jail cell door would be not

very harsh and somewhat bright as the ringing can be heard). ‘Size’ would map to

both a change in loudness and a change in pitch.

From the perceptual to the signal level, loudness maps to the amplitude of the

synthesised sound via the phon scale, with harshness and brightness relating likewise
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to the properties of the harmonics of the base frequency and the decay of these. A

representation is therefore required to capture the changes in timbre corresponding

to perceived changes in harshness and brightness. In order to achieve this, some

encoding of the perceptual constructs of “harshness” and “brightness” must be used.

2.2.8 Representing perception of timbres

Humans tend to perceive sound in terms of the object that created it, but as sounds

get abstracted, or where those sounds seem to reflect a process of thought, there are

many other aspects to the sound that a listener can perceive. For example, given

the sound of footsteps, the tempo of the walk, the loudness of each step and the

regularity of the rhythm all change as the person walking gets more anxious.

On a more abstract level, Edworthy et al. [30] set out to discover what effect

changes in a sound made to how we perceive it in terms of a range of adjectives such

as ‘urgent’, ‘fast’, ‘slow’, ‘dangerous’, ‘smooth’ and ‘heavy’. They found consistent

changes across participants for which changes in the input signal related to a change

in the perceived value of each adjective.

Edworthy et al. also performed an experiment that focused on just one adjective -

‘urgent’ [31]. For this, a number of changes in the signal were devised and an order-

ing for each one was determined so that a consistent increase in perceived urgency

could be predicted. The changes included adjusting the fundamental frequency of

the sound, detuning the harmonics of the sound and adjusting the envelope of the

sound so that the amplitude was constant throughout or faded in or faded out. Each

of these musical properties of the sound was found to affect the perceived urgency

in a predictable way such that distinct choices could be made to construct the most

urgent and least urgent possible sound from the test suite.

These experiments show that, despite what Mynatt and Vanderveer conclude about
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humans not hearing at the musical level, there is a lot of perception that relates to

the properties of the sound itself and not the object that creates it. In contrast to

Gaver [14], Edworthy et al. demonstrate that perception can be described on an

emotional rather than a musical level, in addition to the object level. This result is

to be expected expected in a wider population where musical training is rare, whilst

emotional engagement is common. Using these emotional perceptual constructs to

identify timbre changes at the signal level allows a designer to construct new timbres

using familiar terms that express the intent of the sound in an interaction, so bigger

objects can be made to sound heavier and operations on more important files can

be made to sound more urgent.

2.2.9 Implications for audio design

Ecological listening states that humans are more likely to describe sounds with

reference to the apparent source of that sound as opposed to certain characteristics

of that sound. Edworthy et al. show that, when prompted, humans can describe

sounds at a more abstract level. Blattner et al. state that “The timbre of a sound

is usually described with adjectives such as bright, warm, harsh, hollow, twangy, or

brassy,” [8, p26] showing that the ecological view does not provide the full picture

of what we hear in sounds.

None of the papers report any listener describing a sound purely analytically, at

the mathematical level required to synthesise a sound. Gaver [14] discusses the

thought process required to extract such information from a sound for developing

his Auditory Icons and it seems clear that most listeners are uncomfortable or unable

to analyse sounds in the same way. It is at this level however that most current

sound synthesis systems work, requiring the audio designer to examine sounds in

this unnatural fashion.
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An overview of such synthesis systems and their use in existing interfaces follows,

in order to demonstrate how this gap has been bridged in the past, but it seems

clear that an audio design system that allows manipulation and analysis of sound at

the perceptual or object level would open up new avenues of exploration for sound

designers currently constrained by working at the signal level.

2.3 Interfaces and design

This section will discuss the current research into auditory interfaces in a desktop

environment, i.e. the standard WIMP (Windows, Icon, Menu, Pointer) interface

found on most modern desktop and laptop machines and a number of hand-held de-

vices including some mobile phones. The design system at the heart of the research

is to be developed for this environment, for situations where the expressiveness and

flexibility of the sound development is far more important than accurately recre-

ating a sound from the real world. Such situations are cited by Gaver for the file

copying Auditory Icon [9] where the expressiveness of pouring is more important

than the realistic synthesis of a copying sound. For examples of realistic synthesis

in a virtual environment, see van den Doel’s work on environmental capture [32, 33]

or Karjalainen et al.’s work on creating virtual stringed instruments [34, 35].

In a typical auditory interface, the sounds reflect the current state of the system. In

some cases, this is used to provide feedback and information on user actions, as in

the original work on Earcons [8] and Auditory Icons [14]. Others, such as Conversy

[36] and Mynatt et al. [37], use sound as a non-intrusive way of providing status

information on background tasks.

Audio is a two-way medium and can be used both to communicate to the user and

to gain information from the user. Each direction of communication covers a wide

range of techniques and challenges. This chapter will focus on the use of audio
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output in user interfaces, which has been the focus of work on Earcons [8] and

Auditory Icons [14]. The audio outputs in these cases are generally used alongside

non-audio input devices such as the traditional keyboard and mouse or gesture and

haptic interfaces. Use of audio for both input and output can lead to feedback

problems when the two channels can not be reliably distinguished by the user or

the computer. Some discussion of the techniques used in audio analysis, which is

one stage in the audio input cycle, is discussed in the next chapter, but the overall

problems of audio inputs are not covered.

As an interface medium, audio shares a problem with the traditional graphical

and command-line interfaces in that how the interface is perceived depends upon

a number of factors including the background experience of the user and other

information presented to the user either concurrently with or preceding the audio

signal. This section discusses the different interface methods, following a brief

exploration of this context sensitivity.

2.3.1 Cultural independence

Interfaces depend on context to be understood, since many sounds are hard to

understand without context. A continuous sequence of two beeps and a pause,

for example, can easily refer to an error that prevents a computer from booting

up, such as a memory error, but can also be used to indicate an incoming phone

call. The context of the interface often includes a lot of cultural context including

language, custom and personal experience. For audio interfaces, the use of speech is

an obvious case where a certain cultural background is essential for understanding

the interface, and the interface must be customised for a new audience with a

new language. Other cultural differences include abilities such as perfect pitch

[38], where some people can reliably detect identical frequencies and others cannot,

although training can improve this [38] and the ability of doctors, through training,
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to be able to detect certain illnesses via a stethoscope due to specific differences

from normal patterns. There are a few culturally independent sounds that mean

the same across all cultures, such as environmental sounds like wind and rain, or

changes in sounds related to internal processes, such as increasing heart beat, and

hence tempo, indicating an increase in exertion or fear, although the everyday sound

description of such a change in a sound will be context dependent.

2.3.2 Speech

For many tasks, speech is the only audio output method that is viable. For example,

for telephone-based banking interfaces, Web and e-mail access for blind users, or

any other situation where the primary information is textual.

Speech can be a problematic interface if there is a lot of information, as shown by

the confusion that occurs when many people are having a conversation. In Baldis

[39], a group discussion is played to a subject who is then asked comprehension

and person identification questions. The subjects are often confused about who is

talking, even when one person is talking without interruption.

Although there are methods for increasing the usable range of speech outputs and

increasing the comprehension, such as spatialising the sound as described in Baldis’

paper, speech is ultimately less scalable than simpler audio interfaces, such as Con-

versy’s use of multiple audio streams to convey workload [36], or the use of audio in

computer games where several environmental effects can be present without confu-

sion [40]. Orchestral music demonstrates the ability of the ear to pick out various

parts of a complex stream of sounds by grouping the notes for each instrument

together [41] but applying this to interfaces has proved trickier [42].

Non-speech audio interfaces are often quicker at presenting information than speech.

Using the desktop metaphor, if a sound is associated with a file, there is a quicker
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sense of how big the file is from a pitched sound than from a speech sample reading

out the size of the file as there is a lot more information to process in the longer,

more complex speech signal. However, speech is the best way to get the exact file

size across as it is less ambiguous than non-speech audio.

In general, speech interfaces are fairly advanced, with most text-to-speech synthe-

sisers [43] offering great control over the timbre of the speaker, allowing complex

speech to be generated from a simple text file and a small set of control parameters.

Text-to-speech synthesis can help an interface to be culturally independent since a

wide variety of languages can be handled by translating a text file, although the

voice model must be able to handle the variety of syllables in the target language.

This cultural independence is not as great a problem for iconic graphical output or

non-speech audio outputs where a carefully designed set of icons can be used by a

range of users across different cultures.

Whilst a generic audio interface design system could allow access to speech-based

interfaces, particularly in controlling the timbre of the speaking voice, the leading

text-to-speech synthesisers already offer advanced control of timbre, which is hard

to replicate in a generic system that covers a wider range of timbres. This research,

therefore, will not consider speech interfaces in the experiments performed in order

to concentrate on more general principles of audio design. An audio design system

that allows parameterisation of timbre that can be customised to specific domains

could be used to generate speaking timbres for a text-to-speech engine. An example

of such a customised timbre space for audio has been published by Terasawa et al.

[44] during the final months of this research.
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2.3.3 Auditory Icons

Auditory Icons [9] were devised by Gaver during his work on the SonicFinder in-

terface [7]. They were developed according to ecological perception, as discussed in

Section 2.2.6. They allow audio design at the everyday level. They are auditory

representations motivated by real-world sounds. Gaver discusses a variety of sounds

designed to resemble tapping, scraping, pouring and other real-world actions. The

tapping sounds are used to represent the act of clicking on an icon, the scraping to

represent dragging an icon over the desktop and the pouring is used as a progress

indicator.

Gaver’s sounds are produced by a mathematical combination of sinusoidal func-

tions, where impact sounds and pouring sounds are base functions, and a bouncing

sound is represented by repeated application of the impact function with varying

parameters. Alternative synthesis methods for Auditory Icons have been developed

by Keller and Traux [45] who used Granular Synthesis, and by Rocchesso et al. [46]

who studied simplified Auditory Icons based on the simplest representation required

to signify a particular type of event.

The sounds are parameterised such that different file types are associated with

sounds of taps on different materials and the pitch of the sound represents the file

size. Gaver describes this as an iconic relation between the sounds and the actions

on the files:

“iconic mappings are based on physical causation - the display enti-

ties look or sound like the things they represent” [7, p87]

Gaver points out later in the paper that there are many processes in the computer

world that have no real-world analogue. For these processes, a choice of auditory

icon is hard. The examples given in the paper are a disk-write error, which has
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nothing equivalent outside the computer, and copying files, where the sound of a

photocopier provides little scope for parameterisation.

In the copying example, a pouring sound is used as a metaphor for copying files. The

sound of a container filling up from another container can be readily related by a

user to the concept of a file being copied from one place to another. Despite the fact

that there is this metaphorical relation between the sound and the process, there is

an iconic relationship between the sound and its source (i.e. the virtual containers).

This iconic relationship provides a simple set of parameters for adjusting size, which

is a concept common to both the sound source and the process the sound represents.

“Metaphorical mappings make use of similarities between the entities

or relationships of their domains” [7, p87]

One significant problem with Auditory Icons is that it is non-trivial to define new

parameters, such as mapping the file size to how hollow the tap object sounds or

adding a drum skin material to the tapping icon. Even where the mapping between

a perceptual description of a sound and the system state it represents is obvious, it

is rarely easy to modify the sound signal according to this perceptual description

as standard sound editors operate at the signal rather than the perceptual level,

making parameters such as ‘object size’ inaccessible without prior expert knowledge.

Although techniques such as Analysis-Synthesis, discussed in Section 3.3.1, allow

more control over the sound than editing at the signal level, they are still hard

to design and often very specialised to a single task in the same way as Gaver’s

mathematical descriptions of the icons. Gaver has said that more design tools are

needed [14]. A system for audio design that can capture the Auditory Icon work

would allow designers access to the environmental sounds they have produced.
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2.3.4 Earcons

In contrast to Auditory Icons, earcons do not necessarily attempt to describe an

event with a real-world sound. Blattner et al. [8] defines earcons as “nonverbal

audio messages used in the user-computer interface” [8, p13] and defines two levels

of earcons, “representational” and “abstract”. Auditory Icons are defined as a type

of representational earcons, whereas abstract earcons are constructed from short

musical structures known as “motives”, designed to have simple rhythmic and pitch

structure, and hence provide design at the musical level. In common with the other

literature listed here, the term Earcons is used to refer to abstract earcons, and the

term Auditory Icons is used to refer to representational earcons.

Earcons are short musical motifs that are abstract representations of the information

exposed by the interface. This does not imply a less intuitive interface however since

Gaver noted many of the Auditory Icons he uses bear only a metaphorical relation

to the task they describe rather than a truly iconic one, the copying sound being a

good example of this.

Earcons are constructed as patterns of musical notes, where the instrument, dura-

tion, pitch, volume and other attributes are modified according to the state of the

system. As Earcons can be made of many notes, the rhythm and tempo of those

notes and their relative volume and pitch are also important attributes that are

used in Earcon design.

Hierarchical Earcons, as used in the experiments by Brewster et al. on the effective-

ness of Earcons [47, 48], assign different attributes to different levels of description

of the interface. For example, menus are described by the timbre of the sound, and

menu items are described by the rhythm of the sound.

Blattner et al. describe three ways to combine Earcons. In compound earcons, each
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motive has a fixed timbre, pitch and duration. Earcons are combined by playing

a series of motives in sequence. For example, a menu item could be represented

by playing the motive for “menu” followed by the motive for “file” followed by the

motive for “open”. Inherited Earcons create family groupings for similar events,

so all the motives representing items in the “file” menu for example, may share a

common rhythm. Complex Earcons are still constructed from sequences of motives,

as in the compound case. Where the family groupings are used to construct and dis-

tinguish Earcons, they are classed as Hierarchical Earcons, as defined above. Other

Earcon transformations described by Blattner et al. to generate family grouping

include reflecting a motive in time (i.e. playing the notes in reverse order) or in

pitch (e.g. turning a descending sequence into an ascending sequence), and adjust-

ing the dynamics of the motive. They note that the perceptual significance of these

transforms has not been validated.

The problems inherent in speech interfaces, where the sound can get extremely

complex, apply equally to arbitrarily long Earcons due to this richness of space. It

is not as great a restriction in Earcons however, as longer Earcons can be formed

from the repetition of a few simple motifs, as used by Mynatt et al. in the design

of Audio Aura [10].

2.3.5 Comparison of Auditory Icons and Earcons

Edworthy and Hards [49] suggest that listeners perform equally well on remembering

the meanings of Auditory Icons and abstract sounds such as Earcons, unless there is

a period of training where the users are told what each sound represents, when the

Auditory Icons work better. This suggests that Auditory Icons are no more intuitive

than Earcons. The paper then goes on to agree with Gaver that one of the primary

reasons for this is that when an environmental sound such as an Auditory Icon is

heard, the listener assigns meaning to the sound based on the object it sounds like
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rather than the process the designer has associated with that sound.

Earcons allow a more structured sound design space than Auditory Icons since Au-

ditory Icons are independent of each other and can only be parameterised with

respect to simple object interactions, such as a scrape. The interaction of multiple

Auditory Icons has not received as much attention as multiple Earcons [50] and so

Auditory Icon parameterisation is performed in isolation, considering single objects

and only rarely considering multiple interactions between objects, such as demon-

strated by Gaver’s breaking glass icon. Earcons can be parameterised with a wide

range of musical features, allowing a single Earcon to present much more infor-

mation than an Auditory Icon, and multiple interactions grouped by rhythm and

tempo are far more common. The parameterisation of an Earcon is also easier than

for Auditory Icons as the parameterisations fit closely with musical concepts and

are easily manipulated using musical theory applied with music composition tools

such as sequencers, some of which offer scripting abilities to transform or generate

patterns of notes according to higher-level parameters.

2.3.6 Combining Auditory Icons and Earcons

For Earcons, the atomic unit is the note, and a single earcon is a complex unit

formed of one or more notes. Earcons treat timbre as a single dimension, which is

a categorical1 dimension rather than a numerical one.

Earcons use musical concepts such as pitch, rhythm, duration and tempo as fur-

ther dimensions, modifying the parameters of the atomic units and their relative

positions to reflect changes in the underlying process.

Auditory Icons treat timbre as the combination of many dimensions and rarely use

pitch or tempo. Rare examples are given by Gaver’s bouncing objects [9] where

1i.e. divides the space into categories, without ordering or scale. Some Earcons do however use
similarity, where similar instruments are used to represent similar concepts [50].
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the temporal proximity of events reflects the springiness and original height of the

dropped object, or the ARKola project [51] which uses tempo to signify the amount

of work a machine is doing.

For Auditory Icons, the icon itself is the atomic unit, as this is the smallest concept

we generally perceive. This is despite the fact that the icon consists of many acoustic

units (e.g. its harmonics). This is similar to the way that we can perceive a letter

as an atomic object, even though it is made up of many lines or many pixels. We

do not notice the underlying structure without extra effort.

The acoustic units of a sound are often the frequencies of a sound, which may vary

with time. However, from Gaver’s work, the bouncing icon has acoustic units of

contact sounds, where each contact sound represents one bounce and the icon is

interpreted not as a single contact but as a bouncing object.

As this demonstrates, there are many ways to divide a sound into acoustic units.

The bouncing icon can be seen to be divided according to musical listening, whilst

the frequencies represent division according to analytical listening. Whilst an auto-

mated analysis usually starts by breaking a sound into its constituent frequencies,

as discussed in Section 3.3.1, an audio design system should abstract this analysis to

break the sound into components closer to those used when a listener deconstructs

the sound. Separating events in time is a logical and simple process to automate,

but other divisions are harder to compute or to define. One way to examine such

constituents of a variety of sounds is to determine what is perceived to be different

between two sounds and how that difference can be modelled. This allows us to

model, for example, the difference between wooden and metal sounds, as used by

Gaver. In order to synthesise at the signal level, the decomposition into frequencies

is the most appropriate, particularly as this is a general approach that will work on

all sounds. An audio design system hence needs to be able to output a description
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of the sound suitable for input to a synthesiser.

At the perceptual or object level, an analysis similar to the bouncing icon may be

more appropriate. A general audio interface design system must allow this logical

division by the designer if it is to work as the designer might expect. It must also

be expected that the system will not be able to break down the sound into anything

other than frequency and time, or encodings of these, so there will be little scope

for a general automation of separation of sounds in the fashion of the bouncing icon

into individual bounces, although dedicated analyses for such separation may be

possible provided the system is flexible enough to allow a variety of analysis and

post-processing options.

By combining the complex atom and timbral manipulation of the Auditory Icons

with the complex atom combination and musical manipulation of the Earcon, we

can see that a system that allows control over both timbre and musical dimensions

will have a much richer design space than either idea on its own. Whether this

richer space will provide a more flexible and useful design space is a matter for

investigation.

2.3.7 Other audio interactions

Two other areas that could be enhanced by a general system for manipulating a

multidimensional sound representation are sonification, discussed in the NSF soni-

fication report [52] and generic 3D visual interfaces.

A quick description of these applications follows, as a cursory examination, with a

view to investigating the fields in depth should the system offer enough flexibility

to explore them.
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Sonification

Sonification, as defined in the NSF (National Science Foundation) sonification re-

port, is “...the transformation of data relations into perceived relations in an acous-

tic signal for the purposes of facilitating communication or interpretation.” [52,

Section 2, online edition]

Sonification defines a mapping between status variables and sound properties with

the intention that a listener can infer properties of the underlying data by listening

to the sonic output.

The report argues that sonification is a good solution to the information overload

we can experience in a visual environment. Since sound is an inherently dynamic

system, it is more suited to input data that is very dynamic, either by having

many changing input variables, or when the temporal changes in the data are very

complex.

Simple examples of sonification using Auditory Icons and Earcons have been de-

veloped by Mynatt et al. [37] and Conversy [36], where the background status of

many variables is presented in a non-intrusive audio format.

There are also many sonification papers that cover areas traditionally performed in

visualisation, one prime example being work by Dombois on earthquake sonification

[53]. Dombois describes taking recordings of earthquake data and shifting the wave

signals into the auditory domain. The signal is played back faster than real-time

and is presented in conjunction with a 3D visualisation. The paper describes the

ease of use for analysing the data, as experienced by the author, but no comparative

tests were performed.

In Hermann and Ritter’s sonification paper [54], the ideas of a parameter map and

a perceptual map in sonification are introduced. In their parameter map, each
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dimension to be sonified is attached to a parameter (or a meta-parameter) of the

chosen synthesiser or sonic model, such that changes in that dimension affect a

change in the model parameters and hence the sound. In their perceptual map, the

sound produced depends not only on the data itself but also upon the interaction,

mediated through a haptic device. The perception of the data is hence mapped

according to the data itself and to the specific interaction with the haptic device.

Their use of the term perceptual map hence conflicts with the use of the term within

timbre spaces.

3D interfaces

The audio interface work encapsulated by Earcons and Auditory Icons was founded

on the 2D graphical desktop metaphor using concepts such as files and folders.

Many attempts to move beyond that metaphor are discussed in this section. These

utilise 3D environments reminiscent of the world outside the computer.

It is useful to consider 3D environments as they often include support for audio

interfaces alongside the 3D graphical interface, particularly since vision only works

by line-of-sight whereas sound can be used to indicate actions outside the field

of vision, either because it is behind or to the side of the user, or because the

sound source is hidden behind other objects in the environment. The environments

discussed below generally situate a static sound in the environment and apply effects

to it to signify acoustic properties such as reverberation or Doppler effects. This

means they can incorporate Auditory Icons and Earcons easily as static sounds

in the environment but generally lack the tools required to parameterise the audio

according to events in that environment. This restriction forces the audio designer to

record a separate audio file or MIDI sequence for each type of interaction, although

van den Doel [33] offers a virtual environment without this restriction. A generalised

audio design system that allowed easy real-time parameterisation would expand the
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possibilities for interaction in such spaces and could also be applied to non-graphical

3D environments.

Many 3D Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs), such as Rooms [55] and X3D [56], treat

their 3-dimensional world as an extension to the standard 2-dimensional WIMP

interface, using the same point-and-click metaphors, with an added navigational

component.

Rooms uses a 3D extension of the desktop metaphor to the extent of using standard

folder terminology and using the Microsoft Windows icons. Although it presents

a different set of sounds for the interactions (e.g. door sounds to open a folder

rather than click sounds), it covers fundamentally the same audio environment as

the desktop. It does not use dynamic sound to aid navigation or to provide feedback.

It does not allow any modification of the audio samples used.

The world wide web has gained ground as a possible replacement for the desktop

interface by taking existing concepts of icons and menus and extending them us-

ing hyperlinks to navigate through documents rather than abstract folders. This

evolution can also be seen in 3D worlds inspired by web concepts. One such 3D

language, developed along the same lines as the web itself, is X3D.

The X3D specification (formally known as VRML - Virtual Reality Markup Lan-

guage) has been developed by the Web3D consortium [56]. It is a standard for

describing 3D environments and allows events to be attached to any object in the

environment. Some of these events trigger sound samples or Earcons. The only

sound property that can be changed dynamically is the pitch. This is adjusted by

changing the sampling rate, and hence will also adjust the length of the sound when

samples are used. The X3D specification also includes a spatialisation component,

but otherwise its auditory interface is no more advanced than the desktop. Despite

these limitations, Mynatt et al. were able to use VRML for their Audio Aura exper-
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iments [10] using recorded Auditory Icons, speech and Earcons in an environment

based on the building where they worked to present relevant information to the

employees who were off-site.

More inventive virtual environments are designed to present the information in ways

that can only be done in 3D. This can include locational information, and can also

include virtual interactions with objects designed to behave like their real-world

counterparts, as studied by van den Doel [33].

The best examples of virtual environments with good sonic interaction are often

found in computer games. Andresen [40] discusses augmenting id Software’s Quake1

environment with extra auditory feedback to make it accessible to blind users. At

the basic level, speech has been added to augment the textual output. In the game

itself, many audio cues are used. Aside from the simple object sounds, footsteps

and door noises in the original engine, ceiling fans were added to the corridors.

These fans, when combined with the occlusion of thick walls, allow users to easily

find doors between corridors, particularly as the sound is panned to aid the user

in orienting towards this sound. Bumping and scraping sounds are also used with

panning to allow the user to detect when they have hit a wall and whether they

are sliding along the wall or are stuck. Andresen also makes the important point

that adding the sound information into the environment not only makes the game

accessible to more people but also gives an extra set of information to existing

players which can enhance their sense of immersion in the game.

2.3.8 Summary

Audio environments based on speech and within computer game environments are

often far more advanced than non-speech desktop environments where users do most

of their interaction [11]. To redress the balance, an audio design system should
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build on the ideas of Earcons and Auditory Icons, built to work within the desktop

metaphor, and extend these with ideas borrowed from other auditory environments

discussed here and the work on perception discussed earlier in this chapter. In order

to consider all the available possibilities, the next section will look at the variety

of output techniques found in the interfaces listed here, as well as some synthesis

techniques that have been used in existing audio design work by musicians and

composers.

2.4 Synthesis

This section discusses some of the methods available for synthesising a sound within

a computer. Sampling (sometimes covered by the term “Wavetable synthesis”), is

a common method in modern synthesisers and computer interfaces that has good

sound fidelity but poor manipulation potential. The other synthesis models present

different balances between ease of control, speed of synthesis and hardware support.

After a short discussion of the requirements for a synthesis system, this section

reviews the MIDI specification [57], which is the most common synthesis control

language and is understood by a large variety of instruments, specialist music devices

and computers including hand-held devices and mobile phones.

For this research, the synthesiser used should be capable of replicating the capabil-

ities of Earcons and of Auditory Icons, so needs to be flexible and easy to parame-

terise in the timbre space. In addition, the following criteria were considered:

• Fast synthesis. A truly interactive synthesiser needs to be able to generate

output quickly and change that output immediately if the parameters change.

An interactive synthesiser is not required for evaluating the quality or capa-

bilities of the audio design system, but is required if that system is then used

to generate a production audio interface.
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• Wide timbral range. The synthesiser should be able to generate sounds

across the entire range currently available in Earcons and Auditory Icons,

this includes orchestral sounds, percussive sounds and environmental effects

such as pouring water. If one synthesiser cannot fill the entire timbral range,

multiple synthesisers must be implemented.

• Easy parameterisation. The synthesiser needs a representation in the audio

design system such that it is a simple matter to turn a sound into a set of

parameters.

• Low data requirements. Some synthesisers need to store a lot of data

themselves to generate high quality sounds. If this data needs to be supplied

alongside the parameter data, the storage requirements will be much higher

than the storage requirements for other synthesisers. To avoid such large

storage requirements, the preferred synthesisers to use alongside an audio

design system with its own timbre representation are simple with low data

requirements that can rely on the timbre representation to encode the sound

complexity. This arrangement provides the most flexibility for the design

system.

2.4.1 MIDI

The MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) specification [57] seeks to define

a common protocol for the control of musical instruments. It is commonly used in

the design of Earcons [8] and provides a low-level parameterisation that most of the

following synthesis techniques have been adapted to.

At its core, the MIDI specification defines a clock signal and a series of time-

dependent messages which MIDI-capable devices can process or ignore. Each MIDI

device is assigned one or more device numbers and one or more channels, and will
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respond only to messages that correspond to its assigned device and channels.

Most MIDI instruments accept messages to select a timbre to use for the synthesis,

a list of which was added to successors to the MIDI standard. Most MIDI devices

also accept commands to play a certain note at a certain pitch for a certain duration.

Other common messages include changing the pitch or volume of a playing note,

changing the volume of an entire channel, changing the tempo using the MIDI clock

and adjusting the balance between the left and right stereo channels.

Any synthesis technique to be considered as a design tool for Earcons must support

the MIDI standard, so must allow easy pitch and volume changes, and must be fast

enough to respond to a message so that it can be processed at the appropriate time.

2.4.2 Wavetable synthesis

Wavetable synthesis is the term used in the MIDI specification [57] to describe the

process of recording a sound wave into memory (the Wavetable) and playing it back

when needed. The process of recording this sound is often called sampling, and some

systems use this term to describe the whole process, particularly in systems that

offer methods to manipulate the sound in memory. More recent work [58, 59] calls

this type of synthesis fixed-wavetable and uses wavetable synthesis as a general term

encompassing this as well as techniques such as granular synthesis (see Section 2.4.7

below).

Sampling is a simple and quick process as most modern computers have built-in

chips (known as Digital to Analog Converters, or DACs) to convert incoming sound

into sampled data and sampled data into sound. This ease of use has made it by far

the most popular method of sonifying the interface in terms of user reach, with the

Microsoft Windows desktop, VRML and hand-held devices all using the technique.

Most sampled sounds are stored in a Pulse-Code Modulated (PCM) format, which
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stores the data as a list of samples, one sample per channel per time step. The

header contains information on how many channels the data has and the sample

rate of the file. A number of compression techniques exist, MP3 [60] being the most

popular, but the sound must be converted into PCM format in order for the sound

card to be able to read the data, and this is how sounds are stored in the wavetable

on the sound-card.

The great advantage of sampling is that the sounds are as similar as possible between

computers, since each computer will reproduce the same sound from a given file,

within the hardware limitations of the device. The recorded sound can be modified

in many ways, such as pitch adjustment (with the most advanced equipment able

to do this without modifying the length of the sample), filtering (removal of certain

frequencies of the sound) and adding echoes and other environmental effects, all

of which modifications can also be applied to the output of the following synthesis

methods, although these all add a computational cost above the basic playback.

One of the major drawbacks of sampling in an interface is the large size of the files,

being several orders of magnitude larger than the parameter definitions for synthesis

algorithms. There is also the problem of recording a different sample for every type

of interaction we want to simulate. This requires a large amount of storage space

and is also labour-intensive in the sound capture stage.

The audio design framework envisaged in this thesis, whilst concerned with param-

eterised and interactive sounds, should also able to generate sounds for a wavetable

or sample based interface to allow it to generate sounds for most modern comput-

ing devices, including hand-held devices. This is important as it allows the new

interfaces to be tested alongside a familiar environment to see what effect, if any, a

particular design has on a system. Where speed is an issue, such as on smaller and

older computing devices, this may be the only option. In this case the audio design
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framework is used to generate a series of static sounds, in much the same way as

modern desktop and web icons are developed using vector graphics packages then

saved for use as bitmaps to avoid compatibility and rendering speed issues.

2.4.3 Synthesis using oscillators

The simplest form of synthesis for sounds generated entirely within the machine

is based on the manipulation of simple waves generated by oscillators. The idea

is to take an input wave and modify it through various filters to create a complex

output wave. The input wave is usually a simple sine wave, although others such

as sawtooth and square waves are also common.2

The oscillators are modified by a number of parameters to change the amplitude,

frequency or other properties of the wave. This wave can then be summed with

or used to modify the parameters of another filtered wave. This process can be

repeated with as many oscillators and filters as the synthesiser can handle.

Each parameter of each wave in the process can be shaped by an envelope, which

defines the shape of one of the attributes of the wave. At each point on the wave,

the attribute is multiplied by the value of the envelope. The wave attribute is said

to be convolved with the envelope. In Figure 2.2 the amplitude of a sine wave has

been convolved with the envelope shown.

Unlike wavetable synthesis, an oscillator model can reproduce a sound with much

less data as it needs to store only the parameters to create a sound rather than

the sound itself. Moreover, these parameters can easily be adjusted in real-time

to create effects that are difficult if not impossible to achieve interactively using a

wavetable approach. These two advantages over the wavetable approach offer fur-

ther possibilities to interface designers. The lower data requirements offer a wider

2For a general discussion of the types of synthesis available using oscillators, including some
not mentioned here due to their unpopularity in user interfaces, refer to Roads [58].
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Figure 2.2: A sine wave shaped by an amplitude envelope. The thin line is the
wave, the thick line is the envelope.

range of sounds to the designer, whilst the interactive adjustment of parameters

allow the sound to change in real-time according to some underlying data. Com-

pared to a wavetable-based synthesis however, each of the techniques listed here

has a higher computational cost, which can limit the opportunities for real-time

interaction if the processor is busy and there is no supplementary processor, such

as a specialised sound chip, to handle the synthesis.

The interactive adjustment of parameters is shared amongst all the techniques listed

here, but the additive synthesis and frequency modulation synthesis techniques that

follow have the advantage of simplicity. In the additive synthesis, the simplicity is

in the parameters themselves, where complex sounds can be described merely by

the summation of waves described only by their amplitude, phase and frequency

over time. The downside to this approach is the increased computational cost

of producing enough waves to model the desired sound. In frequency modulation
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synthesis, simplicity comes from the small number of parameters required to produce

complex sounds due to the way the oscillators are linked. This simplicity comes at

the cost of not being able to intuitively derive the parameters for a given sound.

2.4.4 Additive synthesis

Additive synthesis has been used to generate sounds since the first pipe organ was

built, [61], and has been used since the earliest days of electrical and electronic

synthesis (e.g. Cahill [62]). Additive synthesis is also the basis of Gaver’s Auditory

Icons [9]. It works by generating parallel streams of input waves, where each wave

has its own frequency, phase and amplitude envelopes. The output is the weighted

sum of these input waves. Gaver used these to generate contact sounds. The phase

and amplitude envelopes are parameterised in order to produce realistic timbres for

a variety of real-world contacts.

Where a sound has been analysed using the Fourier transform described later (Sec-

tion 3.3.1), the additive synthesis approach provides an inverse mapping from the

analysis to the sound. This is best demonstrated in the work by Hourdin et al.

[63] where the resynthesis of a sound via a more compact representation is the aim.

This process demonstrates that additive synthesis can recreate arbitrarily complex

sounds, as any sound can be analysed.

Additive synthesis, though simple and powerful, places relatively high demands on

non-optimised hardware and requires a lot of control parameters, i.e. frequency,

phase and amplitude parameters for each wave for each instrument for each time-

step. The size of the parameter set can hence become quite large, so many methods

to reduce the amount of data stored have been proposed. For example, the Timbre

Engine [64], which allows real-time timbre editing, shows that additive synthesis

can work in real-time given a well-defined domain of sounds by presenting the user
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with a restricted parameter set which is then mapped onto a set of synthesiser

envelopes, enabling the sound to be described by 8 parameters per partial for the

entire sound, where each parameter maps to a number of frequency, phase and

amplitude envelopes.

Without specialised hardware, the additive synthesis parameters have to be limited

in order to generate sound in a reasonable amount of time within a multi-tasking

environment. Therefore, additive synthesis is used here only in a non-real-time

setting.

2.4.5 Frequency Modulation (FM) synthesis

On computer systems that have on-board synthesis as well as sampling, the most

common synthesis technique is Frequency Modulation (FM) synthesis, developed by

Chowning [65]. This has been used for commercial electronic synthesis instruments

since Yamaha released its DX7 synthesiser in 1983 based on Chowning’s patent.

Although some of the newest professional sound cards have Physical Modelling

synthesis, it has yet to be found in any significant number of desktop machines,

unlike FM synthesis. For modern computers without a built-in FM synthesiser, the

process is fast enough to be computed on the main processor during an interactive

session.

FM synthesis is based on the following equation:

x(t) = sin (ωct + I · sin (ωmt))

Where x(t) is the output amplitude at time t. The ωc component of the equation

refers to the angular frequency3 of the carrier wave, which is the primary wave in

3Where angular frequency is equivalent to the frequency in Hz multiplied by 2π
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the sound, and is often the fundamental frequency that we hear4. The angular

component of this wave is varied by the modulating wave whose angular frequency

is denoted by ωm. The scaling term I on the modulating wave is known as the

modulating index.

The characteristic FM sound is fairly metallic so the FM output is often filtered

in order to produce a more natural sound. The most useful filter for this purpose

is the envelope, which is used to soften the onset and termination of the sound by

modifying the amplitude. In addition, further sine waves can be multiplied by or

added to the output to generate much richer tones [66], although this adds to the

complexity of the synthesis.

The classic FM synthesiser can generate much more complex timbres than the addi-

tive synthesiser for the same computational cost, but the price of this complexity is

paid in having a more complex relationship between the parameters and the output

sound. The complexity of recreating sounds using FM synthesis has been explored

by Beauchamp and Horner [67]. If this complexity can be harnessed by the timbre

representation, an audio interface could be developed that could play many com-

plex sounds that are interactively controlled without placing a large computational

burden on the rest of the system. Where hardware exists to perform the synthesis

outside the CPU, this could be used to generate a dynamic audio interface with

minimal CPU burden.

2.4.6 Subtractive synthesis

In additive synthesis, a wave of a single frequency is created and a sound is pro-

duced by summing many of these waves together. Subtractive synthesis reverses

4This does not hold for certain values of the modulating frequency where that becomes domi-
nant, or creates auditory illusions. It also does not hold where the modulating index and frequency
are large enough that the signal is very noisy
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this process by starting with a sound containing all frequencies (i.e. white noise).

This white noise is then shaped by a series of filters that remove frequencies from

the sound until only the required frequencies are left. This is the technique used

by synthesisers such as SYTER [68, 69], developed at the Groupe de Recherches

Musicale (GRM) studio in Paris in the late 1970’s.

The subtractive synthesis model allows sounds to be produced with a dense fre-

quency content much more quickly than other models. This is useful where the

system being modelled is naturally noisy or contains a dense frequency set. One

case where this method is commonly used is in speech models where each formant

covers a fairly wide frequency band that is densely packed (e.g. Flanagan [70]).

The filter complexity required for this type of synthesis can make parameterisation

difficult, but this can be a faster synthesis model than additive synthesis given

specialised hardware since far fewer oscillators are required. To avoid the need for

specialised hardware, this technique is not considered further.

2.4.7 Granular synthesis

Granular synthesis is a general term for a class of synthesis algorithms that generate

complex sounds from small building blocks, often known as grains, but also referred

to under many other names.5 Each grain can be anything from a simple pulse of

sound to a sample taken out of a longer recording. By combining these grains in

various ways, a complex set of timbres can be built up from simple building blocks.

As each grain is typically 1-100 ms long, and grains often overlap, there are often

many grains in one second, creating a complexity of control that requires abstraction

in order to be tractable for a designer.

As an alternative to samples, grains can also be built from wavelets (see Sec-

5see Roads [58, Part 2, p168] for a list.
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tion 3.3.1) as in Kronland-Martinet et al. [71]. The grains are still combined in the

same way, but the wavelet approach gives even more control over the timbre of in-

dividual grains. A similar approach uses the inverse Short Time Fourier Transform

(see Section 3.3.1) to generate sounds from a given Time-Frequency Representation

[58].

Granular synthesis has been used to generate Gaver-style environmental sounds [45]

which can be used on the desktop in a similar way, where several streams of grains

are played simultaneously, allowing multiple grains to build up to add texture to

the timbre and giving control over the temporal distribution and evolution of the

sound, in much the same way as Gaver used multiple tapping sounds to generate

an icon of a bouncing object.

The sample-based nature of granular synthesis means that any hardware specialised

for wavetable synthesis, as most modern sound cards are, will be able to perform

some sound manipulation away from the main CPU, reducing the load of the inter-

face on the CPU. The storage cost of such an interface is reduced by utilising the

sound-card’s on-board memory required for wavetable synthesis.

The parameterisation of Granular Synthesis is difficult [72], and the emulation of

target timbres is a non-trivial process. Furthermore, the number of different param-

eters available makes it tricky to encode within a timbre representation. The size

of this data, alongside the possible cost of storing or recreating grains, mean that

Granular Synthesis may be added to the design system in the future but its com-

plexity would complicate experiments in the prototype so will not be implemented

within this research.
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2.4.8 Physical modelling

Physical modelling is a general computing technique that tries to model real-world

physics. When used for sound synthesis, the vibrations of objects are modelled and

a virtual microphone is placed in the virtual world to generate the output sound.

The most common physical modelling technique in the literature and in use is

waveguide modelling, based on the Karplus-Strong algorithm [73], for example,

electric guitar models [74], Drum models [75] and environmental models [76]. Other

methods of physical modelling are based on physics equations, with van den Doel

[32, 33] quantising the space and pre-processing it to generate a sound map of the

environment, and Palumbi and Seno [77] using standard string equations for tension

and friction and implementing these directly via calculus methods to obtain highly

realistic sounds. These other methods are listed here for reference only and will not

be used in the final system as the waveguide is the only one that can currently be

computed in real-time on a standard desktop computer. However, these synthesisers

present a useful set of parameters for audio design and their implementation within

the framework allows designers access to a wide range of sounds without requiring

samples for the timbral range of each instrument.

2.4.9 Justification for choice of synthesiser

The criteria previously listed for choosing a synthesiser were: fast synthesis, wide

timbre range, timbre parameterisation and low data requirements. All the physical

models target a specific timbral range and do not generalise to other types of sound,

so a physical model audio design system would need to implement all the different

synthesis types, with varying synthesis speeds and data requirements, in order to

model a wide range of timbres. The physical models do offer a method of control

of sound within the timbre space so their parameter set could be used to encode
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transformations which are then output to other synthesisers.

Wavetable synthesis has fast synthesis and an unlimited timbral range since any

sound that can be heard can be recorded. It is hard to generate new sounds suffi-

ciently different from those in the wavetable to be able to parameterise effectively

using wavetable synthesis. There are also high data requirements to store the re-

quired sounds. Whilst this technique is not useful in the design stage, where pa-

rameterisation is limited and factors other than storage space drive the design, an

audio interface developed using another synthesis method could be implemented

using Wavetable synthesis, allowing such interfaces to be implemented on devices

unable to support the design and interaction criteria imposed above.

The Granular Synthesis technique offers an unlimited timbral range but it does

require a sound bank of grains to achieve this, the parameterisation of which is

a non-trivial problem. This sound bank can be generated from samples or from

wavelets or other objects generated as required, offering a trade-off between synthe-

sis speed, timbral range and data requirements. The complex parameterisation over

a large number of parameters increases the complexity of the technique in terms of

its timbral parameterisation. The simplicity of the additive and FM synthesis tech-

niques precludes the Granular Synthesis approach from being considered further for

this research.

Subtractive synthesis also has a complex timbral parameterisation since it requires

a series of filters with associated parameters. As few machines have specialised

hardware for this technique, it can also be slow.

The FM synthesiser can be simple or complex as it allows a wide range of configu-

rations of its oscillators. Oscillators can be connected either in parallel, as with the

additive synthesiser, or in series, and in any combination thereof. The more complex

the synthesiser, the longer the synthesis takes, and the more complex the timbral
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parameterisation, but the wider its timbral range. The only data requirement for

the FM synthesiser is to record which configuration is being used. Since the FM

synthesiser can be easily tuned in its tradeoff between speed and timbral range, it is

an interesting synthesiser choice that allows exploration of the importance of those

parameters for audio design.

The additive synthesiser, as the inverse of the Fourier transform (see Section 3.3.1),

has the capability of synthesising any sound, so has an infinite timbral range with

low data requirements, although it requires many more parameters than the physical

models or the FM synthesiser to produce output of similar complexity. If the number

of oscillators used is sufficiently limited, the synthesis can be fast at the cost of a

smaller timbral range. The definition of timbre as constructed from the interactions

of the harmonics of a sound over time suggests it is an ideal match for additive

synthesis, leading to a natural timbral parameterisation.

This research will therefore explore the use of the additive synthesiser and the

FM synthesiser as output devices since both offer low data requirements and the

opportunity to adjust the balance between speed, timbral parameterisation and

timbral range so that the full capabilities of the design space can be explored.

2.5 Conclusions

This literature review has surveyed the research in music synthesis that can be

applied to the design problems reported for audio interfaces. Auditory Icons and

Earcons are two different concepts for developing sounds, and use different synthesis

methods. Although a lot of work has been done in each field in isolation, most of

the work that looks at both tends to see them as distinct methodologies. A system

that brings the two of them together encourages design that uses the best aspects of

both, using Auditory Icons and physical models to generate the timbre of a sound
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whilst using Earcon techniques to combine these icons to form complex spectral and

temporal patterns to create a denser information space.

In terms of musical and interface synthesis, there are a large number of techniques for

sound generation within the musical fields, from methods based on recorded sounds

and granular synthesis to more abstract sound creation such as FM synthesis. In the

arena of audio interfaces, the synthesis types have been more limited as it has often

been tricky for designers to operate these synthesisers in terms of creating a desired

sound. Although additive synthesis and physical modelling have been popular, as

they are easier to control, there are fewer examples of granular synthesis and FM

synthesis in the literature despite the advantages they are said to offer in creating

complex sounds.

A further obstacle to interface designers is created by the complexity of our per-

ception of sound. Many psychologists have created experiments to break down how

our perception of sound works, but it is not a trivial matter to incorporate those

insights into audio design. Additive synthesis models tend to be used for this but

that limits the complexity of the output sound where real-time interaction is re-

quired. Most design of timbre is performed at the analytical or signal level, which

ecological psychology suggests is an unnatural way of describing the timbres, since

the signal description only defines the unconscious part of the hearing process in

the ear.

Earcons and Auditory Icons offer design at higher levels of description, respectively

the musical level and the object or everyday level. The popularity of these tech-

niques in the field of audio interfaces suggests that designers prefer not to work at

the signal level. To aid design, therefore, it is necessary to consider the perceptual

and everyday levels of description, which correspond to the language used to de-

scribe sounds in ecological listening experiments. Easier creation of object models
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will also be considered. There is a lot more existing research on musical design than

on perceptual and everyday sound design, so musical design is not the main focus

of this research.

The field of musical research offers some guidance towards synthesis models that

may expand the complexity of sounds without sacrificing real-time interaction. In

addition, music research can offer a greater insight into how sounds can be analysed

and manipulated. The understanding that arises from this can be used to provide a

basis that allows perceptual information about sound to be encoded into interface

design. This is explored further in the next chapter.



Chapter 3. Theory of timbre

spaces

3.1 Introduction

To address the limited design options currently available for desktop audio inter-

faces and to create a strong platform for perceptual and other mappings, an audio

representation is required. The representation should be able to encode both sounds

and transformations and it should be easy to expose these to designers.

The representation chosen for this thesis is the timbre space, which uses a multi-

dimensional space to represent both sounds and transformations. In this chapter,

the construction, existing uses and potential of timbre spaces are discussed. This

chapter will also show that there is a range of possible spaces and transformations

and will show some alternatives to timbre spaces and discuss why they are unsuitable

for the goals of this research.

Timbre spaces are a group of models used to analyse timbre by representing it as a

multi-dimensional space [13, 19, 12, 78]. Each sound has a unique projection in this

space. The two main types of timbre space are those generated from experiments

on human perception and those generated mathematically by analysing patterns in

the sound. As the literature has yet to decide on distinguishing names for these

two types, for the purposes of this thesis, the former will henceforth be known as

human timbre spaces and the latter as automated timbre spaces.

In human timbre spaces, each sound tends to be represented by a point in space,

which is usually three-dimensional. In the automated spaces, each sound tends to

be represented by a path in a multi-dimensional space which can have 8 or more

55
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dimensions. Hourdin et al. [12] showed that an 8 dimensional space was sufficient

to capture 90% of the timbre information in their range of sounds, out of the 80

dimensions in the frequency space of those sounds.

Two common features of both types of space are that sounds which are perceived

to be similar will have a similar representation in the timbre space, and the space

itself is generated by a Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS) analysis, whose purpose

is to reduce a high-dimensional data set to one of a lower dimension by filtering

out the dimensions which contribute least to the variations in the data. In the

human timbre spaces, the MDS analysis is applied to distance ratings of sounds

obtained from human listeners. In the automated timbre spaces, the input to the

MDS analysis is the output of a signal analysis of the set of input sounds.

This chapter will concentrate on automated timbre spaces, since they have ad-

ditional features as well as automated generation that make them attractive for

building a perceptual map. These features include a path rather than a point based

sound representation and a readily available synthesis technique to produce sounds

from the space. As some of the concepts used will be based on experiments with

human timbre spaces, a short review of these and a comparison of the two types is

presented.

In the context of audio design, the extra flexibility of a path based representation

allows sounds to be merged across time as well as across timbres, giving a much

richer design space. The path representation also allows access to common analysis-

synthesis transformations such as time invariant pitch shifting and pitch invariant

time stretching, allowing timbres to be adjusted far more flexibly than the point

based approach, allowing the designer to squeeze or stretch a range of timbres to

have a common duration. A path based approach can also be used to generate

looped ambient sounds whose parameters can change without having to restart the
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sound and without introducing artifacts into the signal, which is difficult if not

impossible with a point based representation.

3.1.1 Overview

The motivation for using timbre spaces for audio design is discussed in Section 3.2,

where an overview of the problem is presented, followed by a short discussion of

why timbre spaces can be used to address the problem posed. In this context a

number of constraints are placed on the choice of analysis techniques. To explore

audio design and output quality, there should be an easy way to synthesise sounds

from the timbre space, either by inverting the stages used to generate the space, or

by mapping a synthesiser directly in the space. The space should be able to model a

wide range of sounds, including Auditory Icons and the orchestral sounds commonly

used for Earcons. The signal analysis and dimensionality reduction techniques are

further constrained such that the output of the signal analysis stage must be a

suitable input for the dimensionality reduction stage.

These constraints are used to filter the available analysis techniques discussed in

Section 3.3 which details the complete timbre space generation process and discusses

how signal analysis is used in the automated spaces to transform the set of input

sounds into a common form used to generate the similarity matrix. It then builds

on the analysis discussion by specifying how timbre spaces are created from these

components and comparing different statistical analyses for this process and the

different types of timbre space that can be produced as a result. Section 3.4 looks

at the existing work on perception and timbre spaces as it relates to the audio design

goal.

In Section 3.5, using the timbre space to generate sound is discussed in the context

of the synthesisers presented in the previous chapter. As each synthesiser can be
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represented as a model in the timbre space, the general construction and use of

models in timbre spaces is also discussed.

Section 3.6 reviews the literature that has rejected timbre spaces for various reasons

and discusses why the rejections are not appropriate to the current problem and

how the remaining shortcomings of the technique can be addressed. Timbre spaces

are not the only way to provide audio design capabilities and their advantages and

disadvantages over other techniques are discussed here.

3.2 Perceptual mapping

Rolland and Pachet [79] and Gaver [14] have demonstrated audio systems that

take a complex system (an FM synthesiser and a physical model respectively) and

present an abstraction of that system that simplifies its interface to provide greater

access to the system. In Rolland and Pachet’s case, the simplification allows the

user to modify synthesiser parameters in terms of how an instrument sounds rather

than how the sound is produced. For Gaver, the abstraction models environmental

sounds by converting a set of object properties as perceived in everyday listening

to a set of parameters to an additive synthesiser.

Without this abstraction of sound towards the perceptual level, designers are left

trying to develop sound at the signal or the musical level. Whilst many practitioners

in the field are happy to work at such a level, ecological perception suggests that

such an abstraction will open up design possibilities to practitioners who do not

wish to work with such low-level structures.

To generalise these abstractions, a mapping is required that connects the human

perceptual parameters (e.g. ‘urgent’ from Edworthy [30]) or object parameters

(e.g. ‘size’ from Gaver [14]) to the synthesiser parameters. For an FM synthesis,

these parameters affect the amplitude and frequency of the carrier and modulating
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waves. In a waveguide system these parameters will alter the configuration of the

waveguides, the filters connecting them and the choice of output (e.g. displacement

or velocity).

The set of these perceptual parameters will define a ‘perceptual map’ within the

timbre space. It will define a set of points that are associated with perceptual

information, such as a certain instrument or an adjective like ‘urgent’. This map

will be used to define and manipulate sounds according to these associations.

It should be noted that this definition varies slightly from the use of ‘perceptual map’

in the visualisation literature. Hermann and Ritter [54], for example, use the term

to describe perceiving a visualisation through a haptic device. The perceptual map

in this thesis is an audio relation to this haptic map, but adds human perceptual

parameters alongside object properties as used in that paper.

3.2.1 Methods of mapping

There are two ways in which the mapping can be done. If a reasonable set of

perceptual parameters is available, along with descriptions about how they relate

to the waveforms, it is a simple matter of mapping those waveform features to the

synthesis parameters that produce them.

Where these descriptions are unavailable, experiments may be performed to map

those perceptual parameters directly to changes on the synthesiser by asking human

participants to rate changes in the parameters. Not all synthesiser changes will

result in meaningful changes in the perceptual parameters however so the full set

of perceptual parameters may not be covered.
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3.2.2 Map from perceptual to synthesis

To map from a perceptual set of parameters to a synthesis engine requires a strong

set of perceptual parameters defined as a series of adjectives and the understanding

of how those parameters relate to properties of a sound wave.

The advantage of this method is that it has a closer fit to human perception than

an approach rooted in what the synthesiser can achieve. It is also easier to build

the synthesiser as the perceptual model provides a strong set of requirements that

the synthesiser must fit. However, there may be some requirements that it is hard

for a synthesiser to meet, and may require a separate synthesiser model for each

perceptual quality, with the final synthesiser needing to resolve any conflict where

two required qualities of the sound require different manipulations. Trying to map

the parameter ‘loudness’ for example, may be tricky as the phon curve (see Sec-

tion 2.2.2) that maps loudness to wave amplitude is non-linear and depends on not

only the amplitude of the wave, but also its frequency, so trying to create a louder,

deeper (i.e. lower-frequency) sound would require the ‘louder’ parameter and the

‘deeper’ parameter to interact in a coherent fashion to produce the expected output.

The two ways to gather the adjectives to be used in this mapping are to ask the

participants to describe the sounds in free-form, or to ask them to match the sounds

to a prescribed list. Both of these techniques were used by Edworthy et al. [30].

The former was used to generate a useful list for the latter experiments, but for

full effect, this requires the participants to perform musical listening which Gaver

claims is less common than everyday listening [14]. This may indicate participants

would need training which could introduce bias into the words produced without

careful design.

The choice of list can be critical for the designer since different cultures may interpret

the words differently. For example, ‘urgency’ for European listeners is often linked
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to a rise in pitch whereas Chinese speakers use higher pitches more often and would

pick other cues for an urgent sound.

3.2.3 Map from synthesis to perceptual

To create a perceptual map based on the possibilities of the synthesiser requires

a flexible synthesiser and a methodology for uncovering the mapping via human

testing. This is useful where the output device is fixed or where no strong set

of perceptual parameters is available, and so needs to be generated alongside the

model. It is a more iterative approach since the synthesiser and mapping will have to

be reconsidered after each set of perceptual trials in order to refine the model against

an initially unknown mapping. The methodology would be based around asking

volunteers to categorise sample sounds chosen to cover the range of synthesiser

parameters and also to cover approximations to the perceptual parameters.

The advantage of this approach is that it is more likely to create a computationally

efficient synthesis technique. It is less likely to cover every perceptual parameter,

however, as the range will be limited by the output space of the chosen synthesiser.

Rolland and Pachet [79] developed a system for programming digital synthesisers

without requiring expert knowledge. They describe a method for capturing the

knowledge of synthesiser programmers such as “You can make a sound brighter

by increasing the low-pass filter’s cut-off frequency”. They created a set of rules

so that sounds can be defined in terms of how these adjectives should be applied

to transform the sound. They concentrate on instrument sounds, and description

at the perceptual level, and do not extend this up to an everyday listening level.

Encoding this type of knowledge in a general platform for audio design, without

requiring prior knowledge of the available timbres, provides a novel approach for

design.
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3.2.4 Choosing the direction for the mapping

Designers should not have to worry about the limitations of a synthesiser, so a

mapping that is based on perceptual correlates and applies them to a synthesiser is

the preferred option. Whilst it may be the case that not all perceptual parameters

will map onto a set of synthesiser parameters, even when a complex, non-linear

mapping such as the phon curve exists, the designers should be offered all perceptual

parameters and decide for themselves the technical and cultural limitations they

must work with.

As the following section will show, an automated process for developing a model

that represents some concepts of perception has been developed. The human timbre

space has been used as a platform for exploring human perception, although no

similar investigations have been performed with automated timbre spaces. This

research uses these investigations to construct a mapping in an automated timbre

space upon which a perceptual model from Edworthy et al. [31] is built to allow

intuitive manipulation of sound required.

3.3 Construction of timbre spaces

In 1977 Grey published a paper describing an experiment on perception and timbre

[13]. In this experiment, he played a series of sounds to volunteers and asked them

to rate how similar the sounds were. Grey then constructed a 3-dimensional space

to represent the sounds such that the more similar sounds were rated, the closer

together they were in the space. He reported that each axis represented a property

of the sound. For example, he related the first axis to the spectral distribution of

energy.

Expanding on this work, McAdams et al. [80], created a human timbre space model
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using a weighted distance measure based on assumptions about perception of tim-

bre. This weighted distance was used to model differences between users. The

resultant space was also weighted in order to model differences between the stimuli

such as pitch and loudness. The combined use of these weights provides a stronger

perceptual basis for the timbre space than Grey’s model, and also allows discrim-

ination between groups of subjects, which McAdams et al. used to differentiate

subjects with and without musical training. Most recently, Terasawa et al. [44]

have built a timbre space for speech where the analysis is constructed such that the

resultant axes are perceptually relevant, by carefully choosing the analysis parame-

ters used. Unfortunately, this paper was published too late to influence the choice

of timbre space in this work.

Building on the human timbre space work, the two automated timbre spaces de-

scribed here take a sound and create a Time-Frequency Representation (TFR) of

this sound. The TFR is then treated as a set of points in space where each fre-

quency is a dimension and each time-step represents a point, such that a sound is

represented by a path in frequency space.

This space is then mapped onto a lower-dimensional space via a dimensionality

reduction technique to produce a space related to that developed by Grey. The

process of mapping from frequency (or another higher dimensional) space to timbre

space is known as Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS) Analysis, and the tools used

are derived from statistical models and machine learning research.

In 1997, Hourdin et al. [12] first demonstrated the technique, and compared their

space with that of Grey, showing a close correlation between the two. They then

used this space to drive a synthesis system [63]. The perceptual relevance of their

automated timbre space approach was demonstrated in their first paper where they

show that 2 of their 8 axes have a strong correlation with the first 2 axes in Grey’s
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space.

In 1999, Kaminskyj [78] demonstrated that an alternative MDS analysis could be

applied to produce a space more suited for separating the timbres of different in-

struments in order to identify distinct sound sources. In Kaminskyj’s space, similar

sounds occupy similar paths and regions of the space and this similarity allows his

software to identify when sounds present in the timbre space are also present in

a provided audio segment. The differences in the two papers show that there are

many possible timbre spaces and each one has its own strengths and weaknesses

for different tasks. The field is not yet mature enough to compare the strengths of

different methods against different uses through the available literature.

The following two sections will look at the automated timbre spaces in more de-

tail, firstly studying a selection of possible signal analysis techniques for producing

the TFR used previously in automated timbre space and related fields, then by

considering some MDS techniques including those used in human timbre spaces.

3.3.1 Signal analysis

Analysis-Synthesis

Analysis-synthesis is the general name for a class of techniques that analyse an input

sound into an intermediate representation, such as a TFR, manipulate the sound

via this representation then synthesise a new sound based on the modified represen-

tation [81]. The timbre space representation can be considered within this context,

and so signal analysis techniques used for analysis-synthesis will be considered here.

Wright et al. [81] provide an overview of the current technology in this area. There

is also a review of the TFRs and how to use them in a pair of papers by Masri et

al. [16, 82]. A review of the TFR techniques is given in this Section.

Masri et al. describe the technique as analysis-resynthesis, whilst Wright uses the
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term analysis-synthesis. Analysis-synthesis (A/S) is the term used here to emphasise

the intention to create novel sounds.

Two examples of uses of A/S from Wright et al. are time dilation and morphing.

In time dilation, the frequency bands in the TFR are stretched over a longer time

than the original signal, producing a sound that is longer than the original but at

the same pitch. In morphing, also known as timbral interpolation, the parameters

of two sounds are interpolated to create a novel sound containing some properties

of each of the original sounds.

Sound Description Interchange Format (SDIF): As part of Wright et al.’s

paper [81], the various A/S techniques are all compared by converting their TFRs

into a general format developed by many of the authors and known as the Sound

Description Interchange Format (SDIF) [83]. Specifications have been developed

over a series of papers [84, 85, 86], culminating in an XML-based tool for interpreting

this format.

An SDIF file consists of a number of frames, where each frame is identified by a

header that gives its type and size, and where each frame represents an interval in

time, most commonly one time step.

Each frame is represented by a matrix whose columns represent parameters and

whose rows represent values. For example, in the standard TFR, the columns

would represent magnitude and phase and each row would represent one frequency.

One method for encoding a timbre space in this file format could be to create a

matrix for each time frame where each column is mapped to a dimension in the

space. Each time frame would contain a single row representing a point in the

space. Wright et al. have demonstrated that their format is flexible enough to store

the results of all the analysis techniques listed here.
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Analysis techniques

Signal analysis is the first stage in the automated timbre space construction. It is the

process by which an input signal is converted into a TFR. There are many different

methods for doing this, and good explanations for many of these techniques can be

found in Roads [58, Part IV, Chapter 13] and in Masri et al. [16]. For the sake of

consistency, the terms used here reflect their use in those references as opposed to

their use within the individual techniques and papers referenced below.

In the TFR, the frequency axis is separated into a number of frequency bins, each

of which covers a range of frequencies. This range is known as the bandwidth of the

bin. In general, there will always be a trade-off between a smaller bandwidth which

provides a more accurate frequency representation and a wider bandwidth which

provides a more accurate time representation.

The analysis techniques described below include the ones already used in other

papers on timbre spaces as well as the standard Fourier transform, which is the

most common analysis technique. There is also a short discussion of two other

techniques from Roads which may be useful in the development of a timbre space

given the goal of designing perceptually relevant sounds.

In order to be useful for this generic audio interface design system prototype, the

analysis techniques must possess the following qualities:

1. Invertible. For an analysis technique to be invertible, it must capture the

entire signal and have an associated synthesis technique. This is useful for

determining how much information is lost via the dimensionality reduction

stage of the process. These techniques rarely offer perfect reproduction of

complex timbres but they must provide some way of synthesising a signal in

order to test the prototype.
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2. Generalises over a wide range of timbres. Many analysis techniques can

be optimised according the sound under analysis and some have automated

tools to aid the optimisation. Any analysis technique which does this will gen-

erate a unique representation for each sound that makes it harder to compare

with other sounds, reducing the effectiveness of the dimensionality reduction

stage, and reducing the ability of the timbre space to incorporate new sounds.

3. Suitable for percussive and stationary timbres. In order to capture

information about Auditory Icons, the analysis technique must be able to cap-

ture percussive sounds and transients in the signal. Most analysis techniques

can do this to a degree, but some are optimised for stationary signals with

no transients and are hence unsuitable for this application of timbre spaces.

Similarly, analysis techniques suited to percussive signals may perform poorly

over stationary signals.

4. Output compatible with dimensionality reduction techniques. The

statistical analyses used for dimensionality reduction in existing automated

timbre spaces all expect a rectangular matrix where the columns and rows are

independent, and each row represents a data point in the input space. Whilst

there are minor variations in how much importance is placed on independence

in the input space, for example whether the input points are considered sep-

arate or are considered samples during the evolution of a system, none can

analyse data that cannot be represented in an orthogonal input space.

Before the separate techniques are discussed, three properties common to many

signal processing techniques are discussed. The stationarity assumption applies

to most Fourier-based methods and states that the signal under analysis does not

change over time. Since most instrument and environmental sounds violate this

assumption, additions to the techniques that overcome this assumption must be
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considered. Most of these additions involve breaking down the signal into smaller

segments, which requires the use of window functions to separate the segment under

analysis from the rest of the signal. The limitations of this approach are due mainly

to a trade-off between the frequency and the time resolution of the analysis data,

so this is also discussed.

Stationarity assumption The Fourier analysis and its relatives all assume that

the signal under analysis is infinite and constant. This presumption of a constant

signal is known as the Stationarity Assumption. The practical implications mean

that finite-time analysis windows are required to model changes in the sound, and

unless each analysis window contains an exact number of wavelengths of a particu-

lar frequency, the energy of the signal due to that frequency will be spread across

a number of frequency bins. This process is theoretically reversible when the fre-

quency bins are mapped directly back to a signal using the magnitude and phase

information for each bin. Practical limits due to sampling and quantisation of the

signal to be analysed lead to smearing effects within and between frequency bins

that can affect further analysis and limits the accuracy of the reproduction, since

modifying the signal can introduce noise. Also, any changes of frequency within

an analysis window will not be picked up in the analysis and this loss cannot be

reversed, although phase information may aid detection of such changes.

The usual way to minimise the effect of the Stationarity Assumption within the

Fourier Transform is to apply a window to the signal to remove the edge effects

and then super-sample the signal so that more than one window covers each sample

in the signal. The effect of the super-sampling is to match the transients more

closely and avoid missing frequencies otherwise masked by the windowing. This

process introduces noise into the signal around the small number of frequencies

that are otherwise cleanly captured by the Fourier Transform, but vastly improves
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the response of the Fourier Transform to frequencies that do not fall cleanly on the

centre of a frequency bin.

Window functions When a signal is broken down into a number of time win-

dows, the windows are not guaranteed to contain an exact number of cycles of each

frequency in the signal. The sine wave in Figure 3.1A has a value of zero at the

start of the window and a value of -1 at the end. This discontinuity in the signal will

produce artifacts in the output as the signal analysis tries to model this difference

as a series of sines due to the stationarity assumption.

Figure 3.1: A simulated input signal and a selection of windows. A shows a portion
of an infinite sine wave. B shows a Gaussian window of the same length as the
signal portion in A. C shows the result of convolving A and B. D shows three
Kaiser windows of the same length as A and B with varying values of alpha.

To reduce these artifacts, the signal being analysed is shaped by a window func-

tion so that the signal falls to zero at the boundary of the time-step, as shown in
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Figure 3.1C. There are many types of windows that are used, each with its own

tradeoffs between resolving the strong signals cleanly and resolving the minor details

in the signal that can be masked by a stronger signal.

Two popular windows are the simple Gaussian window, based on the Gaussian

distribution [87], and the more complex Kaiser window [88], which can be param-

eterised to fine-tune the trade-off. These windows can be seen on the right of

Figure 3.1.

The major problem with windowing occurs when the signal is to be re-synthesised.

Since the data was cut to zero, some of the original signal is inevitably lost in the

analysis. To combat this, the windows super-sample the signal such that 2 or more

windows sample the same space, each offset by a fraction of the window size, in

order to capture all the detail in the signal. The signal can then be re-synthesised

by overlapping the time steps in the output.

The choice of window hence has an important effect on the quality of the synthesis

from an inverted TFR, as well as on the ability for a technique to generalise across

a wide range of timbres. For this reason, a number of windows should be considered

to ensure the lowest reproduction error.

Time-Frequency resolution In order to accurately gauge the frequencies

present in a signal, the window must be wide enough to capture a full wavelength

or more of each harmonic and the sampling rate must be high enough that each

sample represents no more than half a wavelength. If, for example, the frequency

of a sound is equal to the sampling frequency, the sampled sound will appear to

be constant. The maximum resolvable frequency, at half the sampling frequency, is

known as the Nyquist limit [89].

The default sampling frequency of CDs and many audio formats 44.1 kHz, since
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the human ear can detect frequencies up to 22kHz, i.e. half the sampling frequency.

However, audio processing software commonly uses higher frequencies so that there

are no artifacts when the signal is recorded at CD quality.

If the harmonics in a signal are known in advance, it is easy to calculate the min-

imum window size required to discriminate the harmonics and to reliably detect

the fundamental frequency. Where these harmonics are not known in advance, a

trade-off must be made between discriminating a large number of frequencies and

accurately determining the onset and offset of transients in the sound.

The two common ways around this problem are demonstrated by the Wigner-Ville

Distribution and Wavelet analysis, both discussed in more detail below. In the

Wigner-Ville Distribution, derived independently by Wigner [90], Ville [91] and

others, and similar analysis techniques, the time and frequency resolution are both

improved, reducing the error due to averaging the signal, but at the cost of in-

troducing noise terms in the analysis. In the Wigner-Ville, these terms appear in

between pairs of frequencies in the analysed signal and are known as cross-terms,

but other analyses introduce errors in other places.

The wavelet solution [92] to increase resolution relies on the fact that lower frequen-

cies need a longer time window for analysis and so have a better frequency resolution

at low frequencies and a better time resolution at high frequencies. This allows the

Wavelets to capture low frequencies in the signal whilst still reliably detecting the

transitions within a signal.

These two techniques both produce significantly more complex TFRs than the stan-

dard Fourier based techniques. The WVD produces a TFR with more noise, al-

though its presence is predictable. The Wavelet produces a TFR that cannot be

easily represented by a matrix. In order to use either of these techniques commonly

found in Analysis-Synthesis therefore, a complex pre-processing step is required to
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generate a valid TFR matrix. The unknown complexity of this processing step

precludes either technique from inclusion in a timbre space analysis. Due to its im-

portance to the analysis-synthesis field however, the Wavelet technique is discussed

further below as it has other advantages that may be useful to apply to timbre

spaces.

Heterodyne filtering Heterodyne filtering [93] is the method used by Grey to

develop his timbre space. Hourdin et al. used it in their analysis [12] in order to

compare their results with his. Heterodyne filtering grew out of hardware-based

auditory analysis from electronics work done in the 1960’s. Its descendents are still

used in devices such as electronic tuners for electric guitars and radios today, but

has many flaws that limit its use in general frequency analysis.

In Heterodyne filtering, the input is convolved with a sine of a set frequency, and the

output is then summed over a short period of time. If the input contains components

at the same frequency as the sine wave, the overall output has a large magnitude,

otherwise it is close to zero. The heterodyne filter approach is very sensitive to the

frequency of the input, so some knowledge of the frequencies in the signal must be

obtained in advance.

Since the filter can only have one reference frequency at a time, it is a slow process

to generate a complete TFR from this analysis. In Hourdin’s paper, the main

advantage of heterodyne filtering is exploited, that the filter can track a signal over

time. This results in a TFR where the frequencies are not constant over time.

The main disadvantage to this technique, according to Roads [58], is that it is poor

at detecting fast changes in frequency or amplitude over time, where this change

occurs over a range of 2% and in a time under 50ms. This means that the quickly

decaying high frequency components of contact sounds modeled by Gaver, as well as
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many other percussive sounds, will be poorly represented in the TFR. This makes

it unsuitable for this research.

Fourier The Fourier transform (FT) is such a popular spectrum analysis tech-

nique the terms “Fourier transform” and “spectrum analysis” are often used inter-

changeably, as noted in Masri et al. [82]. There are many books on the subject,

and it is the default technique in most signal processing packages.

The basic concept of the FT is that every periodic signal can be composed from a

set of infinitely repeating sine waves of varying frequencies, amplitudes and phases.

The goal of the FT is to find a set of frequencies, amplitudes and phases for the

sine waves that will recreate the input signal when summed.

The most commonly used implementation is known as the Fast Fourier Transform

(FFT) [94], which recursively transforms half the signal then recombines the two

results. The FFT is designed for use with discrete input signals since it works in

the digital domain.

The FFT assumes the signal, like the waves that compose it, is infinite in time

with constant frequencies and amplitude. For most real-world signals, this is a poor

assumption. In order to analyse real-world sounds therefore, the input signal is

broken up into small time steps such that the instantaneous frequency at a certain

point in time can be determined. This process is known as the Short Time Fourier

Transform (STFT) [95].

The output of the STFT is a series of magnitudes and phases for each frequency

for each time step, and is often shown with time on the x-axis, frequency on the

y-axis and magnitude as the intensity of the corresponding cell. This representation

is known as the spectrograph.

The Fourier Transform is designed to be invertible as the theory on which it is
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based states that all sounds can be reproduced by an infinite number of sine waves.

The fact that no synthesis can produce an infinite number of sine waves means that

some noise is introduced into the re-synthesised signal, but there are many ways to

reduce this. The Short-Time Fourier Transform has a frequency and time resolution

determined solely by its parameters and the sample rate of the input, and so its

output will be similar for all timbres, provided the sample rate is normalised before

analysis. Adjusting the parameters to balance the time and frequency resolution of

the analysis allows the STFT to model either the onset of a transient or its frequency

content accurately. The STFT hence fulfills all three criteria listed above, as well

as being the most common analysis technique used for analysis-synthesis, so it is

considered here for comparison with this wider field.

Fractional FFT The original signal and the FT can be considered as two points

on a continuum and the Fractional Fourier Transform (FRT) [96] allows the analysis

to produce a result anywhere along that continuum. The FRT comes in two forms.

In the linear form, an additional term is added to the exponent within the window

analysis function. In this form, an inverse can only be guaranteed when this addi-

tional term is relatively prime to the analysis window length. In the quadratic form,

the Fourier Transform itself is raised to the power of the additional term. When

this term is 0, the result is the original signal, when the term is 1, the standard

Fourier Transform is produced, a term of 2 or 3 respectively compute the original

signal reflected in time, and the Fourier Transform of the original signal. With a

term equal to 4, the result is the original signal. The effect of this term means that

the quadratic form of the Fractional Fourier transform represents a rotation in the

time-frequency plane by an angle of π
2

times the supplied term. As the quadratic

form is the form most commonly used in signal analysis, it is the form considered

here, and all references to FRT in this thesis discuss the quadratic form.
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The advantage of the FRT is that it models linear changes in frequency over time

very accurately, allowing it to more accurately model sounds such as those pro-

duced by string instruments whose frequencies drop over the course of a note due

to changes in tension of the string. In the general case, across a wide range of

sounds, linear changes in frequency are not very common, as most sounds either

have constant frequencies or frequencies that experience an exponential decay. Due

to this, the FRT adds complexity and time to the analysis but does not produce

a noticeable effect on reproductive quality in the general case, when implemented

within the timbre space framework. This was tested both by an informal listening

test within the research group and by visual comparison of sounds produced by the

Fractional and original FT based timbre spaces.

The Fractional Fourier Transform therefore appears to offer no advantage over the

standard Fourier Transform in the listed criteria, but does have a greater compu-

tational cost. Consequently, it will not be considered further for the audio design

system.

Discrete Cosine Transform The Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) used by

Terasawa et al. [44] in their timbre space, is a variation of the Fourier Transform that

produces a real-valued result instead of the complex result of the standard Fourier.

The Modified DCT (MDCT) optimises this analysis for non-stationary signals, by

incorporating window functions into the analysis [97]. This model represents the

transients in a signal as a wave in the frequency representation, which is easily

modified, but loses the ability to accurately model stationary signals. Verma and

Meng’s model [97] uses the STFT to model the stationary portion of a sound and

the MDCT to model the transients in the sound.

The addition of the MDCT to a timbre space analysis seems tempting, but as it

also requires another model to cover the stationary signal, the analysis is compli-
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cated. Furthermore, Wang and Vilermo [98] state that the output of the MDCT is

not orthogonal, which not only complicates its use for Analysis-Synthesis, but also

invalidates one of the assumptions of the dimensionality reduction analyses. Whilst

this is addressable, the extra computational cost for the entire analysis on top of

the standard STFT prevents its implementation in this prototype.

CQT The Constant Q Transform (CQT) [99] is the method used by Kaminskyj

[78] when constructing his automated timbre space for the purposes of automatic

instrument identification. Like the STFT, the CQT divides the signal into time

steps that are then windowed and analysed. The same issues of windowing apply

to CQT and the STFT.

Unlike the STFT, which has constant bandwidth across the frequency spectrum, the

CQT adjusts the width of the frequency bin such that the bandwidth increases with

frequency, ensuring that the ratio between them, representing the energy in each

frequency bin (defined by the letter Q) is constant. This produces a TFR whose

frequency scale is logarithmic. Since the scale of musical pitch is also logarithmic,

in that one octave difference in pitch corresponds to a doubling of frequency, the

CQT seems a more natural model to use for musical listening. This logarithmic

property is also useful for a timbre space approach since it is closer to the response

of the human ear than the STFT’s linear frequency scale.

The other great advantage to the logarithmic scale is that fewer frequency bins

are required to cover the entire scale at adequate resolution. In the STFT, the

bandwidth must be chosen such that there is adequate frequency resolution at low

frequencies. To get quarter-tone resolution at 250Hz requires a bandwidth of 7Hz

either side of the centre frequency, whereas quarter-tone resolution at 20kHz, which

is close to the limit of human hearing, requires a bandwidth of 586Hz. The STFT

will use the same bandwidth across the frequency range resulting in either a loss of
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resolution at low frequencies or too much resolution, and a lot of data that the ear

cannot distinguish, at high frequencies. Since the CQT can adjust the bandwidth

it can get a good resolution across the frequency range without generating a lot of

data.

The CQT, unlike the STFT, is not guaranteed to be invertible. The CQT from

Brown [3, 100] does have code for approximating an inverse, and its ease of imple-

mentation makes it a good choice for the research.

Formant Analysis / Phase Vocoders Formant analysis is often implemented

as a post-processing step to the STFT, modifying the TFR produced. Although

the STFT is the most common source of the TFR for this technique, other analysis

techniques such as Auto-Regression (see below) have been used.

Formant analysis uses a process known as phase vocoding, and was first demon-

strated by a talking robot at the 1936 World’s Fair in New York City [101]. For-

mant analysis uses the phase vocoder to enhance the accuracy of the frequency bins

across the representation. To do this, the phase of the signal across a time window

is analysed and compared to the expected phase difference if the frequency of the

harmonic under analysis was precisely at the central frequency of the bin. The

variation can then be used to determine if the actual frequency is lower or higher

than the analysis frequency and by how much.

To improve the results of the phase vocoder, the FT is often tweaked according

to the estimated fundamental frequency of the input sound such that the expected

harmonics of the sound will fall close to the central frequency of the bins, and the

lowest frequency bin will contain the fundamental. This approach does have prob-

lems as not all sounds have an easily detectable fundamental frequency, particularly

percussive sounds, or sounds where certain partials are missing, as found with some
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brass instruments.

Formant analysis is a popular technique in analysis-synthesis fields since it reduces

a sound to its harmonics, and so reduces the amount of data required to store the

sound. Often, the amplitude and frequency envelopes for each partial over time are

simplified further to allow real-time processing and synthesis. Instead of recording

the values for each time step, the general trend is approximated by a series of

straight lines or other approximations, and only the parameters for those lines need

to be stored.

Whilst the ability to track small variations in frequency and amplitude does seem

appealing for this work, the resultant analysis data is not easily confined to a matrix

suitable for multi-dimensional scaling since MDS assumes that all the columns of

the input data are independent whereas the TFR produced by formant analysis

links an amplitude column to a frequency column. There is no guarantee that MDS

will preserve this connection.

This problem, coupled with the difficulty of modelling percussive sounds using this

technique, suggest that this technique is not suited to the goals of this project.

However, one popular alternative to the Fourier Transform used in this technique

is known as Auto-Regression or Linear Predictive Coding analysis and does seem

to offer a few advantages over the Fourier Transform.

Auto-Regression and Linear Predictive Coding In Auto-Regression (AR)

analysis [70], a signal is compared with itself to find common patterns that repeat

across the lifetime of the signal. A single sine-wave, for example, is simply one

pattern that repeats with an period of 2π. In detecting the period of these patterns,

AR seeks to uncover the wavelengths of any patterns in the signal. Once these are

discovered, it is trivial to convert the wavelength in a sound signal to frequency
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data, provided the sampling rate is known.

The class of techniques under the banner of Autoregression Spectrum Analysis

all seek to predict the future values of a signal by looking at past values. This

prediction requires the algorithm to estimate filter parameters based on the signal

history and the inverse of the resultant filters provide a measure of the frequencies in

the sound. The filter parameters are often defined using linear regression, and these

AR techniques are hence also known as Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) methods

[70].

The filters are constructed with a noise model that allows the model to be split along

harmonic and noisy components. The harmonic component closely fits the models

produced by the Fourier based techniques, but by modelling the noise separately, the

frequencies in the sound can be tracked more accurately during Formant Analysis,

for example in Bailey and Cooper [102].

Where the spectra of a sound contains discontinuities or is a broad-band signal that

is not very smooth, such as a percussive sound, Auto-Regressive Moving Average

analysis (ARMA) [70] may provide a much better model than standard AR by

including both the history of the signal and the history of the filters in its parameter

estimations. In doing so however, there is a considerable computational cost.

Wavelets Wavelets [92] can be classed as a CQT approach as they also use a

logarithmic frequency scale. Unlike the CQT approach described above however,

wavelets have varying time resolution at different frequencies, such that when the

frequency resolution is good (i.e. at low frequencies), the time resolution is poor

and vice versa.

Pioneering work on wavelets for signal analysis was performed by Kronland-

Martinet in the late 1980’s and early 1990’s [92, 103] and much of his work has
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applied the wavelet transform to Analysis-Synthesis, such as [71].
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Figure 3.2: A selection of wavelets, taken from the WaveLab [104] package for
Matlab. [105]

A wavelet is a function that is non-zero for some finite portion of space, and zero

otherwise. The total area under the wavelet always sums to zero. When the length

of a wavelet is modified, its frequency is adjusted to compensate such that the signal

always contains a constant number of cycles.

Wavelet analysis is performed by taking a wavelet of the largest required time

resolution and convolving this with the signal, performing the frequency analysis

and the windowing in one step. The wavelet is then moved along the signal to

create a time-magnitude graph for the lowest frequency, the wavelet is then shrunk

and the process repeated with a smaller time step over the whole signal. In this

way the complete TFR is calculated across the frequency range.

The wavelet transform has a lot of advantages over the STFT and CQT approaches
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due to the flexibility of the analysis, where each wavelet brings out different features

of the sound, and new ones can be designed if there is a feature that is particularly

important to the analysis.

The biggest problem to using the wavelet in the timbre space analysis is that the

time resolution is not constant. Although this could be resolved by taking the

smallest time resolution at the required level and repeating frequency values across

larger time steps, this does not follow the way wavelets work and this situation is

more reliably modelled by the CQT.

Since the wavelet has this problem, it will not currently be considered. If a better

technique for handling the variable time resolution of the wavelet can be defined,

possibly with an enhanced timbre space representation that can handle different

time steps per frequency, and manipulate these intuitively, then the wavelet could

prove to be a very useful and adaptable component in the system.

Human perception analysis In Roads, there is a section entitled ‘Auditory

Models’ [58, Part IV, Chapter 13] that discusses two models that attempt to sim-

ulate the response of the human ear to sound. These models, the cochleagram and

the correlogram both manipulate the TFR produced by, for example, the STFT,

according to existing psychoacoustic models of the human hearing system. Since

they both use an extra processing step, they will be slower than spectral analysis

on its own, but if the extra processing is acceptable in the application, they could

provide a useful extra step towards a complete perceptual model in the timbre space

which should make it more intuitive.

The cochleagram adds a model of the neurons in the cochlea inside the ear, devel-

oped from work by auditory scientists. It is very sensitive to sound onsets although

the frequency response is delayed for low frequency components due to the working
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of the ear so a strong onset is represented by a diagonal line in the cochleagram.

Such a representation complicates the dimensionality reduction and resultant tim-

bre space as the onset of transients in the sound will be spread across a number

of points in the space, reducing the correlation between frequencies at the onset

of a sound. This complication of the TFR requires a time-based dimensionality

reduction technique for accurate modelling.

The correlogram adds a further level of processing beyond the cochleagram and

shows the response of each point on the cochlea through time against the history

at that point, in a process known as autocorrelation that measures how closely a

signal matches its own past, which is the same process used in the auto-regression

analysis described above. The correlogram is a 3D representation of the sound,

unlike the standard 2D representations of standard Fourier based techniques, which

makes it much harder to perform a multidimensional analysis on the data, which

expects a matrix to be passed as the TFR into the dimensionality reduction stage,

where the rows of the matrix represent the points and the columns represent the

dimensions in frequency space. Whereas the TFRs produced by the other techniques

discussed here can be said to represent a path through frequency space over time,

where the axes of that frequency space are represented by the columns of the TFR

matrix, the representation produced by the correlogram generates a history for each

intersection in the Time-Frequency Representation, which is in itself a path through

frequency space over time, which leads to an exponential growth in data over the

TFRs produced by the other techniques. This complexity requires a more advanced

dimensionality reduction than even the time-based representation needed for the

cochleagram and prevents the correlogram from being a useful timbre space model

within this framework.
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Choice of analysis techniques for further investigation For the timbre

space, the Heterodyne and CQT techniques have already been applied for generating

a space, although the CQT space of Kaminskyj [78] was not used for synthesis. For

comparison with existing analysis-synthesis, the Fourier Transform is considered.

This provides an insight into how effective other, more computationally intensive,

transforms might be, such as the Wigner-Ville or cochleagram. However, initial tests

with one such technique, the Fractional Fourier Transform, show that this technique

does not appear to offer any advantages over the standard Fourier analysis. The

other techniques presented here, whilst used throughout the analysis-synthesis lit-

erature, do not fit into the stricter framework required of the timbre space. The

Formant Analysis technique introduces too much dependence between dimensions

in the TFR, whilst the Wavelet, cochleagram and correlogram techniques produce

a TFR too complex for the matrix representation required for the second stage of

the analysis.

Of all the common techniques used for analysis synthesis, only the STFT, the CQT

and auto-regression appear to fit the criteria above of being invertible, generalisable

to a variety of timbres including the percussive timbres of the Auditory Icons, and

providing a TFR matrix suitable for input to a dimensionality reduction analysis

as discussed in the next section.

3.3.2 Dimensionality reduction

The second stage of the automated timbre space is to take a matrix representing

the TFR generated by the first stage and convert this into a more compact repre-

sentation that finds the important characteristics of the data and sorts it to allow

the less important data to be ignored.

If the TFR is constructed of columns representing frequencies and rows representing
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points in time, the TFR matrix can be thought of as a cloud of points in frequency

space. The dimensionality reduction algorithms described here will find the di-

rections in the frequency space that correspond with the most variance across the

points and then rotate the space so that those directions become the axes of the

new space. Since these dimensions are ordered by decreasing variance, most of the

deviation between the sounds is captured by the first few dimensions. In Hourdin

et al.’s space, for example, using 40 sounds, the first 5 dimensions captured 80% of

the variation between points, and the first 8 captured 91%.

The resulting timbre space can be constructed with as many dimensions as the orig-

inal frequency space, but by concentrating on just the first few dimensions, the data

size, geometric complexity and associated run-time complexity can all be reduced

without a great loss of useful information. Much of the following information is

due to the review of these techniques by Roweis and Ghahramani [106] which also

presents an algorithm capable of calculating all the techniques listed here, allowing

easy comparison of the strengths and weaknesses of each one.

An example of the types of paths generated by the timbre space can be seen in

figure 3.3. The flute sound in figure A can be seen to have a similar shape to some

of the other paths in figure B, and these paths are other woodwind instruments.

The flute path looks very different from the paths with very different timbres.

Implementation There are two main ways to implement the following tech-

niques. The basic PCA method, which works for small data sets, is to create

a matrix from the data and calculate variance statistics across that matrix. The

eigenvalues of the covariance matrix can be ordered and the largest n of these eigen-

values and their corresponding m-dimensional eigenvectors are used to generate the

n×m mapping between the data and the resultant space. The coverage of the space

can be calculated by dividing the sum of the first n eigenvalues by the sum of all
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A B

Figure 3.3: Examples of timbre space paths. In figure A, a single sound (a flute
played flutter-tongued) is shown. In figure B, the sound from figure A is shown
amongst other paths. Only the first 3 dimensions from the 8 used to construct the
timbre space are shown. These figures were generated in MATLAB, using paths
generated by the software that was developed as part of this thesis.

m eigenvalues and calculating the percentage. Small variations on the statistical

matrix produced and the addition of a separate m × m or n × n matrix, before or

after the statistics are calculated, provide the basis for the rest of the techniques

here.

Where not enough memory exists for the entire matrix, or the data set is infinite,

an approximation has to be used. This approximation takes the matrix and slowly

iterates it toward a solution by calculating the errors between the current matrix

and a statistical model calculated from it that calculates some measure of the devi-

ation between the model and the original data. This is known as the Expectation

Maximisation (EM) algorithm. These iterations continue until either a maximum

number of iterations is reached or the error falls below a preset value, ε.

One example of this type of implementation, based on Roweis and Ghahramani

[106], is the EM-Kalman implementation. This uses the above technique to im-

plement Kalman filters [107], which are a time-variant statistical model. The EM-

Kalman algorithm can be modified according to Roweis and Ghahramani to model

PCA by restricting the model to a single time step and not using the Kalman noise

model. This modified model will henceforth be known as EM-PCA.
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The analysis technique used for this prototype for audio design should have the

following properties:

1. Easily invertible. Whilst this is not strictly necessary for an audio design

system that includes parameter maps for various synthesisers, it is useful

whilst exploring the prototype as the effectiveness of the parameter map can

be tested against the inverted output to provide some measure of the limits of

quality that a parameter map can provide. None of the techniques listed here

are directly invertible since the goal of dimensionality reduction is to remove

data from the representation. What is important is that there is a method to

convert the reduced representation back into a usable TFR for synthesis.

2. Orthogonal bases. The result of the analysis should be a timbre space

whose axes are orthogonal. This prevents unexpected changes to the sound

when points are adjusted along a single dimension. Without orthogonal bases,

the timbre space is less predictable and hence less useful as a design tool.

3. Compatibility with signal analysis techniques. Since the output of the

first stage of timbre space construction is a TFR matrix, the techniques must

accept such a matrix as input. Other signal analysis techniques and other

dimensionality reduction techniques are available but without an obvious way

to connect the output of one to the input of the other, they cannot be used

for timbre space construction.

In addition to these properties, all the techniques listed have the possibility to over-

or under-fit the data. In the case of over-fitting, the timbre space will not generalise

to timbres outside those used in its construction. In the case of under-fitting, the

timbre space is too general and does not accurately capture the important features

of the sounds used in its construction. Only some of the following models provide

a way to test for over- and under-fitting during construction. If this cannot be
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tested during construction, the timbre space may not be optimal. None of the

linear models presented here incorporate such a test.

PCA Principal Components Analysis (PCA) is the simplest of the dimensionality

reduction techniques and the most susceptible to any noise in the input data. It is

the technique used by Kaminskyj [78] in his timbre space paper, where the input

sounds used contained very low noise levels due to the recording process.

For the timbre space in this research, it is assumed that noise is a minimal problem

as all input sounds are generated from low-noise environments. For timbre spaces

and data sets where this may be a problem, PCA will become unsuitable for the

task and another more complex technique will be required.

The PCA technique calculates the covariance of all the input data as a matrix C,

such that Cij is the covariance between dimension i and dimension j1. PCA then

calculates the eigenvalues and their corresponding eigenvectors of C, and orders

these such that the largest eigenvalue comes first. The mapping then consists of

taking the first m eigenvectors, which each have n dimensions, and composing the m

× n matrix from this. The m-dimensional timbre space is generated by multiplying

each n-dimensional point in the TFR by this new matrix. The PCA matrix can

be inverted by the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse [108] to provide a n × m inverse

mapping to generate a TFR from a path in timbre space.

The eigenvectors calculated in the PCA are orthogonal to each other by definition

and the PCA can take any n × c matrix as input, so it can generate a timbre

space from any c n-dimensional points. The sensitivity to noise is easily controlled

by careful selection and processing of input sounds, and this technique has already

1or frequency i and frequency j, where Cij = 1

c

∑c

k=1
(xk

i
− x̄i)(x

k
j
− x̄j), c is the number of

points in the input space, xk is the k’th point in the input space, xi is the i’th dimension of point
x and x̄ is the mean of all the points in the input space.
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been applied to the generation of timbre spaces, making it an important technique

to explore for the audio design framework.

FAC Factoral Analysis of Correspondences (FAC) is the technique used by Hour-

din et al. [12], using the ANCORR program from Addad Software [109]. As this

package is proprietary software, there is no further information about the technique,

but the description in the paper fits the Roweis and Ghahramani [106] discussion

of Factor Analysis, which has many similarities in structure and use, but differs in

naming conventions.

Like PCA, Factor Analysis generates a translation matrix from n-dimensional to m-

dimensional space, but also generates a set of uniquenesses in m-dimensional space

which model the variation in the output space. These uniquenesses give the model

a certain tolerance to noise in the input.

The major problem with factor analysis is that the translation matrix is highly

sensitive to the rotation of the input data, so that if the input data is skewed in any

way, such as a Doppler effect in the sound of an accelerating source, the translation

matrix varies dramatically. If the magnitude in one dimension changes dramatically

however (such as two data sets from microphones with different resonant frequen-

cies), then the algorithm can re-scale that component to produce the same output.

Like PCA, this technique is invertible, has orthogonal bases and accepts a TFR as

input, and has an advantage over PCA of being able to factor out noise owing to

recording using a variety of input devices. Whilst this was important for Hourdin

et al. who used both Grey and MUMS sounds for their space, it does not affect

the current research which uses a single source for all sounds. For this reason,

the prototype will not use FAC, although later iterations of the timbre space may

find incorporating this technique useful for countering the effects of using multiple
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sources for timbre space generation.

SPCA Sensible Principal Component Analysis (SPCA) is presented by Roweis

and Ghahramani [106] as a less flawed alternative to PCA. Like FAC, it also uses

a separate matrix to model noise. Unlike FAC however, it is insensitive to the

rotation of data but sensitive to the scaling. This is achieved by ensuring all the

uniquenesses are equal.

The scaling of the data could be an important feature if the timbre space is designed

to more closely match the acoustic response of the ear as measured by the phon

scale. If this is the case, SPCA would preserve the integrity of this response much

better than Factor Analysis. Due to this consideration, should a noise model be

deemed appropriate in the timbre space mapping, SPCA should be preferred to

Factor Analysis.

SPCA fits all three criteria listed above but is untested for the construction of timbre

spaces. None of the analysis techniques chosen model effects such as loudness, which

this method appears to be most suitable for. Whilst this technique is not used for

this prototype, in order to preserve the integrity of the original sounds, it is worth

considering if other signal analysis techniques are tested in a timbre space context.

Temporal methods Temporal methods consider the evolution of a system over

time, creating two matrices for the transformation, one showing how each n-

dimensional state evolves into the next, the other showing how the n-dimensional

hidden state of the system maps to the visible m-dimensional output, as used in the

static methods already discussed. Most temporal models also include matrices for

the variation in the signal, similar to the uniquenesses found in the Factor Analysis

approach. As these produce a point in a space which represents a temporal model

and a mapping, these could be useful to produce a comparison with the work of
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Grey [13]. The main focus of the project however is not absolute perceptual accu-

racy of the space but rather ease of use in creating sounds in a space that has some

perceptual relevance.

Choice of scaling technique The advantages offered by paths, which allow flex-

ible, time-dependent morphing into other sounds appear to outweigh any benefits

that could be gained from a more accurate but less flexible approach that uses a

point representation, for the same reasons an automated timbre space is used rather

than a human space. Time-dependent techniques are most useful for simulating hu-

man timbre space behaviour using automated timbre spaces, although it is unclear

how closely such a space would match a human timbre space.

The path based representations can be split into the FAC and SPCA techniques

which model noise, and the PCA which doesn’t. Given that the input sounds

have been recorded in a low-noise environment, and that there exist signal analysis

methods that separate the modelling of noise from the modelling of the signal, the

PCA will be used for simplicity. The usefulness of the other techniques should be

considered for noisy inputs and alternative signal analysis techniques but will not

be used for this prototype in order to limit the number of independent variables

available for the analysis of different timbre spaces.

3.4 Perception in timbre spaces

Using a human perceptual space, Rumelhart and Abrahamson [110] created a paral-

lelogram model to demonstrate that given a set of five points, A,B,C,D’,D” paired

such that A is paired with B and C is paired alternately with D’ and D” (and

possibly other points), participants can reliably tell which of the distances CD′ or

CD′′ is closest to the distance AB. The space they used was a classification of
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animals, which was constructed from a Multi-Dimensional Scaling analysis based

on participants’ similarity ratings between animals, and comparisons were of the

form “Cat is to lion as dog is to ?” with possible answers of “wolf” or “cow”.

McAdams and Cunibile [19] extended this demonstration to confirm that listeners

can perceive constant changes in timbre within a point-based human timbre space.

Given a vector AB in the timbre space, listeners are able to reliably determine

whether vector CD or CE is closest in direction and in magnitude to AB, although

there is a variation in performance between musicians and non-musicians. Their

results suggest that not only is distance between timbres detectable, but also the

direction from one timbre to another can also be detected.

This parallelogram model seems to offer a powerful new design concept that is

unique to timbre spaces. Whereas existing analysis-synthesis models can apply

morphing to change a sound according to a remote target, the parallelogram model

can use a vector to adjust the sound in a way that does not affect its overall char-

acter. A graphical analogy can be seen by imagining a picture of a printer. To

show urgent action is required, a morphing model would fade out that picture into

one of an exclamation mark, losing the shape and colour of the original picture.

The parallelogram model could adjust merely the colour, reddening the printer to

indicate an urgent condition.

McAdams and Cunibile provide no indication of a perceptual description of a vector

AB, or whether the parallelogram model applies to automated timbre spaces. As

part of the investigation presented in this thesis the effectiveness of a perceptual

vector in an automated timbre space is evaluated. Such a description allows us to

name relationships between sounds and explore sound using a ecological rather than

an analytical model since these relationships define the changes in texture between

sounds.
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To test their effectiveness, this vector model of perceptual transforms using paral-

lelograms can be compared against a more traditional gravity model of transforms

based on morphing between sounds (or “pulling” a sound towards another). In the

vector model, we define a vector AB between the two extremes of a perceptual

parameter (e.g. alarm to ambient, urgent to non-urgent), then apply that vector to

a sample sound to adjust the value of that perceptual parameter. This model is ex-

clusive to timbre spaces. In the gravity model, the sound is simply morphed in the

direction of the perceptual extreme we wish to capture. This model equates with

the standard process of mixing or interpolating two sounds in standard analysis-

synthesis. More information on the comparisons can be seen in Chapter 6 where

the perception of the two models is compared in a controlled study.

3.5 Synthesis from timbre spaces

In order to use the timbre space in a design platform for sound, it must be capable

of interfacing with a synthesiser to generate output. Given a path or a point in the

space it must be possible to generate a set of parameters for a given synthesiser. This

‘parameter map’ should be fast to calculate so that the mapping of a point from

timbre space to parameter space and the subsequent generation of a synthesised

sound from parameter space can be calculated within the time step of the timbre

space path for real-time synthesis to be possible.

This section will first look at synthesis by inverting the dimensionality reduction

mapping, which will create a baseline against which other techniques can be tested

for reproduction quality and speed. The general rules to map to a variety of generic

synthesisers are then discussed as well as a number of synthesisers these can be

applied to.

Several synthesisers are discussed in the context of what they can do to extend the
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timbre space. Although only a limited number can be tested within the prototype, a

number of others are discussed since their addition to the timbre space will increase

the design capabilities of the system. The synthesisers chosen to be implemented

are the additive synthesiser, which is used for the inverse mapping, and the FM and

Auditory Icon synthesisers in order to demonstrate how the parameter map can be

used to extend the capabilities of the timbre space. The FM synthesiser is chosen

as a fast, efficient synthesiser that can produce a wide range of sounds from a small

range of inputs, but is usually hard to parameterise. The Auditory Icon synthesiser

is chosen to investigate the effectiveness of the timbre space in modelling existing

interface designs, and as an example of a set of physical models.

3.5.1 Additive synthesis

For additive synthesis, all that is required is to reverse the mapping from the TFR

to the timbre space, which is a matter of finding an inverse to the matrix produced

by the MDS analysis. As the original matrix is unlikely to be square, as that would

be a mapping that does not reduce dimensionality, the inverse will not be perfect.

The information lost in the reduction of dimensionality cannot be recovered, but

the MDS technique aims to ensure that the lost data is the least important.

Once an inverse is found, applying it to a timbre space path will result in a TFR.

Provided the centre frequency of each bin in the TFR is stored (which must be the

same across all sounds for the timbre space to be valid), it is a simple matter to feed

the amplitude and frequency for each frequency bin into an additive synthesiser to

produce an output.

Alternatively, where an inverse to the analysis exists, as it does for the STFT, the

inverse can be applied to the TFR. Depending on the complexity of the TFR, this

may be faster than additive synthesis. However, for the purposes of generality only
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the additive synthesis method is used.

Since the inverse mapping is simply an inverse of a matrix, the mapping in this

case is guaranteed to be linear and will have the run-time complexity of a standard

matrix multiplication for each point (i.e. O(m× n) where m is the number of rows

and n is the number of columns in the matrix). The computation time of the inverse

matrix is negligible as this needs only to be calculated once per timbre space.

The additive synthesis is the simplest method of generating output from an auto-

mated timbre space, and was used by Hourdin et al. [63] to generate sound from

their timbre space. It also demonstrates the power of the automated timbre space

since the conversion of a human timbre space point into a sound is a complicated

process, requiring extra processing to extend the sound to the desired length. No

work has been uncovered that applies this synthesis model to human timbre spaces.

3.5.2 Non-linear mapping

For general synthesisers, the TFR will not be an obvious source of parameters

so a parameter map must be defined that will transform any point in the timbre

space to a set of synthesiser parameters. This result can also be thought of as a

point in the synthesiser’s parameter space. The synthesiser will be represented by a

multi-dimensional mesh inside the timbre space and the parameter map between the

timbre and parameter spaces is not guaranteed to be linear. For example, the FM

synthesiser has extremely non-linear behaviour in terms of the modulating index.

The mesh can be as simple as a cloud of points within the space but also includes

fitting grids or other functions into the space to enable interpolation between known

points and faster searching, although there may be an increased error due to this

interpolation. If such a grid is used, the grid is not guaranteed to be linear or

regular, so a very general mapping technique would have to be considered that
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could handle a complex grid.

There are two methods that can be used for this mapping, the simpler of the two

methods is a proximity detection method, i.e. find the closest point in the mesh to

the target point and return it. There are limited opportunities to add interpolation

techniques to this method, but it is fairly simple and there are many algorithms

available. If a more complex mesh such as a set of Bezier patches is used then this

technique can be used to find a set of patches to test against rather than a set of

points.

A more complex mapping can be constructed in a similar way to the MDS scaling

techniques used to generate the map between frequency space and timbre space.

As the required mapping may be non-linear however, the same techniques cannot

be used. Two methods that do allow non-linear mapping are considered, but speed

complexity prevents their use in a real-time synthesis in most modern computing

environments.

Proximity detection

Proximity Detection, or closest point, methods simply try to find the object in

the mesh that is closest to a given input point. Although the mesh is generally

constructed of points, it can also be constructed of structures such as Bezier patches,

where the input point would be compared against a series of convex hulls2 of those

patches, and the closest Bezier patch could then be tested against the search point

to generate a more accurate result point.

The brute force method of proximity detection is to compare the target point against

every point in the mesh. Smid [111] claims that there is no more efficient algorithm

than brute force in the general case, but this is not proven and the upper bound

2A convex hull being a set of points guaranteed to completely contain the object.
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to the search time is currently an open problem. The techniques presented here

perform significantly better than brute force on average.

The brute force method has a time complexity that grows linearly with both the

number of points in the mesh and the dimensionality of the space. By eliminating

large sets of points to test, the expected time complexity for defined meshes can be

reduced significantly, but the elimination process is not trivial, and elimination is

impossible if all test points are an equal distance from the search point within the

elimination margin of error. As is shown below, there are methods to reduce the

complexity to be constant in terms of the number of dimensions, but this still leaves

an algorithm with a worst case that is linear in terms of the number of points, as

Smid warns.

The two methods for doing this discussed here are the Loose Octree by Ulrich

[112], which is extended here beyond his three-dimensional model, and the k-d tree,

developed by Bentley [113] and extended by Freidman, Bentley and Finkel [114] to

add proximity detection capabilities.

In order to use proximity detection to map between two spaces, the point cloud for

the search space (i.e. the timbre space) must be tagged with data from the output

space (i.e. the parameter space) such that once the nearest point is returned, the

algorithm will output the point in the output space that maps to the returned point

in the input space. To do this, a set of points representing a series of synthesiser

parameters are generated. The sounds produced by these parameters are then

analysed to create a point in timbre space. This point is then tagged with the

synthesiser parameters used to create it, and the collection of these points becomes

the point cloud used to conduct the search.
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Loose Octree The high-dimensional analogue of the binary tree is known as the

Octree. Each node in the tree represents a hypercube. Each node has 2d children,

where d is the number of dimensions of the tree. The edges of each child are

exactly half the length of the edges of its parent, and each child’s volume is 2d

times smaller than the parent’s volume. The children are arranged in order so that

together they cover the full hypercube of the current node. In 3D, the situation

looks like Figure 3.4. The root node is divided into 8 children numbered 0 to 7.

Child 1 in the figure is further subdivided, and child 6 is obscured.

Figure 3.4: Children of an Octree node

Each node in the Octree contains either a set of Octree children or a set of ob-

jects contained by the Octree. For the proximity detection case, each object is a

single point from the mesh. The Octree will subdivide the space into children and

grandchildren and so on until either a maximum depth is reached or the number of

objects in a node falls below some minimum value.

To search the Octree, each child node is tested to see which one contains the test

point. The process is repeated on each child node until a leaf is reached. The leaf

then returns its list of objects, hence providing an constant upper bound on the

number of brute force tests required. The algorithm hence has a best-case time

complexity logarithmic in the number of points in the cloud, but still linear to the

number of dimensions.
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In proximity detection, there is a problem when the test point and its closest neigh-

bour lie opposite sides of a node boundary, as the closest point will not be returned.

To solve this, a concept can be borrowed from Loose Octrees [112]. In a Loose Oc-

tree, each child is bigger than its Octree equivalent, and overlaps the other children.

In the original paper, this was to prevent objects half the size of the parent node

having to be split to fit into a child node. In the closest point version, the Octree

is constructed the same way, but during searching, each node has a catchment area

which extends beyond its dimensions, allowing it to cover the same volume as its

parent, but with a different centre.

Despite the good search complexity, there can be problems with this approach,

particularly when the data has a non-random distribution. The first major problem

with this approach is the size of the data structure that holds the tree, and the time

taken to construct it, both of which increase exponentially with dimensionality and

with the number of points, since to accommodate more points, the tree requires a

greater depth, which requires more children.

If the data are distributed in many small clumps across the space, it is likely that

many hyper-cubes will contain no points, and others will be greatly subdivided. If

the query point is in one of the hypercubes that has no points, the closest point

cannot be returned. To deal with this case, we must return points from somewhere,

so we must either return a random set of objects or return the entire set of objects

and perform a brute force test.

k-d Tree The k-d tree, developed by Bentley [113], was extended by Freidman,

Bentley and Finkel [114] to allow it to perform proximity detection.

The k-d tree, like the Octree, subdivides the space between a set of children. Unlike

the Octree, each parent only has two children. The division point is not fixed at
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half the size of the parent as in the Octree. The k-d tree chooses a split point that

divides the objects into two equal sections. It does this by finding the dimension of

greatest variance and then placing the dividing hyperplane across that dimension

such that it passes through the median-valued point along that dimension.

The tree hence sacrifices some simplicity to adapt to the distribution of data allowing

it to avoid some of the problems of the Octree. The tree still suffers from the

same boundary problem as the Octree however, where a test point and its closest

neighbour may lie just on opposite sides of a boundary.

The k-d tree has been extended, as in Egas et al. [115] for example, such that not

only does the search have a logarithmic complexity in terms of the number of points,

but it also has a linear complexity in terms of the number of dimensions. This is a

product of the subdivision technique, but also of an efficient way to calculate the

divisions that is independent of the number of dimensions they have. Egas et al.’s

paper also suggests a solution to the boundary problem by calculating the near

and far boundaries of each node as the tree is descended. If the closest point in

the current node is further than any near point of another node, then that node

must also be checked. There are obvious cases in which this will be no better than

the brute force approach, such as where the center of a sphere is compared against

points on that sphere, but as the Octree has no trapdoor for such a case, the k-d

tree can be considered at least as good as the Octree in the worst case.

The space complexity of the tree itself is dependent only on the number of objects

since the number of children of a node is independent of the dimensionality. The

construction of a k-d tree is not only faster than the Octree because it is independent

of the dimensionality, but the k-d tree ends up more balanced than the Octree due

to how the nodes are divided. This balancing means that searching too can be

faster. For these reasons, and the increased accuracy due to Egas et al.’s solution
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to the boundary problem, the k-d tree has been chosen as the proximity detection

method to implement.

The implementation of the k-d tree used for this work can be found in the ANN

package by Mount and Arya [4], based on their (and others) work on optimising the

k-d tree [116].

Dimensionality reduction

Dimensionality reduction approaches as used in the construction of the timbre space

can also be used to create a mapping between the timbre space and the parameter

space. As the mappings are non-linear however, the analysis techniques required

are more complex.

kPCA In kernel PCA (kPCA) [117], the non-linear data set is mapped into a

higher dimensional space where it is linear. This transformed data set is used as

the input to the standard PCA algorithm. In practice, the non-linear mapping

function can be implicitly embedded in the PCA analysis by implementing it in the

form of a kernel, which calculates the variance over the higher-dimensional points

directly from the non-linear data without having to project them into the higher-

dimensional space. The use of a kernel gives the algorithm access to spaces that

are otherwise computationally intractable, such as a space with infinite dimensions.

Kernels can be arbitrarily combined with each other and scaled to best fit the input

data. This flexibility allows the algorithm to adapt to any input, but adds to the

complexity, particularly when the format of the input data is not known in advance,

as is the case with synthesiser meshes. The kPCA algorithm, like the PCA, can

be implemented using Expectation Maximisation (EM) [118] allowing it to avoid

memory problems, as described in Section 3.3.2.
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SOM The Self-Organising Map (SOM) by Kohonen and Oja [119] was developed

as a visualisation technique and is designed to work best when the output space is

2 or 3 dimensions. The initial iteration starts with a regular grid representing the

output space. The grid can be formed from any regular shape but squares (or cubes)

and hexagons are the most common, with hexagons popular for 2D visualisations.

In each iteration, each data point is assigned its nearest grid point or cell. The

cell location is then updated to better contain the points assigned to it, but it also

constrained to remain close to its neighbouring cells. The next iteration will then

assign the data points to the new cell positions. The algorithm completes after a set

number of iterations or when the maximum error between a data point and its cell

falls below a pre-defined value. This is the same EM algorithm used for calculating

the linear dimensionality reduction matrices.

The SOM is not guaranteed to find the best fit for the data since there can be

situations where the algorithm gets stuck in a sub-optimal fit but the errors are too

small for the cells or points to be reassigned to make a better fit.

Choice

Due to speed constraints, proximity detection will be used as it has a much more

predictable upper bound for searching. Between the two methods, the k-d tree has

a much lower upper bound both in construction and search due to its dimension-

agnostic approach to the mapping.

Since the system is left open to allow new synthesisers to be added at a later

date, the simplicity and speed of construction of the k-d tree is preferred over the

dimensionality reduction methods. The system will however be kept flexible so that

other techniques can be added where a faster mapping is possible. For example, the

additive synthesis mapping is simply the inverse of the timbre space construction
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and so involves a single matrix multiplication per point to generate the parameters

for the synthesiser.

3.5.3 Synthesiser choice

For the experiments comparing timbre spaces, fast synthesis is not a top priority

and the simplicity of the additive synthesis approach means that the timbre spaces

can be compared without the computational complexity of analysing a parameter

set and generating a non-linear mapping to a synthesiser. For any given timbre

space, the choice is not as clear but where speed is not an issue, the additive

synthesis approach is closer to an inverse of the analysis and so allows a more

direct comparison between input and output sounds. For cases where the additive

synthesis method in unsuitable, the k-d tree non-linear mapping has a complexity

which is linear in the number of points, and it can be tuned to give a trade-off

between speed of mapping and resolution of parameter space allowing it to adapt

to the limitations imposed by its environment, so the mapping can be customised

to a range of devices and uses. The k-d tree is hence chosen for non-linear mapping.

Demonstrating this technique also shows how new models can be incorporated into

the timbre space.

Whilst the experiments all use sounds generated via the additive synthesis tech-

nique, the non-linear mapping is used to demonstrate the extensibility of the tim-

bre space and the possibility of real-time synthesis of complex sounds from the

space. The FM synthesiser and the Auditory Icon model both require a non-linear

mapping.
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3.6 Alternatives to timbre spaces

The timbre space is not the only model that can be used to explore the interaction

of timbre and perception, and is also not the only method that can be used to

combine Auditory Icons and Earcons. This section discusses some of the problems

with and objections to timbre spaces to show that amongst these alternatives, the

timbre space is a good choice of technique for a proof of concept system that does

explore these intersections.

In their paper on granular synthesis, Keller and Berger [72] list a number of reasons

why timbre spaces are problematic for modelling environmental sounds, and they

suggest granular synthesis is a better approach. The next section examines each of

their points in turn to show that the timbre space approach is valid, even though

the synthesis of environmental sounds is a prime goal. It should also be noted

that the paper reports “To date, no systematic work has been done to establish a

perceptual classification of granular sounds.” [72, p3]. Cook [120] has demonstrated

some work on applying everyday and perceptual models to granular synthesis, but

there is still no evidence of work to provide a systematic perceptual classification for

granular synthesis. This suggests that timbre spaces which can encode perceptual

information are more useful as a design tool than granular synthesis, although a

number of the objections listed in the paper should be addressed to show that a

timbre space is useful for sound design.

3.6.1 Suitability of timbre spaces

Keller and Berger[72] discuss the assumptions Grey made in his timbre space and

seek to show they are invalid. The assumptions, as listed in their paper, are as

follows:

“(1) timbre space dimensions should be orthogonal, i.e. changes on
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one dimension should not affect the other dimensions; (2) the distance

between samples A and B has to be equivalent to the distance between

B and A; (3) the topography of the timbre space must be independent

from the number and type of classes it contains.” [72, p2]

In the automated timbre spaces created by Hourdin et al. [12], the Multidimen-

sional Scaling Analysis is specifically designed to ensure the output dimensions are

orthogonal to each other such that a change along one dimension has a well-defined

effect on the sound signal that is separate from any change on any other dimension.

It should be noted, however, that Edworthy et al. [30] have shown that perception of

sound is not orthogonal and changes in a sound concerning one perceptual construct,

such as urgency, can affect our response to another perceptual construct, such as

speed. This suggests that the application of a perceptual map to a timbre space

will be more complex than a rotation of axes since the perceptual constructs in the

perceptual map will not be orthogonal. This problem is not unique to timbre spaces,

so any audio design system must be able to take such interactions into account.

The second point is supported by the parallelogram model [19]. The claim states

that two sounds in the space must sound the same timbral distance apart no matter

which is played first. In this model, listeners can reliably determine both the dis-

tance and the direction between two timbres. Moreover, timbres an equal distance

apart in space are reliably detected even when the direction of the comparison is re-

versed. This result is statistically significant for both musicians and non-musicians.

In other words, given two points A and B, listeners can reliably detect not only

that the distance AB is equal to the distance BA but that the direction of AB is

the complement of the direction BA.

For points that fall on the line between A and B, Keller and Berger claim that the

timbre distance is not constant since experiments show that when played sounds
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starting from A and ending at B, participants classify the sounds as being more

like A for over half the given sounds, but when they are played from B to A,

participants classify the sounds as more like B for over half of the given sounds.

The argument given by Grey [13] to explain this effect notes that the auditory

system tends to prefer to classify sounds as closer to what has already been heard,

leading to a hysteresis effect when morphing between two sounds. It is this effect

which is cited by Keller and Berger in support of the second point. This is a similar

effect to the Persistence of Vision phenomenon in the visual system, an example

of the phenomenon of “set” from psychology [121]. This philosophy claims that

humans will tend to classify their knowledge into sets or groups and often find it

hard to classify anything new into a different set without additional cognitive effort.

This is said to be closely connected with the pattern-recognition abilities of humans.

The phenomenon also appears to have close similarity with the concepts of audio

continuity and timbral grouping discussed in Deutsch [41].

This similar effect in the visual system and the related audio phenomena would tend

to suggest that the audio hysteresis problem is a factor of human perception rather

than of the timbre space. McAdams et al.’s results on the parallelogram model

appear to support this assumption since they found no difference in the timbre

distance when distance was reversed.

Keller also mentions a previous oral discussion concerning bias in timbre spaces.

Specifically, that timbre spaces are better at representing sounds similar to those

used to generate the space. Although no evidence is presented for this, it does sound

like a reasonable assumption. To test this, the reproductive quality for sounds not

in the timbre space will be determined. This evaluation is discussed in Chapter 5.

Keller states in particular that timbre spaces exclude impulse and continuous sounds

as these are not represented by natural instruments.
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Keller backs up the assertion that timbre spaces have a limited timbral palette by

citing a paper by Grantham [122] that states the timbre, intensity and phase of a

source are affected greatly by the environment and are used to determine the spatial

location of a sound. This is a valid point for situated sounds. Chapter 2 makes

the distinction between single sources and multiple, situated sources for exactly

this reason. A single source will produce the same timbre no matter what type of

room it is in or what other sound sources are nearby. In the case of a violin, the

size of room and type of nearby instruments do not affect how the string or cavity

vibrate. They do affect the passage of that sound to the listener, but it would be

inefficient for each instrument to model possible interactions with the environment,

so the environment modelling is left to a higher level of control that can adjust

the parameters in and the sound wave out of a single source depending on the

environment containing the sound source.

Timbre spaces are a poor model for impulse sounds for other reasons due to the

time-frequency resolution trade-off at the heart of Fourier analysis. In order for a

timbre space to accurately model the harmonics of a sound, a large time window is

needed to get a good frequency resolution, and this prevents accurate modelling of

transients in the sound.

A solution could be to build a timbre space specifically for impulse sounds and

ignore harmonic sounds altogether by focusing on a sharper time resolution. This

approach limits the ability of timbre spaces to be used for Earcon design however

so is unsuitable for the stated purpose of this research. The design system could

implement a range of these spaces and choose between them according to the timbral

range required, using a percussive space for Auditory Icons, for example. This would

require modifying the perceptual map and the synthesiser map for each individual

space and finding some way to choose which space to use and some way of morphing

between sounds that exist in different spaces.
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Tuning the analysis for each sound would add complexity to the timbre space and

prevent easy combination of sounds. A compromise would build a timbre space

with a good frequency resolution but allow each point on the timbre space path to

represent a varying amount of time. Most sounds would be modelled directly by the

analysis used to construct the timbre space but impulse sounds could be modelled

at a much higher time resolution, requiring a post-processing step to redistribute

the lower number of frequencies among the frequencies in the initial analysis prior to

mapping down to the timbre space dimensions. In the absence of a priori knowledge

about the best analysis resolution for each sound, a compromise resolution should

be chosen between the extremes of too low time resolution and too low frequency

resolution. The ability to adjust the time length of each point of the timbre path,

taken from analysis-synthesis techniques, is a useful addition to the timbre space

that can be useful for data compression via run-length encoding3 resolution tuning

scheme described above provided an analysis technique can be found that can tune

its parameters to produce the closest match to the original sound. Unfortunately,

whilst there exists automated measures for audio quality such as PEAQ (Perceptual

Evaluation of Audio Quality) [123], the standard is not complete [124] so cannot

currently be used to train such an analysis.

3.6.2 Alternative technologies for audio design

The goal of this research is to create a representation of audio that provides more

design options than are currently available. Section 3.2 proposed that an intermedi-

ate representation that abstracts the sound into a more perceptually relevant form

provides such an abstraction. The timbre space is not the only such abstraction

that can be used. Here a variety of alternatives will be discussed.

3i.e. encoding a long list of identical values by recording just the value and the number of
repeats.
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The abstraction of FM synthesis has been described by Rolland and Pachet [79] to

describe instrument rather than synthesiser properties and by Delprat et al. [125]

towards reproduction of input sounds by processing the TFR of the sound to be

recreated. The generation of physical modelling parameters has been demonstrated

by Guillemain et al. [126]. As there is a crossover in authors between this and

Delprat et al., similar motivation and techniques are used in both papers, suggesting

a more general model of synthesisers is possible.

Whilst these papers demonstrate that parameter mapping from a TFR to a synthe-

siser is possible, none have an intermediate model with an abstraction at the level

of Edworthy et al. [30] which uses adjectives to describe sound. Unlike the timbre

space approach, none of these uses a generalised model for sound manipulation and

generation, preferring instead to build the model up from the synthesiser instead.

This choice fixes these techniques to a single synthesis technique and a limited set

of transformations.

The Timbre Engine [64] is based on the Timbre Model [127]. The Timbre Model uses

the Fourier transform in a similar way to the timbre space to break the signal into its

component frequencies. Post-processing is then performed on this representation.

Parallel streams of processing extract different pieces of information in order to

build a perceptual model of the input sound based on the parameters defined by

McAdams et al. [80].

This representation is cleaned, removing noise from the components. This repre-

sentation is used in the Timbre Model for sound classification and sound morphing

between timbres. In the Timbre Engine, this representation is presented to the user

as an interactive interface that allows manipulation of the sound.

The model produced is similar to the human timbre spaces of McAdams et al. and

Grey, and can be thought of as a way to generate such spaces algorithmically with
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pre-defined axes. This similarity means that each sound is represented by a single

point, as the parameters affect the entire length of the sound. The perceptual space

developed by Terasawa et al. [44] also exhibits this type of parameterisation but

their axes are carefully chosen to have some perceptual significance.

For sound reproduction, the clean signal is augmented by a noisy signal that models

the noise that was removed during the analysis. This process is common to other

analysis-synthesis models such as Stochastic Modelling Synthesis [128] or Adaptive

Analysis [129]. The clean signal is modelled by parameters such as the spectral

envelope, frequency deviations, and irregularity control as well as speed of attack

and decay. The noisy signal is defined in terms of shimmer (noise affecting the

amplitude of the partial) and jitter (noise affecting the frequency of the partial).

The parameters are presented to the user as a series of graphs, where each graph

shows the value of a parameter across all the partials in the sound. The inter-

face allows adjustment of these parameters and real-time synthesis of monophonic,

mono-timbral sounds using an additive synthesis model.

The abstraction into the timbral domain provided by this system allows greater

control over the sound properties than other analysis/synthesis techniques. Unlike

the timbre space however, the interface and parameterisation are focussed on a

single synthesis model. This situates the synthesis in a specific point on the trade-

off between signal complexity and speed. In addition, the interface is not suited

to adding further models of perception, such as those defined for timbre spaces by

McAdams and Cunibile [19] or defined for signals by Edworthy et al. [30].

3.6.3 Discussion of alternatives

Keller and Berger compared granular synthesis to timbre spaces and raised a number

of interesting points about the suitability of the timbre space for audio design. Since
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their model has also been used for Auditory Icons, it is an important alternative.

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the space, their concerns should be

addressed, and the advantage that the timbre space offers over their solution, namely

the perceptual map, should be considered. The experiments performed to validate

the timbre space, described later in this thesis, reflect these concerns.

The other alternatives listed offer other intermediate models for an audio design

system that can be used to represent and manipulate sounds. Whilst most of

these have a point-based representation of a sound, limiting the expressibility of the

representation, they do have a number of ideas which may be useful if they can be

applied to the automated timbre space.

The Timbre Model and a number of analysis-synthesis techniques all simplify the

signal by separating the clean and noisy parts of the input and storing and ma-

nipulating these separately. Applying such techniques to the timbre space would

generate a significantly different signal analysis matrix, containing a signal portion

and a set of noise parameters for each sound. Noise in this sense doesn’t just apply

to unwanted variations in the signal, but is also used to model micro-variations and

inharmonic components of the sound. In the case of many percussive sounds, the

noise component of such techniques is more important for accurate reconstruction

than the signal component.

These techniques tend to use analysis such phase vocoders or auto-regression to

generate a clean signal, then calculate the residue between that signal and the

original in order to generate the parameters for the noisy part of the model. In

order to use such techniques in the timbre space therefore, a good auto-regression

analysis or phase-vocoder post-processing step is required.

Delprat et al. and Rolland and Pachet use the TFR of a signal to directly generate

synthesiser parameters. Whilst the timbre space offers another level of abstraction,
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their techniques could be used to run a variety of synthesisers from the timbre space

by using the inverse of the PCA map to generate a TFR for the required sound.

The two disadvantages of such a process from a design point of view are that the

process may be slower than a direct output from the timbre space via a parameter

map, and without a parameter map for a variety of synthesisers, the design space

does not have access to the parameterisation offered by, for example, Auditory

Icons. Their work may however be useful where a particular synthesiser is already

implemented as part of an interface. The timbre space could be used to generate a

set of important transformations, which their mapping work could then translate,

via the TFR, into a set of efficient parameterisations within the given synthesiser,

giving an interactive audio environment without requiring the timbre space itself

on the target platform.

3.7 Conclusions

The human timbre space is a well-understood model of human perception and has

been used for many years for sound discrimination and to break timbre down into

further parameters that aid our understanding of how we hear. It thus provides an

important source of information that is useful in constructing new sounds, and has

been used in this way by many musicians.

In contrast, the automated timbre space is a much newer and consequently less

understood model of perception. Hourdin et al. have demonstrated similarities

between the two timbre space models, but there are still many questions that need

answered, such as which analytical techniques are the most useful for creating such

a space and do the transformations discovered by McAdams et al. in human timbre

spaces apply to automated timbre spaces?

The timbre space concept is a promising platform for audio design if these questions
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can be answered. Despite the objections encountered, it appears that a timbre

space representation can offer a generic and flexible framework for exploring sound,

although the cost of that flexibility may compromise the speed or size complexity

of the space itself or limit the reproductive accuracy of the sounds it produces. The

speed issues of mapping and synthesis are alleviated if a single, optimised synthesiser

model is chosen, but this hinders the adoption of new models such as Auditory Icons

which can be used not only as a synthesis model but also as a design model.

The reproductive accuracy of the timbre space and synthesisers may not be perfect,

but it should be recognised that accurate reproductions of environmental objects

are not always essential in the desktop context that is being explored. Examples are

common in the graphical icons present in modern WIMP systems, whose image may

represent a real-world object but is often simplified and abstracted in order to make

the intent clearer than a photograph of the object could. It should also be noted that

the machine Auditory Icons are not designed to sound like a realistic machine, only

to give the impression of a system that can get noisier, smoother, faster or slower.

In such light, so long as the fundamental characteristic of the sound is relevant to

the intended effect, the similarity of the sound to any real world object is of lower

importance. Whilst Gaver’s sounds were designed to simulate real-world objects,

later work, such as the Sounding Object project [46], has shown that so long as

the fundamentally important changes in the sound are kept, such as pitch changes

or changes in decay rate, the sound can be dramatically simplified or cartoonified

without losing its ability to convey information. The timbre space therefore should

seek to capture these important changes in sound rather than aiming to fully capture

the timbre since those changes are the most important in audio design.

In addition, if we are to assume that most listeners will not receive intensive training

prior to exposure to the sounds, Edworthy et al. [49] has shown that humans

perform equally well on remembering the meaning of environmental and abstract
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sounds. The following chapters will describe the construction and evaluation of a

timbre space as a basis for perceptual audio design.



Chapter 4. Overall system design

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters, the current state of audio design was presented and a

possible new method for sound design was introduced: the timbre space. This

chapter will discuss the design requirements and decisions taken in developing a

proof of concept system to test the suitability of the timbre space for audio interface

design. The focus of the requirements is towards the aim of creating a generalised,

powerful audio interface design system. The prototype built does not have to fit all

the requirements of a full audio design system, but should demonstrate how a full

system would be constructed from the ideas presented. All the details required to

re-create the system developed can be found here and in the Appendices. All the

code produced is available on the CD included with this thesis, with the exception

of the code for the CQT [3], EM-Kalman (modified to EM-PCA) [2] and k-d tree

[4] techniques, which were developed by other researchers.

In order to test the suitability of the timbre space for audio design, it is necessary

to build a system which is flexible enough to allow experiments to be designed, that

allows new models and experiments to be added quickly and easily and be powerful

enough to allow the user to perform a number of transformations within the space.

As this system is designed as a proof-of-concept for use of timbre spaces in audio

design, the interface to the system is designed for flexibility and power rather than

ease of use, although the means to create alternative user interfaces is presented.

For a full production system, a number of models and experiments would need to

be encoded into the timbre space. These models, whilst important to designers,

are generally formalisations of existing research and so only a small number will be

114
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incorporated for this research to provide a basis for evaluation of the capabilities of

the system and to demonstrate the ease with which new models can be provided as

the result of work by practitioners in fields outside traditional computer science.

As well as providing a platform for the experiments discussed in the next two chap-

ters, this framework also provides novel contributions through creating a parameter

map that can be used for the Auditory Icon and FM synthesisers within the tim-

bre space, providing novel outputs from the timbre space and providing the timbre

space, and hence designers, with access to Auditory Icons, and other physical mod-

els, within the same design space.

In addition, the creation of a novel mathematical language within the file format for

the timbre space provides a number of novel geometric manipulations of the sound.

These are discussed further in Chapter 6, but can also be used to accept interactive

input, as discussed in this chapter.

4.1.1 Overview

Section 4.2 discusses the requirements for an audio design system, both in order to

demonstrate its compatibility with the stated goals of the project, and to allow the

resultant system to be extended through further research to provide a tool that can

be used by designers.

Section 4.3 shows how the audio data will be represented and transformed within

the system and Section 4.4 shows how this system fits into a design context, with

reference to the concepts introduced in previous chapters.

Section 4.6 describes the design goals and decisions made in the implementation of

the synthesis framework for outputting sound from the timbre space. Section 4.7

discusses how data are represented at each stage of the system and discusses the

tools for manipulating that data and how they are transferred between components.
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Section 4.8 evaluates the progress made in developing the prototype.

Section 4.9 briefly discusses how new synthesisers and analysis techniques are added

to extend the system for further evaluations and Section 4.10 discusses how a user

interface can be implemented on top of the system.

4.2 Requirements

For a complete audio design and synthesis system, the following requirements are

needed to ensure the system is interactive and flexible enough to explore different

timbre spaces and different interface paradigms.

• Real-time sound production: If the system cannot produce a sound in

real-time there will be a lag between user action and feedback. This will be a

distraction to the designer who may find that there is confusion between the

adjustment of a parameter and the change in the sound.

• Easy to apply reverberation, surround sound, atmospheric, Doppler

and other effects to the output sound: There are many effects that we

can apply to change the character of a sound that can only be effectively

applied from an environmental model, in a stage after the synthesis.

There are many existing tools and algorithms for these, and the system should

make it as easy as possible to apply these effects to a generated sound.

• Implementable on a wide range of devices: Where two devices are

communicating in a common task, a common audio interface can be very

useful to allow a user to switch readily between devices and also to present a

consistent state between all devices.

• Strong specification allowing others to write their own components:

If the system is built to a well-defined specification using popular standards
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then it is easier for others to add components to the system.

Useful extra components could include the implementation of new technology

at the network or sound production level, replacement of existing code with

more efficient algorithms, optimised for certain situations, new methods for

studying and manipulating the data within the timbre space and parameter

space or at the signal level.

For this prototype however, whilst these will all be considered in the design in order

to ensure the prototype can be extended to experiment with new timbre spaces

and audio interface designs, it will only be implemented on one device (a desktop

PC), and the speed consideration will be relaxed in order to explore a variety of

techniques for synthesis and manipulation to see which are fastest and which have

the highest quality reproduction.

4.3 Data flow overview

Figure 4.1 shows how data is processed and represented throughout the Analysis-

Synthesis process.

There are 4 data stages and 3 translation stages that map one data type to another.

The data can be stored on disk or it could be data that is simply passed between

stages within a machine or between machines. The 7 stages are outlined below,

with further explanation as required below that.

The 5 centre stages are defined in the system specification, which is currently a

single library defined in an Interface Definition Language (IDL) file1 used to define

a component architecture. The first and last stages are standard waves and are

encoded as PCM data.

1Many dialects of IDL exist as there are many competing component architectures. The Mi-
crosoft IDL [130] is used here since that fits with the chosen architecture discussed later in this
chapter.
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The three translation stages (the analysis, transformation and synthesis stages) are

represented by interfaces in the IDL file, and by darker boxes in the figure. The

data stages are represented by data structures in the IDL file and by the lighter

boxes in the figure.

Figure 4.1: Data flow model of the system.

The seven stages of the process are:

1. Input sounds - from MUMS CD, other recordings, or system process

The original timbre space is to be defined from a series of samples from the

McGill University Master Samples (MUMS) CDs [131] following the work of

Hourdin et al. [12] and of Kaminskyj [78]. The sounds are taken from the set

used by Hourdin et al. and are listed in Table 5.1. Users will be able to input

their own sounds as a basis for generating novel sounds within the interface.

Some sounds will come from other processes, such as synthesiser output for

analysis, or from Gaver style auditory icons.

2. Via Spectrum analysis and dimensionality reduction

This is the two stage process for converting a sound into a path in timbre

space. It is encapsulated in a single process to emphasise the fact that the

output space is very sensitive to both the spectrum analysis technique and
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the dimensionality reduction technique. If either technique is substituted for

another, or the parameters of the technique change, then the space is no longer

valid and all paths in the space have to be recalculated using the original set

of MUMS samples.

By using a unique identifier for each timbre space that defines the techniques

and parameters used in its construction, later stages can verify that any data

to be processed conforms to the current timbre space and perform any neces-

sary conversion where possible. This prevents sounds being corrupted when,

for example, a path generated for a CQT timbre space is manipulated accord-

ing to a STFT timbre space.

3. Path in timbre space - which can be manipulated in many ways, including via

object-based perceptual cues, and can be sent between processes and devices

This path is represented by a list of points or a formula and is intended to

be a lightweight but robust format that is suitable for inter-process and inter-

device communication. It is described in more detail below once general rules

for file formats have been discussed.

4. Via transformations, matrices for linear transforms, but some con-

figurations may require non-linear transforms

The projection from timbre space to the synthesiser’s parameter space must

be performed with full knowledge of the synthesiser’s limitations. Usually this

requires the transformation and synthesis to be performed on the same device.

The transformation will ideally be linear as this will be a faster operation,

but this cannot be guaranteed so the projection component must be general

enough to allow this.

5. List of parameters through time
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This is the low level commands that the synthesiser needs to create the re-

quired sound. The parameter file format specification later in this section

describes the issues concerning this.

6. Via synthesiser, possibly hardware optimised. Environmental ef-

fects can be added to the synthesiser output after this stage if re-

quired.

The synthesiser, although currently DirectX based (see Section 4.6.2), may

be generalisable to a multi-architecture design incorporating other standards,

such as VST (see Section 4.6.1) by separating the synthesiser logic from the

DirectX API. This allows the synthesiser to be used in many hosts beyond

those that only support the DirectX component interface.

7. Output sound - sent to disk or output device in real time

4.4 Conceptual model

In Figure 4.2 below, the overall design of the system can be seen. On one side there

are the synthesisers to choose from and on the other are the object models that will

be manipulated by the user. Connecting these two sets is the perceptual mapper

(see Section 3.2) that will convert an object level description into a timbre space

representation and then map this directly into a synthesiser to produce the required

sound.

4.4.1 Object parameters

At the object level, properties of an object can be described and manipulated. Each

of these properties will relate to a path or a set of transformations in timbre space.

The objects can be defined either by building up a model of each property via the
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Figure 4.2: Conceptual model of the design system, showing how Auditory Icons can
be manipulated using the system. Parameters of the Auditory Icons are presented
to the user and map onto a representation in the perceptual mapper. Synthesiser
models allow the sound to be output to a specified device. Perceptual models such
as those in Chapter 6 can be used in place of the Auditory Icon models shown here.

perceptual parameters that are relevant, similar to the construction of Auditory

Icons, which is hard, or by taking sample sounds representing the range of values

the property will take and analysing them together to define the point, paths and

transformations automatically.

To apply the second approach to Gaver’s Auditory Icons (Section 2.3.3), a set of

sounds across the parameter range is produced, and this allows Auditory Icons to

be implemented as a synthesiser in the system. Using the Auditory Icon synthe-

siser is useful for sounds that fall within its timbral range, but the addition of the

parameters into the timbre space allows other synthesisers to be modified by the

Auditory Icon parameters.

This approach provides a direct way to compare the Auditory Icon and the general

timbre space based synthesis. With the Auditory Icons situated within the timbre

space, it is easy to compare the output of the timbre space model of the Auditory

Icons with the output of the standard Auditory Icons and to test the effectiveness

of the new design techniques exposed by the timbre space that are unavailable to

Auditory Icons otherwise.
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4.4.2 Timbre space

The timbre space can encode the perceptual information in the sound. The methods

for capturing this information are discussed in Section 3.4 and tested in Chapter 6.

The perceptual map in the timbre space is the mediator between the object prop-

erties and the synthesis engine. It also exposes perceptual properties via a sound

control panel or a general programmatic interface depending on the implementation.

The timbre space is parameterised according to properties of the sound spectrum.

The actual properties are highly dependent on the frequency analysis techniques

chosen to create the space.

4.4.3 Synthesis engines

The synthesis engine has been designed as a self-contained module that can be

replaced by any other synthesiser for reasons of speed, accuracy or coverage of

perceptual space.

Each synthesis engine only covers a portion of the entire perceptual space. A Gaver

style synthesiser optimised for contact sounds produces poor-quality representations

of sustained sounds such as the flute whereas an analogue synthesiser whose sounds

are made of summed waves has difficulty constructing the complex spectrum of a

scraping sound which has many inharmonic frequencies across the spectrum.

The first synthesiser implemented was the FM synthesiser since it is simple to im-

plement and Kronland-Martinet et al. [71] have already studied the parameter

estimation problem for the FM synthesiser. This can be used as a basis for com-

parison with the parameter estimation via timbre space.

Using similar techniques, an Auditory Icon synthesis model (Section 2.3.3) has

been constructed to demonstrate that the system can cover at least as much space
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as existing techniques and to demonstrate the ease with which a new model can be

added to the space, since the Auditory Icon provides a set of perceptually relevant

parameterisations as well as a synthesis engine.

When outputting to disk, a much higher quality output can be produced by us-

ing Additive Synthesis rather than FM synthesis to reproduce exactly the input

spectrum to whatever accuracy is deemed necessary. This is the method used by

Hourdin et al. [63] to evaluate their timbre space, and has been used for evaluat-

ing the timbre space analysis (see Chapter 5) although it has not been used in a

real-time interface.

4.5 Mapping of space

The timbre space representation presents a new view of audio that has been shown to

have some perceptual significance (see Chapter 6). However, in order to use this for

design using perceptual constructs, it is necessary to add a model of these constructs

to the space as they are unlikely to align with the mathematically generated axes.

Interface design has not been previously considered within a timbre space, so a

number of ways of modeling the status of objects within the interface must be

considered.

Any status variables that we wish to track can be mapped to a dimension, a percep-

tual construct, or a path in timbre space, such that a variation in status produces

a variation in the output. Where the status variable is categorical, the variable

will be represented by a series of paths, one per category. In the case of a binary

variable, there will be a path for one state and not for another (e.g. a ‘click’ sound

when a button is pressed, and no sound otherwise).

If all the variable paths are straight lines, and they are all perpendicular to each

other, there will be a linear transformation between the status and the timbre space
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which can easily be encoded via a matrix.

If the paths are non perpendicular or are curved, a more complex mapping will be

required, such as a Bezier surface [132] or Bezier hyperplane (which is curved) or

an arbitrary function from the n-dimensional status space (where one variable is

represented by one or more dimensions) to the m-dimensional timbre space.

In a similar fashion, the parameters for the synthesiser can be mapped into the

timbre space. Providing this mapping can be inverted, the inverse mapping will

translate any point or path in timbre space into a point or path in the parameter

space of the synthesiser.

4.6 Studio technology

Studio technology [133] is a set of technologies developed for music software to allow

developers to create plug-in effects for the music software. Such effects include

reverberation, pitch-shifting and reversing the signal in time. Recent extensions

have allowed these plug-ins to also be used to create instruments that accept MIDI

parameters and input from a GUI and create an audio stream.

The original technology in the area was developed by Steinberg [134] under the name

VST (Virtual Studio Technology) [133]. This was later followed by the DirectX

plug-in (and DXi - DirectX instrument) [135] from Cakewalk [136]. The LADSPA

format [137] is a more recent open-source alternative to these technologies that

offers better real-time control and more powerful parameter handling but was not

widely available when the technology decisions for this research were made.

Thie studio technology approach to developing the components of the system al-

lows for multiple inputs and outputs, including the possibility of controlling some

components from one input device and some from another. This philosophy also
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extends to the synthesiser which can have multiple outputs. At the very least, it

should output to a system device such as a sound card. This output could have

one or more output channels (e.g. mono, stereo, 5.1 surround sound). It could

also produce output to disk if certain devices require pre-rendered sounds. Disk

output also allows analysis of the sound, which is useful both for development and

for generating a mapping into the timbre space from a synthesiser.

Alternatives to studio technology: Using pipes, which are simple streams

stored in shared memory to facilitate data transfer between programs, it is hard

to quickly bypass a single stage or change parameters on the fly, particularly from

an interactive process. The component approach offers more flexibility and allows

more control over the data flow such as re-sending data and synchronising systems

for a real-time response.

4.6.1 VSTi from Steinberg

Steinberg’s VST was the original studio technology specification and is very popular

amongst developers, although developers must agree to Steinberg’s licence in order

to use the developer’s kit. The format is supported by many plug-in components

and by many audio host applications across a few platforms, with VST applications

available on Mac, Windows and BeOS. Steinberg have not provided a Linux port

of this format. The VST format is a less open format than DXi, described in the

next section, as DXi’s can be written without their developer’s kit using DirectShow

technologies described later. For maximum compatibility with existing Earcon de-

sign software, the synthesiser should support VST, but with suitable separation

between the implementation and the API, support for VST can easily be added

later.
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4.6.2 DXi from Cakewalk

Cakewalk’s DirectX plug-in SDK is a less mature specification than VST that was

popular at the time the system was designed, but is only supported on the Microsoft

Windows platform. Importantly for this application, Cakewalk has released sample

code for a DXi host application, which provides a lot of useful information on top of

the documentation on running a DXi outside a monolithic host application, such as

Cakewalk’s SONAR [138], which is unsuited and unavailable for portable devices.

This specification is built upon technologies from Microsoft, utilising the DirectShow

component of Microsoft’s DirectX suite of APIs.

DirectX API from Microsoft

DirectX is a marketing term from Microsoft that encapsulates a lot of useful mul-

timedia technology to allow the programmer to interface with sound and graphics

cards and be guaranteed the best performance on systems that support the latest

features, as well as graceful degradation where the hardware does not support the

features. The DirectX SDK is available from the Microsoft web-site [139].

The core of DirectX is built around a set of interchangeable components where data

filters, hardware drivers, file readers and various other systems are all implemented

as components that can be loaded and unloaded at runtime to interface with what-

ever files and hardware are available. The component technology at the heart of all

these interactions is known as the Component Object Model (COM).

COM

COM is a very complex technology, and there are many books available describing

how it works. This will only be a very short overview of how the COM technology

works in order to give a justification for using this technology in the project.
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COM technology is built around standard object concepts of inheritance, polymor-

phism and encapsulation. Unlike standard object programming however, where the

object is inserted as code into the current project and is compiled with it, the COM

object is a pre-compiled binary object that resides in an external file.

The binary object can be written and called from any language that supports the

specification (such as C and C++). The object can reside on the machine that

requested it, or on any other machine for which the process can gain execute access

to the object. In this remote case, the COM framework handles the complexities of

executing methods and passing code across the network.

The specification of a COM object is defined in an Interface Description Language

(IDL) file [130]. It is similar in structure to a C++ header file and describes an inter-

face (which is a class declaration), the methods of that interface and the data types

used by those methods. The IDL file also defines which arguments of the methods

are inputs and which are outputs and provides fields to describe the function and

to specify certain properties it is expected to have, such as whether variables are

read-only or whether the method is expected to execute if invoked remotely.

All COM objects inherit ultimately from the IUnknown interface which provides a

standard way of finding out which interfaces a COM object supports and a standard

method for reference counting an object to make sure it only deletes itself once all

processes accessing the object are complete. This makes it easy to replace one COM

object with another that supports the same interface.

To identify each COM interface, the IDL file assigns a unique number known as the

Globally Unique ID (GUID) to each interface. All COM interfaces have a GUID

and it is guaranteed to be different from the GUID of all other COM interfaces.

This makes it easy to identify separate components and to tag data so that will

only work with the correct COM object.
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To implement a COM interface, a component simply inherits the interface and

defines all the methods of that interface. Many COM objects can implement the

same interface, such as a hardware driver and a software renderer both implementing

an interface for displaying graphics on the screen. Each COM object also has a

unique GUID in addition to its interface GUID, and this number is not shared by

other COM objects or interfaces.

To use a COM object, a program simply invokes the COM framework and requests

an object via its object and/or interface GUID. The object is then guaranteed to

have implemented all the methods of that interface and the caller can use them as

if they were part of its own code.

4.6.3 Cross-platform support

For this project to achieve its overall goals, it must be possible to run it on a number

of different platforms. Using COM and DirectShow is a step towards this since it

is available on Windows and Mac platforms on the desktop (as well as WinCE on

portables), and is available for a cost on IBM and SUN operating systems too. The

WINE project [140] is seeking to port all the Microsoft Windows 9x and NT APIs

to Linux, allowing Windows software to run under Linux. The DirectX APIs are

also being ported under the name Cedega by the TransGaming team [141].

Alternatively, there is an XPCOM API from the Mozilla organisation [142] that

accepts IDL defined components and can run plug-ins on Windows and Unix, as

well as allowing these objects to be used in JavaScript, Perl and Python scripts. The

format is similar, but not identical, to the Microsoft COM specifications. Unlike

Microsoft’s COM, this format does not have a defined multimedia library.

In contrast to these, there is a cross-platform component architecture known as

CORBA that could be used for this project. There is a good overview of this
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technology at http://linas.org/linux/corba.html but there is no multimedia

plug-in format designed for this similar to DirectX, so it has not been investigated

further, although there are a number of related open-source technologies that could

be incorporated into its framework.

There are many cross-platfrom multimedia projects such as OpenAL and the Simple

DirectMedia Layer (SDL) [143] API that allow quick and easy access to hardware

in a similar thin layer concept to DirectX, allowing real-time components to be

written for this system. There is also a European project to develop a Linux distri-

bution optimised for multimedia applications. This new project is hosted at [144]

and completed in Summer 2004, so was not complete in time to be useful for this

research, but it has produced multimedia components that can work with CORBA,

and also works with the LADSPA [137] plug-in format.

Sun also supports COM technology in its Java language, opening methods to com-

municate with any device that runs Java. As Java includes its own audio APIs, this

should provide all the tools needed to implement the system on a portable device.

Although none of these options has been tested, it is important to note their exis-

tence, as they open up the system to the widest possible audience. It should also be

noted that most of the design and analysis systems are only viable in a high-powered

and extensible desktop system.

If the system is ported to a portable device, it will be optimised for streaming and

producing sound with perhaps a minimal command set for generating pre-compiled

sounds or for recording new ones. This will be a limited capability however due to

the speed and storage limitations on most of these devices. Most of these devices will

be designed to stream the timbre space data from a server and render it, submitting

few sounds back to the server. These devices can also use pre-recorded samples

generated by the timbre space.
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4.7 Storage and manipulation of audio data

In order to achieve a strong design, the interchange of data between components

must be standardised. This consists of two parts. On one side is the direct transfer

of data between components based on the component specifications. On the other

side is a well defined file format that allows the data to be stored, transmitted, or

manipulated by external tools.

Ideally, the two formats should be as close as possible, but there are extra consid-

erations that a file format must take into account to recover from malformed or

missing data. The file format has the advantage of flexibility, in that it can describe

sounds via meta-properties such as the start and end points of a path in the timbre

space and the number of time steps, rather than just listing the points themselves.

The parsing component is then responsible for converting this meta-property into

a list of points that the lower level processing tools can understand.

An annotated example of a parameter file is available in Appendix B. The format

is designed to be extensible so that new techniques can be added without affecting

older ones, so there may be features useful to audio interface design that have not

yet been considered and hence are not included in this example.

The use of a parameter file allows novel interactions with the paths in the timbre

space via geometric manipulations such as interpolation between and averaging over

paths in the space. To facilitate this, the existing APIs must be extended to cope

with the timbre space data requirements.

The general principles that the file format must conform to are as follows:

• Robust grammar: The file format must be strongly specified so that mal-

formed or missing data is easy to detect. Header information and format

specifiers for all data are essential to achieve this.
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In addition, the format should include directives on what a parser should do if

it encounters missing values, whether the current input should be abandoned

or whether values should be interpolated around the malformed data.

Since the data is used to drive a temporal system, any malformed data will

define only a short period of time. Since the system should degrade gracefully

and still play a sound rather than declare an error, the specification suggests

that malformed or missing data is simply ignored. The implementation can

decide whether to repeat old values or interpolate over the malformed data

using the values before and after it in time.

• Easy to encode/decode: A file format that is easy to understand is much

easier for others to incorporate into their code, and hence makes it much easier

to share data.

For this reason all files will be based on a standard format. ASCII is an

obvious choice for readability, and XML is an ASCII format that is currently

popular so that is a reasonable choice for exporting data. Binary formats are

often more compact however, so if size is a problem, a binary-based format

such as SDIF [83, 85] could be a better choice.

In the current development stage, the intention is to make things as simple and

as flexible as possible so an ASCII format has been chosen. XML produces a

large overhead, particularly where the data is primarily numerical, so a simple

ASCII based format is preferred.

• Small file size:

Provided all the above constraints are met, the file format should not waste

unnecessary space as larger files take up more space and are slower to load

into memory for parsing.
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However, a file format which is easily and efficiently compressed will take up

less space and can be transferred between devices faster.

The data formats used are defined using an IDL (Interface Definition Language)

class hierarchy, based on the structures used by the DXi synthesiser format. The

complete definition, alongside the APIs for each component are included in Ap-

pendix A. The most used parts of the system are the format used to define trans-

formations in the timbre space and data transfer between the timbre space and the

synthesiser. As most of this data transfer and manipulation is done via file formats,

in order to store transformations, this file format is discussed in most detail. A

quick look at the motivation for the data formats is provided, but the specification

for those can be found in Appendix A.

4.7.1 Parameter file format

The parameter space format contains a time-ordered list of parameters to be sent

to the synthesiser, or a set of commands to generate parameters. The actual pa-

rameters are specific to the synthesiser, and may not include all the parameters of

the synthesiser. Those not listed are left at their defaults, where the default value

has to be defined as the parameter ‘off’ setting. An FM synthesiser, for example,

may only use some of its oscillators for particular sounds, so the parameters for the

other oscillators are not included and so default to zero.

The format takes its inspiration from existing music formats such as Csound [15],

where each line of the file represents a note. Csound, unlike this system, defines the

instruments themselves in a text file, as well as defining the notes they play.

If the synthesiser has its own Csound representation then it should be a trivial

matter to convert from this parameter space format into Csound, but it would be

hard to perform the inverse operation since Csound is designed for off-line synthesis
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and can have arbitrarily complex instruments.

The file format is designed to work as a text stream. No line in the file depends on

the lines that come after it. This allows a synthesiser to play a file while it is still

being read. The file format reflects the fact that the parameters are synthesiser-

specific and uses a unique ID to reference the correct synthesiser in the file: the

GUID (globally unique ID) of the COM object that implements the synthesiser.

The file format assumes that the data is highly dynamic, and assumes that all data

will change between time steps, although there are shortcuts to repeat data for 1

or more steps.

This design allows the system to use multiple models, by providing access to a num-

ber of synthesisers. The streaming option provides interactive control of the sound

which aids the construction of audio, although it is not essential. The opportunity

to convert to a CSound or SDIF representation allows comparison of the timbre

space with existing analysis-synthesis techniques provided the timbral range of the

space is sufficient for such comparisons. The following sections explain how this

design can incorporate geometric transformations within the timbre and parameter

space and also encode the mapping between the spaces required to output to a vari-

ety of synthesisers. In order to understand these aspects of the design, an overview

of the main features of the file format is provided below.

Design

For full details of the parameter file format, see Appendix B. A brief overview

is provided here since the terms and formats introduced here are used to describe

current and future research work described later in this thesis. The format is defined

in reference to existing formats such as Csound in order to simplify the creation of

new tools for analysis of data files and to build on their experience over many years
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and users.

A parameter (*.tsp) file is divided into sections denoted by text delimited by square

brackets, such as [Synth]. The [Synth] and [Parameter] sections define global

settings and allow the correct synthesiser for the file to be identified.

The [MonoOut] section generates a single output that will be sent to the current

file or the current output device. This is the simplest type of output. If no section

information is found in the file, this is the default. It consists of a list of values, where

each line represents a fixed time step, and each column represents a synthesiser

parameter.

Each value in a row must evaluate to a number, but simple mathematical equations

can also be used. In addition, variables can be defined using lines starting with

the # character, allowing easy adjustment of several parameters by changing one

line. Inspired by the Csound format, these variables can change according to other

criteria, such as the time since the start of the sound, or the number of times another

variable has changed value, allowing sounds to naturally change over time by simply

assigning some values to dynamic variables. The code fragment in Figure 4.7.1

shows how to write a sound whose pitch rises every quarter of a second for 5 seconds.

#variable = 1 % initial value

#variable = variable + 1 | 250 ms % Add one to variable every 250 ms

[MonoOut]

% pitch parameter1 parameter2

(440+(variable*110)) 15 20

{5 seconds} % Repeat above line for 5 seconds

% pitch will be automatically raised after 250ms when the value

% of ‘variable’ changes.

Figure 4.3: A demonstration of the use of variables in a file. The % character indi-
cates comments, the # character indicates a variable definition and the character
defines the interval of evaluation. Whitespace is used solely for separation and has
no special meaning.

The [Multifile] section will generate a series of output files according to a set
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pattern. For example, an Earcon sound in a Multifile section can output a set

of files, differing only in the instrument used, where each file is named after the

instrument it uses.

Each sound produced by a [Multifile] section has its own name. If the output

is to disk, an appropriate extension will be added to the name to make the output

filename. If the output is to a device, it is expected that the host will create a

stream with that name and allow the user to manipulate that stream further, for

example, placing within a 3D space or applying an echo filter to it.

Any other section names are currently ignored allowing further sections to be added

at a later date without affecting existing software.

4.7.2 Timbre space file format

In addition to the parameter information for the synthesiser, it is necessary to store

information about the timbre space. The paths representing the sounds and the

points representing regions of space need to be encoded and easily manipulated.

There also needs to be an easy way to define a mapping between the timbre space

and the parameter space, as discussed in Section 3.5.2. The paths in timbre space

will be defined either as a list of points or as a function of time (and possibly other

parameters).

This format can be accompanied by converters to convert between this and a series

of other popular multi-dimensional formats in order to use tools devised in other

fields to be used to manipulate audio paths to generate novel sounds and trans-

formation. Possible formats include those used by engineering and mathematical

software, visualisation software and possibly software that interfaces with advanced

I/O devices such as haptic systems or location devices that could be used to gen-

erate a path in space that could be interpreted as a path in timbre space. Another
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important format to consider is the SDIF format used in Analysis/Synthesis tools

(see Section 3.3.1). If a converter between SDIF and timbre space was available, a

wide range of A/S tools become available to the sound designer.

Design

By a slight modification to the parameter file format, it is possible to encapsulate

timbre space points and paths within the same framework. Not only does this

simplify the creation of the format, it also provides access to the mathematical

constructs already defined. These constructs allow the spaces to be manipulated

mathematically within the parsing environment, allowing access to complicated

transformations. Some of these transformations can be used to construct the models

of urgency evaluated in Chapter 6, but can also include transformations based on

traditional uses of analysis-synthesis such as morphing between two or more timbres,

using linear or non-linear interpolation. Other transformations possible include

applying the amplitude envelope, or other property of one sound to another timbre,

by substituting dimensions of one timbre for another, or stretching a sound in time

without changing pitch, by increasing the time step between points, interpolating

between points, or creating loops within the sound.

These geometric modifications can therefore provide a platform for generating new

transformations outside of the final graphical interface. These new transformations

allow audio designers to manipulate sounds in novel ways that are not available

in other systems, particularly where the designer is working at the synthesiser

level. The abstractions of these mathematical transformations free the designer

from knowledge of individual output devices. Designers themselves may however

require other researchers to develop complex transformations for specific tasks, but

these transformations are easily encapsulated within the file format and made avail-

able to the community.
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The addition of timbre space data into the file format is accommodated by two

minor and two major changes. The minor changes are:

1. Add a new [Analysis] section, analogous to the [Synth] section, to describe

the technique and parameters used to create the space to ensure manipulations

are performed on sounds from the correct timbre space.

2. Add a new section type [=Instrument] to describe a path in the timbre space.

This looks just like a [MonoOut] section but all the columns are floating-point

numbers and represent an axis in the timbre space, and the matrix defined by

the section can be recalled using the instrument name.

The major changes required are:

1. When an [=Instrument] section is played, it is converted into a [MonoOut]

section via the mapping already defined for the timbre space before being

heard.

2. To perform geometric manipulations, variables must be able to hold a 2D

matrix of values as opposed to a single value. The [=Instrument] section

described above is defined using such a variable. These matrix variables must

have a range of possible geometric manipulations in order to perform the

required manipulations.

Geometric manipulations which can be performed given the above structure include:

1. Morphing between paths on a parameter map, for example between a metal

tap and a wooden tap on the Auditory Icon map.

2. Applying a perceptual construct such as ‘urgency’ to the path.

3. Adjusting the volume of a sound by multiplying its matrix by a constant.

Values between 0 and 1 will make the sound quieter. Values greater than 1

will make the sound louder but may cause the resultant sound to overflow.
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For ease of parsing, a matrix section takes three parameters, the last of

which is optional. A full matrix section header hence looks like [=Variable-

Name@rows=r,columns=c, static] where r is the number of rows defined, c is

the number of columns and the optional static argument is a hint to the parser

that the data in the matrix does not change (i.e. does not depend on global or

dynamic variables) and the matrix can be saved in its computed state (i.e. without

variables) to save space and calculation time. Leaving this parameter off allows the

matrix to change depending on the state of the global variables in the file, but can

increase the processing time since the matrix will need to be re-calculated every

time it is used.

Given a set of matrix variables, a grammar is required to define transformations us-

ing those variables. Examples of how such transformations are written are discussed

in the following section.

4.7.3 Transforms

The addition of arithmetic operation and matrix variables to the file formats allows

generic transformations to be performed in both timbre and parameter space. In

the following discussion, assume that the instruments and transformations exist in

the file as a result of prior analysis or experiments to verify their validity.

With these additions, the merging of three sounds looks similar to:

0.3 ∗ piano + 0.4 ∗ violin + 0.1 ∗ guitar

where we assume the three instruments are defined as matrix blocks with the same

number of columns as the timbre space. Where one sound is shorter than another,

it will be padded with blank rows (i.e. silence) at the end.

Further, assume the urgent variable is defined as a single-row matrix (i.e. a vector)
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with the same number of columns as an instrument, and that it defines a sound

accepted to be urgent (for example, as defined in Edworthy et al. [31]). When such

variables are combined with a multi-row matrix, the combination will apply the

single-row vector to every row of the multi-row matrix.

Two models for applying the urgent variable to an existing sound are easily imple-

mented using the file format, and many others may be available. In the ‘gravity’

model, inspired by the morphing techniques common in analysis-synthesis,the sound

is pulled towards the urgent sound, and is represented in the file as:

0.7 ∗ piano + 0.3 ∗ urgent

In the ‘vector’ model, inspired by the parallelogram model [19], a vector of increasing

urgency is defined between a non-urgent and an urgent sound, and is applied to the

piano sound as follows:

piano + 0.3 ∗ (urgent− nonurgent)

where (urgent - nonurgent) could be precomputed and stored in a variable, and

nonurgent would define a sound accepted to be non-urgent, from the same source

as the urgent sound.

In addition, with a minor change to the variable format to allow an [=Instrument]

section to accept optional arguments after the matrix definitions, that are imple-

mented as local variables, it is possible to encode instruments and regions of space

as parameterised matrices, so that, for example, a flute sound could be used as

follows:

flute( TIME)

where TIME is a variable indicating the current playing time. The flute could also
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be combined with an alarm of strength 3:

0.7 ∗ flute( TIME) + 0.3 ∗ alarm(3)

This feature is not currently implemented as it is not required for the proof of con-

cept, but would be important for creating space-optimised representations of sounds

required for a complete tool. This feature would require the addition of branching

statements in the format to allow accurate modelling of the attack, sustain and

decay portions of the sound by branching according to time.

4.7.4 Mapping

To implement a mapping from timbre space to parameter space, it is necessary to

define a set of points in timbre space and their corresponding points in parameter

space. Whilst there are many ways to represent this mapping, for compatibility

with the chosen k-d tree method, the mapping is defined by a special section in the

file. This section takes three arguments, the set of points in timbre space, an equal

number of points in parameter space and a mapping method, currently restricted

to kdtree.

The mapping section relies on both sets of points to be previously defined by ma-

trices and no mapping will be performed otherwise. The section header takes the

pattern:

[TimbreMap@TM=TimbrePoints,PM=ParameterPoints,Type=MappingMethod] where

TimbrePoints and ParameterPoints are the pre-existing matrices and Mapping-

Method is currently kdtree.

To use the mapping for generating output, the argument timbre must be added

to the appropriate section as follows: [MonoOut@timbre]. Only one mapping can

currently be defined at any one time. Further mapping types may be able to make
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use of parameterised matrices.

Whilst this technique has been tested within the parser, the complications of adding

the k-d tree implementation to the C++ framework has prevented the testing of the

parser’s ability to use the k-d tree according to the format defined. The rest of the

grammar presented here has been implemented successfully in C++ and the kd-tree

has been implemented successfully in Matlab.

4.7.5 DXi parameter data format

In order to pass data to the synthesiser, a format must be declared that allows the

host to configure the synthesiser and pass parameters to that synthesiser to change

the timbre it produces. The format should not break existing data exchange formats

used by the DXi API. Specifically, the synthesiser should respond as defined by the

MIDI standard when messages defined in that standard are passed. Although it is

free to ignore any message it wishes, the synthesiser should not map a defined MIDI

parameter onto an internal parameter not recognised by the standard.

The data format should be general enough to cover a wide range of synthesisers

whose parameters may be real or integer types and may cover a wide range of

possible values. If the timbre is to be adjusted whilst notes are playing, the data

format should be able to tag the parameter data with a time stamp to indicate when

the timbre change should occur. The format should also allow the synthesiser to

specify what type of data it expects and to degrade gracefully if the data supplied

is of the wrong type. This prevents the synthesiser from generating garbage or

crashing when the input data is corrupt.

The DXi specification already allows two methods for passing parameters to a syn-

thesiser, the MIDI NRPN2 signal and the DXi parameter interface. There is a third

2Non-Registered Parameter Number, i.e. reserved for vendor, used to allow vendors to extend
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option: to create a unique parameter specification for the system. This option is

compared to the existing options in this section.

The passing of and encoding of parameters is important as a good design not only

allows for efficient passing of data between the timbre space and the synthesiser,

but also allows easy creation of the suite of sounds required to create the mapping

between the synthesiser and the timbre space. Although the timbre space will treat

all parameters as floating point values, it is necessary in many cases to use fixed

integer parameters for speed and accuracy reasons within the synthesiser. A good

parameter format will encode the type of each variable so that the timbre space to

parameter space mapping can produce sensible parameter values.

MIDI NRPN signal

The NRPN (Non-Registered Parameter Number) signal of the MIDI specification

allows the synthesiser to accept up to 65535 parameters each taking a value in the

range 0-65535.

A non-registered parameter is synthesiser specific as opposed to the registered pa-

rameters which are defined by the MIDI standard. NRPNs hence allow the synthe-

siser designers to extend the functionality of their device so long as it is communi-

cating with compatible devices, such as others from the same manufacturer.

Using NRPNs for passing parameters leverages the existing MIDI technology and

allows parameter change messages to be sent from external programmable MIDI

devices. It also allows the synthesiser host to use MIDI commands alone to control

the synthesiser, giving the option of controlling pitch, loudness, duration and timbre

completely via MIDI messages, rather than requiring a separate set of parameters

simply to control timbre.

the MIDI format for their own devices without abusing the MIDI standard that other devices
expect.
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The advantages of the DXi or a customised approach are that the number of con-

trollers and their ranges are limited only by the language the components are written

in, allowing much larger parameters than the MIDI spec without the need to ma-

nipulate data at the bit level when a larger range is required. The MIDI solution is

also slower since it sends data in packets with headers as large as the data.

The primary advantage for the non-MIDI approach is that the pitch in a non-MIDI

message can be sent using a floating-point frequency as a parameter, allowing much

finer control of the output sound. This advantage allows for an easier synthesis of

sounds such as the pouring sound Gaver used to indicate progress where the sound

is never guaranteed to be on a musical pitch.

DXi parameter interface

As part of the DXi specification, a synthesiser must expose a set of parameters to the

host. These parameters are usually controlled by the instrument’s GUI displayed

by the host, but can also be recorded and played back alongside the MIDI data.

The synthesiser exposes an interface to the parameters it will accept and also exposes

a set of methods to set and get those parameters. The synthesiser also allows all

parameters to be set at once by passing an IDL structure to a method in the

synthesiser.

Using the DXi parameters provides a consistent method for updating parameters

to the host and to the GUI of the instrument. The specification for these is already

tested and included in the DXi SDK[135], providing a lot less work for development.

The problems with DXi parameters become apparent when considered in an en-

vironment that may produce an invalid external parameter file. The methods for

setting all the parameters can only check the size of the incoming data. They cannot

check if the data is well formed or if the data is in a valid range. An example when
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applying a range to data is useful is to prevent the volume of the output signal

exceeding 100%.

In order to check the data, the parameter structure needs to know what data types

are expected and the range for each type. This can be easily added with a complex

data type in a custom parameter specification. Although the COM API defines a

method for doing this through the IDispatch interface and the ITypeInfo interface,

it can only return the types of the parameters via their get/set methods, and through

several levels of indirection. The interface also does not provide methods to check

the range of data.

More fundamentally, unlike MIDI signals, which all have an associated start time,

DXi parameters are set immediately. The host must therefore inject the signals

directly into the DXi at the appropriate time, removing the advantages MIDI offers

of queuing up events in advance, allowing batch processing of messages.

These considerations have led to the decision to implement a custom parameter

data format, which is defined in the IDL file alongside the interfaces.

Custom data format

The custom data format used has a time stamp, which allows for queueing of param-

eter changes alongside MIDI events, but also has a type system, allowing parameters

to take floating-point or integer values without having to perform bit-manipulation

as in the MIDI NRPN case.

The custom format also allows a full set of parameters to be set at once, which

improves performance as the overhead for data transfer is reduced. In order to

achieve this, a set of fixed parameters is defined for each synthesiser (namely fre-

quency, start time, volume and duration), and a separate array is defined for the

synthesiser-specific parameters. This array is defined as a pointer and an integer
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which defines the number of parameters defined in the array. To help mitigate

possible memory errors, each synthesiser must define a function which returns a

full set of parameters that have been properly allocated allowing the host to adjust

only those parameters it needs to, and also confirming the type of each of those

parameters.

In addition to the type and value, each parameter is also given a name. This is

useful when a synthesiser has a large number of parameters and a host only wants to

set a few. The host can determine from the names which parameters it is interested

in and only adjust the values of those parameters.

4.8 Current implementation status

The DXi synthesiser and a host have been implemented in C++ in order to test

the file and data formats proposed. The host implementation includes a parser for

the timbre space and parameter space files and will output to the FM synthesiser.

Unfortunately, due to technical difficulties, the k-d tree has not been incorporated

into this framework so the discussion here can only evaluate the synthesiser and

parameter space link and the tested parsing stage of the timbre space.

4.8.1 Current status of the DXi

The DXi has been implemented as a simple FM synthesiser with two oscillators and

no envelope. The enveloping is provided via the supplied parameters, allowing a

wide range of external envelopes to be used. An Auditory Icon synthesiser has also

been developed that understands MIDI signals, but the problems with the k-d tree

have prevented its implementation against the parameter space framework.

The DXi currently understands 4 MIDI signals: NoteOn, NoteOff, ChannelVolume

and ChannelAftertouch, which allow full control of pitch, loudness and duration
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of each note, providing a minimal set of commands to support Earcon design. It

responds to both pre-recorded and live input (which are represented differently by

the DXi format), and it also responds to parameter updates sent via the GUI and

via the parameter space interface.

The DXi has been tested against large input queues with complex data via Cakewalk

SONAR on the complete set of MIDI files provided with Windows 2000, and is stable

and produces output for all the files with the correct pitch, onset and offset for all

notes with up to 16 notes playing at once. Where more than 16 notes are requested,

only the 16 with the highest pitch are played.

This synthesiser is the first to accept MIDI commands for Earcon design and timbral

commands, via the parameter space, required for Auditory Icon design. The FM

synthesiser is simple and so does not produce the complete timbral range required

for a full audio design system, but has shown that the combination of the two

fields is possible within the same system. However, the synthesiser currently lacks

a GUI for controlling the timbre space and can only accept commands for timbral

changes. A discussion of how such a GUI can be implemented can be found later

in this chapter.

The synthesiser logic in the DXi is incorporated in a number of worker functions,

separate from the DXi API. This design allows the synthesiser to support a number

of other APIs with minimal changes. Currently only a small portion of the IDL

that defines the synthesiser requires the DXi API to function but that can easily

be removed by allowing the synthesiser multiple inheritance from the DXi IDL and

the IDL defined for the framework. This completes the implementation required at

step 6 of the Data Flow Overview.
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4.8.2 Current status of the synthesiser host

The parameter space is currently implemented within a Windows application that

provides an editor for the synthesiser parameters. This application will parse an

input file in a specified format and allows modifications to be made to the file. The

application acts as a host for the DXi and currently sends output to disk only, to a

file specified via the GUI.

The application is designed in a modular fashion with each of the GUI components,

the perceptual map itself and the DXi host encapsulated in reusable classes. See

Appendix A for full details.

The parser is robust enough to parse incomplete files and can identify many errors.

The parsing component is designed to be portable enough to be reused on a large

number of platforms with minimal modification.

The parser currently handles the [MonoOut] and [Variables] sections completely,

and most of the [=MatrixName] section apart from the parameterisation of matri-

ces. The host however only works with the FM synthesiser. It does not yet handle

output to multiple files from one input file, which would be required for adding new

synthesiser meshes to the timbre space.

The incorporation of the mapping from timbre space to parameter space is complete

at the parsing level but the current implementation of the tokenise and parsing cycle

alongside the current implementation of the matrices required to store the input

and output points for the map lead to a solution that is currently far too slow for

a production environment, and noticeably slower than the Matlab implementation

of the same mapping. Whilst the synthesiser and host can be demonstrated, the

evaluation of the mapping has been performed using the Matlab implementation.

The Matlab implementation currently supports all three data translation stages
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from the Data Flow Overview, but the parser and synthesiser present only a partial

implementation of the manipulation and sound production stages (i.e. stages 4 and

6) due to problems encountered in the timbre space to parameter space mapping.

4.9 Extending the system

This section discusses how the system is constructed and how it can be extended.

It explains both how new analysis and synthesis techniques can be added into the

Matlab framework and how the data can be stored and manipulated to create new

sounds.

4.9.1 How to add a new analysis technique

The analysis code is currently written in Matlab [105]. It is intended that until

C++ offers native matrix support via the Standard Template Library (STL), all new

techniques should be added as Matlab code.

To add a new function, follow these steps:

1. Write a new Matlab function that takes in sound data and a set of parameters

and produces a Time-Frequency Representation matrix. This has been done

for the CQT, STFT, Fractional Fourier Transform and AR/LPC techniques.

2. Choose a unique name for the technique to identify it in a test suite such as

“CQT”, “STFT” or “FRT”.

3. Add the technique into generateAnyTFR() using the unique name to pass the

data onto the new function

4. Add the technique into parseTSsettings() to allow it to be easily incorpo-

rated into a test suite. See Section 5.3 for more on how the test suites have

been constructed and used to evaluate a range of spaces.
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5. (Optional) Add the technique into invertAnyTFR() if it has a special resyn-

thesis technique you want to test other than sending it to a synthesiser. This

is useful for testing by generating the highest quality output if the TFR is not

immediately suited for input to an additive synthesiser.

4.9.2 TFR matrix

All the analysis techniques tested in the first set of experiments (see Section 5.3)

produced a TFR matrix where each row was a period of time and each column a

frequency bin. When phase information is added to the STFT analysis, the TFR

is expanded to hold phase columns as well as frequency columns. So long as every

sound produces the same number of columns when analysed, this matrix can still be

used to construct a timbre space, although the additive synthesis algorithms used

to reproduce the sound data expect to find only frequency columns. Consequently,

when a matrix with mixed columns is used, a new technique must be added to

invertAnyTFR().

4.9.3 How to add a new synthesiser

Although there is no code to automate the procedure, new synthesisers can be added

to a timbre space within Matlab by the following procedure:

1. Create a synthesis function in Matlab that takes at least a sample rate and a

time length parameter and outputs an array representing the sound. It should

be possible to send the parameters to the function as an array. A wrapper

function can be used to accept the array format.

2. For a selection of points, produce a sound from this function no shorter than

the analysis window of the timbre space.
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3. Use the timbre space code to analyse each point into the timbre space. Use

this to create two arrays: one with the synthesis parameters and one with the

points in timbre space corresponding to those parameters.

4. Use these two arrays as input to a modified k-d tree [116] algorithm that will

tag the parameter information onto the timbre space points.

The updated k-d tree algorithm, with nearest neighbour search, has been imple-

mented for the FM synthesiser, using the tagging method discussed in Section 3.5.2.

This method should work effectively for other synthesisers without modification but

this has not been tested.

With a complete parameter file parser, the [Synth] section can be used to generate

the set of parameters and sounds for step 2 above, discarding each sound after

analysis so that only the parameter and timbre space points have to be stored. The

code for handling this allows the resolution of the parameter space to be tuned so

that the space is small enough to ensure a reasonable runtime.

The inclusion of an Auditory Icon or other synthesiser into the timbre space via

this technique situates its parameters in the timbre space allowing Auditory Icon

transformations to be mapped via the timbre space onto any other synthesiser.

4.10 A simple GUI

4.10.1 How to add GUI components

Since the goal of the research is to examine ways to aid audio design, it is instructive

to see how well the file format can be applied to a GUI interface in order to expose

the audio design possibilities to the user. This section demonstrates the ability of

the file format to respond to input from a slider and a more exotic input widget.

The actual implementation of the message passing between the widget and the file
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parser will depend on the capabilities of the windowing toolkit that is used.

Figure 4.4: Possible GUIs for audio design.

Since the timbre space file format allows the use of variables, it is easy to provide

a GUI to access the commands. A slider represents a range from 0 to 1, indicating

how strongly the effect is to be applied. For example, an ‘urgency’ slider using the

gravity model will have the same effect as the following code in a file:

(1− i) ∗ piano + i ∗ urgent

where i is the value of the slider.

For the triangular slider in Figure 4.4 the xy position in the triangle is translated

into three values, i, j, k, such that i+ j +k = 1 and the ratios between them match

the ratios between the distances between each corner and the selected point. The

transformation shown can then be represented by the following code:

i ∗ wood + j ∗ plastic + k ∗ metal

.
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4.10.2 Extending the GUI

A timbre space synthesiser could implement a range of selectable sliders whose

function would depend on which model was chosen and a number of selection boxes

to set the configuration of the model. For example, in the Auditory Icon model,

the sliders would represent the hardness and the dampening of the material used,

and the selection box would choose between the type of object (such as ‘string’ or

‘bar’). The parameters set within this model could then be modified by perceptual

constructs such as ‘urgency’ or ‘hollowness’ by changing the active model from

Auditory Icons to a perceptual model.

To create more complex transformations such as pitch-shifting with a change in

envelope, it should be possible to script transformations in a similar way to scripting

in modern graphics packages or MIDI scripting in modern sequencers. These scripts

would use the same structure as the file format discussed previously, but would be

accessible to designers through a standard interface in a similar way to scripts in

existing packages.

Whilst these transformations and interfaces have not been implemented, the ex-

amples here show that the barriers to implementation are primarily software engi-

neering problems. This thesis has provided the foundations necessary to implement

these ideas and the experiments that follow demonstrate their fidelity. As the actual

implementation of these ideas is highly dependent on the system environment and

available input and output hardware, only the scientific aspects are presented here

and it is left as an engineering exercise for others to implement them on specific

environments.
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4.11 Conclusions

This chapter has covered how the system used in this thesis has been constructed

and why it was built the way it was. The system has been developed in order to test

the goals defined for this research and has been left open so that it can be extended

from a research project to a wider tool via further engineering using the techniques

presented here.

The three data translation components of the Data Flow Overview provided at the

start of this chapter are the capture stage which converts sounds into a timbre space

representation via analysis, the manipulation stage which adjusts that representa-

tion, and the output stage which maps the timbre space representation onto a set

of synthesiser parameters and outputs the result.

The generation of a timbre space is discussed in more detail in the next chapter, as

is the conversion of timbre space data to parameter data. The manipulation stage

has been demonstrated by the creation of a novel file format and parser to allow

geometric manipulation of the paths. This ability is demonstrated in the discussion

on adding a GUI, and is explored further in Chapter 6 where two manipulation

techniques are compared for their ability to generate a perceptual map in the timbre

space.

The novel contributions of geometric manipulation of paths in the timbre space

and of synthesis of a sound from a timbre space via a parameter representation

has been shown only within the Matlab framework due to difficulties with the C++

implementation of the k-d tree. Parameters from Matlab can be used to drive the

DXi synthesiser alongside MIDI data, showing that the synthesiser itself is capable

of both modes of operation. The implementation in C++ would produce a faster and

more integrated solution, but this is not necessary to demonstrate the effectiveness

of the ideas presented in this thesis, so priority was given to extending the research
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instead of completing the C++ implementation.

The setbacks in the implementation have prevented the construction of a complete

timbre space design prototype in C++. The experiments described in the next two

chapters concentrate on the Matlab analysis and transformations of the data, but

can be applied directly to a completed C++ implementation. The completion of this

implementation, and the addition of other synthesisers, analysis methods and trans-

formations, may enhance the novel results uncovered across the next two chapters,

but add little scientific benefit towards the goal of demonstrating whether audio

design is possible using a timbre space, since they merely provide generalisations of

the existing results.

For further information on the technical details of the system, including all the

information required to re-create the system described, see Appendix A for the

interface definitions used to construct the objects, which is based in part on the

DXi specification. Appendix B provides a sample parameter file demonstrating all

the concepts listed in this chapter.

The system itself is not a complete design tool but the concept has been developed

and a structure for such a tool has been presented. The research presented in the

rest of this thesis presents an argument for the validity of the structure and discusses

the technical and research challenges that must still be overcome to turn this proof

of concept into a tool.



Chapter 5. Evaluation of timbre

spaces

5.1 Introduction

The previous chapters demonstrated the need for a new audio design technique and

have shown that the timbre space has features that may allow it to fit that need.

In order to test the proposed concept, it is necessary to build and evaluate timbre

spaces to see how well they fit the stated goals.

Neither Hourdin et al. [12] nor Kaminskyj [78] provide a methodology for choosing

techniques for an automated timbre space and both use focussed justifications for

their choice of timbre space without consideration of alternative techniques. Since

neither paper discusses timbre spaces with respect to audio interface design, it is

necessary here to compare a number of different timbre spaces to determine which

of these is best for this purpose. This analysis provides a novel contribution to the

field and will allow timbre spaces to be used more widely.

In addition to choosing a space, a number of possible novel enhancements to the

space are tested, including testing whether the addition of phase information can

improve the output quality from a timbre space.

Once a timbre space is chosen, it must be tested against the arguments raised

against timbre spaces by Keller and Berger [72] that were considered in Section 3.6.

Those criticisms are addressed by expanding the timbre space in various ways. The

research adds new sounds differentiated from the original sounds by pitch and by

timbre in order to test the hypothesis proposed by Keller and Berger that timbre

spaces are poor at encoding such sounds. This procedure, and the addition of

155
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Auditory Icon sounds to the timbre space as a design option, are novel contributions

to the field.

To structure the tests, a number of hypotheses and evaluations are proposed in

Section 5.2, looking at both subjective and objective tests. The subjective tests

are examined in more detail in the following chapter. The choice of techniques to

use for the timbre space is discussed in Section 5.3 with regard to a wide range of

metrics, and the integrity of those metrics is considered.

To address the criticisms from Keller and Berger, Section 5.4 seeks to evaluate their

assertions that the timbre space is poor at representing sounds across the frequency

range of an instrument. An experiment is described where new sounds are added to

the space to test the extremes of the frequency range for a number of instruments.

New timbres are also added to the space to evaluate how well the timbre space

generalises to new timbres.

The output from the timbre spaces is evaluated in Section 5.5 which compares the

additive synthesis to the FM synthesis approach and considers the possibilities of

adding new synthesisers to the space. Section 5.6 summarises the important results

and concludes the chapter.

5.2 Hypotheses

The general hypotheses to be explored during the next two chapters are as follows.

The methodology for testing these is reviewed in the next section. Each of the

hypotheses below represents a novel extension to the existing body of work on

timbre spaces and audio interfaces, and are designed to reflect the overall aims of

the research. These hypotheses are as follows:

• CQT will produce better quality output than the STFT for the same size of
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timbre space since the logarithmic nature of the CQT fits closer with how the

human ear works and so will capture more perceptually relevant data [58].

• It is possible to encode perceptual information as regions or transformations

in the timbre space in such a way that they can be used by designers to define

sounds with required properties. Properties which may be important in sound

design may be, for example:

– Does not interfere with speech;

– Classifying a sound as ‘hollow’;

– Classifying a sound as ‘urgent’.

Speech tends to fall in the range 200-2,000 Hz [10]. If a non-speech interface

is to be used where there is a lot of speech (e.g. alongside a screen reader

or on a mobile phone whilst on a call), it may be desirable to avoid those

frequencies when designing sounds. The timbre space could facilitate this by

creating a region where sounds fall completely within the range of speech and

another region where sounds have no frequency components in the range of

speech. Sounds could then be compared with the two regions and modified

appropriately.

The regions defined for the other classifications above should have properties

matching those described by, for example, Howard [145] following work by

Helmholtz [18]. One example cited by Howard of Helmholtz being:

“If only the unevenly numbered partials are present... the qual-

ity of the tone is hollow, and, when a large number of such partials

are present, nasal.” [145, p71]

A hollow sound could be useful in a desktop interface for indicating an empty

file or folder, or to indicate a broken link on a web page. Helmholtz describes
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a large number of such properties that may be useful for indicating state is

similar ways.

Edworthy et al. [31] provide a definition of a signal rated by human partici-

pants as most urgent amongst a set of sounds. This definition is used in the

next chapter to determine how such a concept may be encoded in a timbre

space. In the desktop context, heightened urgency could be used to indicate

a system file or folder that should be avoided. In an environment where each

application has its own distinctive sound, increasing urgency could be used to

indicate information, warning and error messages produced by the application.

• The timbre space is able to model existing interfaces, including:

– An Auditory Icon enhanced interface;

– An Earcon enhanced interface.

The timbre space can interface with the MIDI specification which can be used

to generate Earcons, and the timbre space is a superset of Gaver’s Auditory

Icons and other physical models. The former is covered by incorporating

the timbre space into a synthesiser that receives MIDI commands, and by

modelling how timbre changes across the frequency range of the instrument.

Physical models are incorporated by parameter maps within the space that can

be used to drive the physical models, or allow adjustment of the parameters

to drive an alternative synthesiser.

• A timbre space representation for audio design can address the issues raised by

Keller and Berger in their discussion comparing Granular Synthesis to timbre

spaces.

According to Keller and Berger [72], timbre space based synthesis, as used pre-

viously, makes a poor model for sound analysis and morphing for the following
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reasons:

1. Timbre space studies tend to take no account of the variation in timbre

across the range of the instrument.

2. The sounds produced by a timbre space exist in a homogeneous virtual

environment, i.e. one without environmental characteristics such as re-

verberation that have a large effect on the perceived timbre.

3. A timbre space is only good at recreating sounds similar to those used

to create it.

This research will address all of these problems by:

1. Populating the space with a range of notes from each instrument to

capture its full timbral range, and to use interpolation to generate in-

between timbres. This interpolation can be linear or non-linear.

2. Creating the output synthesiser as a filter (in this case a DXi filter) allow-

ing its output to be processed through environmental effects to provide,

for example, reverberation and spatialisation.

3. Noting that the timbre space can be populated with existing Auditory

Icons to allow it to replicate them.

Furthermore, the timbre space solution provides an easier to use interface to

the underlying sounds, matching models of human perception more closely

than Granular Synthesis, as suggested by the previous hypotheses.

5.2.1 Testing of hypotheses

In order to test the hypotheses listed, a number of general tests are useful. At

the most basic level, a timbre space can be measured on the speed it takes to

generate it from a fixed set of inputs and on the final size of the space consisting
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of the paths of those inputs. The storage requirements for the space can be used

to determine whether a device can support a timbre space based audio interface, or

requires a sample based one. The speed is mainly limited by the processing of the

dimensionality reduction technique, so provides a measure of the complexity and

variance of the timbres in the space. Where the variances in timbre are concentrated

into a small number of dimensions, the space should converge much quicker.

The accuracy of any timbre space representation can be measured subjectively in

terms of how closely an output matches a defined target. It is a useful measure

for classifying the suitability of the timbre space representation and the mapping of

the timbre space into parameter space. Although automated quality measures such

as PEAQ (Perceptual Evaluation of Audio Quality) [123] exist, there are problems

with the specification that have hindered implementation of the standard [124].

The objective accuracy measures used here are therefore cruder than the PEAQ

and may over-estimate the perceptual error.

Representation accuracy

Objective tests of the analysis-synthesis approach can be performed by taking a

recording and passing it though the system without alteration. The input and

output files are then compared on a sample-by-sample basis to find the minimum,

maximum and average error, as well as the variance.

If this error is calculated on the PCM data it gives a measure of the signal error,

the variation the system introduces in the raw signal. The difference between the

two signals is often called the residual, particularly within the analysis-synthesis

techniques that separate the signal into smooth and noisy components. The residual

taken between the original and re-constructed smooth signal is used to generate

parameters for the noisy component [128, 64]. When calculating aggregates over
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this residual, the term ‘residual error’ will be used. The aggregates calculated are

the mean, standard deviation and range of the residual.

This approach is very sensitive to noise and to differences in phase between the

input and output sounds, and often over-estimates the perceived difference between

two sounds. As an example, see Figure 5.1 where a Fourier approximation of a

square wave is shown with and without a phase difference between the component

sine waves. Although the two waves look very different and would have a large

residual error, they sound very similar to the human ear. The use of statistical

measures to determine the error means that the results may over-estimate the error

compared to subjective tests, so relative comparisons between errors will be used so

that results from all techniques will over-estimate the error in the same way. The

results will be checked via informal listening tests, but the data set is too large for

a formal subjective test across all sounds, so the subjective validity of the results

cannot be formally verified.

A similar procedure can be used to determine the difference between the TFR

representation of the input and the output. The TFR residue between the two can

be analysed and summarised in a similar way to the residue across the two signals,

and the aggregates produced on this will be known as the ‘TFR error’. Whilst

this error is less sensitive to phase differences, timbre spaces whose analysis method

more closely matches the TFR used will have less error. This is caused by the way

deviations from the assumptions of the analysis method will be modelled differently

by each TFR. To combat this, each timbre space will be analysed by its own TFR.

Although this produces the least error per timbre space, there is no way to generate

a TFR which is not biased towards one particular timbre space.

If the error is calculated as the Euclidean difference between points in the timbre

space, it will give a measure of the resynthesis error, which captures how closely the
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Figure 5.1: Two Fourier approximations to a square wave. In the “In phase” line,
the sine waves are all in phase. In the “Out of phase” line, each sine wave has a
different phase. Although both sound the same (taking the start and end clicks into
account) and have similar Fourier Transforms, the signal error between the two is
large due to the phase differences.

mapping and synthesis stages fit to the original analysis of the data. This error is

sensitive to the timbre space analysis used and is likely to give much smaller errors if

the error and the data use similar analysis. This may be useful for testing alternative

synthesis models but is a fairly meaningless measure for comparing timbre spaces.

All these errors can be calculated as absolute values, or as relative values, taking

the percentage variation of the output from the input, with the largest absolute

input value as the origin for calculating the percentage. Storing the absolute values

allows generation of relative values using the ratio between the max of the input

and the max of the output. Only the absolute values will be stored and processed

since the relative values are a trivial extension.
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Subjective perceptual tests

Once perceptual regions are defined in the timbre space, their effectiveness must be

tested by asking participants to rate sounds. These sounds should be defined in the

space according to a perceptual construct such as ‘urgency’. The participants rate

the sound according to their perception of ‘urgency’ in order to determine if the

transformations in the timbre space relating to the perceptual construct produce

the required perceptual change in the sound. Full details of such an experiment can

be found in Chapter 6.

5.3 Choosing a timbre space

There are a wide range of techniques and parameters that can be used to generate

a timbre space. This section seeks to test a subset of them to determine a good

timbre space to choose as a basis for audio design. Analysis has been performed on

a range of musical and synthetic signals including some output from the DXi FM

synthesiser itself. The spaces themselves have been constructed from a set of 27

sounds taken from the MUMS CDs [131] chosen to match as closely as possible the

sounds used by Grey [13] and Hourdin et al. [12]. Many of Hourdin et al.’s sounds

were taken from this source. The sounds chosen and their internal names (taken

from Hourdin et al.) are shown in Table 5.1. Unlike the previous work, which used

1

4
second to 1 second samples from the steady portion of each sound, the whole

sound is used here in order to test the ability of the timbre space to capture the

transient portion of the sound. For many sounds, such as percussive sounds, there

is no steady state portion. A timbre space that cannot model transients is no good

for modelling Auditory Icons such as taps that are characterised by harmonics that

decay at different rates so the timbre changes dramatically over the length of the

sound.
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Number Short Name CD num Track num Sample name Note
Sounds from Grey

1 BN 2 14 bassoon D#4
2 C1 2 11 e flat clarinet D#4
3 C2 2 12 bass clarinet D#3
4 EH 2 9 English horn D#4
5 FH 2 19 French horn D#4
6 FL 2 1 flute, vibrato D#4
7 O1 2 8 oboe D#4
8 O2 * * * *
9 S1 * * * *
10 S2 1 11 cello, bowed, with vibrato D#4
11 S3 * * * *
12 TM 2 17 c tpt., Harmon,stem out D#4
13 TP 2 16 c trumpet D#4
14 X1 3 16 alto saxophone D#4
15 X2 * * * *
16 X3 3 17 soprano saxophone D#5

Sounds from Hourdin et al.
17 Ar * * * *
18 Bp 1 18 double bass, pizzicato D#4
19 Ff 2 2 flute, flutter D#4
20 Fy 2 6 bass flute, vibrato D#4
21 Fz 2 5 alto flute, vibrato D#4
22 Gh * * * *
23 Gp * * * *
24 Gt * * * *
25 Ha * * * *
26 Hc * * * *
27 Lw 1 6 viola, bowed, with vibrato D#4
28 Ma * * * *
29 Om * * * *
30 Or * * * *
31 Pf 3 2 9’ Hamburg Steinway, loud D#4
32 Pm 3 1 9’ Steinway, soft D#4
33 Sm 1 15 cello, martelé D#4
34 Sp 1 13 cello, pizzicato D#4
35 TC 2 16 c trumpet D#4
36 T1 3 10 tubular bells D#4
37 Tt 2 22 tenor trombone D#4
38 Tu 2 25 tuba D#4
39 Vh 3 7 vibraphone, bowed D#4
40 Xy 3 5 xylophone D#5

Table 5.1: Short names, source CD and track, pitch and full name for each sound
used in the timbre space experiments. All sounds used by Grey [13] and by Hourdin
et al. [12] are listed, but only some are available on the MUMS CDs [131]. Those
not available are noted by asterisks. All sounds are chosen to match the pitch used
in those papers. The short names for the sounds are taken from Hourdin et al. and
the full names are taken from the track listings for the MUMS CDs.
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Versions of the STFT and CQT algorithms have been tested with various parame-

ter settings using Gaussian windows, two Kaiser windows, and no window, all with

varying overlaps between time steps. Both methods take several minutes to com-

plete analysis once the input signal is longer than 400,000 samples (or 9 seconds at

a 44.1kHz sampling rate). All tests have been done with the PCA algorithm.

5.3.1 Test suite of timbre spaces

A set of functions has been developed to automatically generate a set of timbre

spaces so that their speed, size and accuracy of reproduction can be compared.

These experiments are slow however as each timbre space takes as much as 4 days

to compile. Once the space is compiled, it takes under 5 minutes to process each

sound through to its path representation, and some sounds can be synthesised from

the space using additive synthesis in a time frame shorter than the length of the

sound, suggesting that real-time manipulation and synthesis is possible, even when

other processes are running.

The options presented in Chapter 3 have been reviewed in order to provide a number

of plausible timbre spaces to explore. The test suite covers CQT and STFT based

timbre spaces with 4 window conditions: none, Gaussian window, Kaiser 6 and

Kaiser 8 (see Chapter 3 for full details of these). It covers 2ms, 4ms (as used by

Hourdin et al.) and 400ms window sizes with window overlap of 1 (i.e. no overlap),

2 or 4 times, and covers 3 frequency resolutions for the CQT, one equivalent to 2

bins per octave, one for 12 bins per octave, (i.e. standard western musical scale) and

one for 24 bins per octave, this provides 36 different Fourier-based timbre spaces

and 108 different CQT-based timbre spaces.

Only experiments using PCA scaling have been implemented, and it is this stage

of the analysis that takes up most of the processing time. The EM-PCA procedure
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Window Window Overlap Analysis Type
Length Type STFT CQT
(ms) Resolution (Notes per octave)

2 12 24

2 (short)

boxcar
1 fsb 1 8 clsb 1 8 cnsb 1 8 chsb 1 8
2 fsb 2 8 clsb 2 8 cnsb 2 8 chsb 2 8

gaussian
1 fsg 1 8 clsg 1 8 cnsg 1 8 chsg 1 8
2 fsg 2 8 clsg 2 8 cnsg 2 8 chsg 2 8

kaiser 6
1 fsk6 1 8 clsk6 1 8 cnsk6 1 8 chsk6 1 8
2 fsk6 2 8 clsk6 2 8 cnsk6 2 8 chsk6 2 8

kaiser 8
1 fsk8 1 8 clsk8 1 8 cnsk8 1 8 chsk8 1 8
2 fsk8 2 8 clsk8 2 8 cnsk8 2 8 chsk8 2 8

4 (medium)

boxcar
1 fmb 1 8 clmb 1 8 cnmb 1 8 chmb 1 8
2 fmb 2 8 clmb 2 8 cnmb 2 8 chmb 2 8

gaussian
1 fmg 1 8 clmg 1 8 cnmg 1 8 chmg 1 8
2 fmg 2 8 clmg 2 8 cnmg 2 8 chmg 2 8

kaiser 6
1 fmk6 1 8 clmk6 1 8 cnmk6 1 8 chmk6 1 8
2 fmk6 2 8 clmk6 2 8 cnmk6 2 8 chmk6 2 8

kaiser 8
1 fmk8 1 8 clmk8 1 8 cnmk8 1 8 chmk8 1 8
2 fmk8 2 8 clmk8 2 8 cnmk8 2 8 chmk8 2 8

400 (long)

boxcar
1 flb 1 8 cllb 1 8 cnlb 1 8 chlb 1 8
2 flb 2 8 cllb 2 8 cnlb 2 8 chlb 2 8

gaussian
1 flg 1 8 cllg 1 8 cnlg 1 8 chlg 1 8
2 flg 2 8 cllg 2 8 cnlg 2 8 chlg 2 8

kaiser 6
1 flk6 1 8 cllk6 1 8 cnlk6 1 8 chlk6 1 8
2 flk6 2 8 cllk6 2 8 cnlk6 2 8 chlk6 2 8

kaiser 8
1 flk8 1 8 cllk8 1 8 cnlk8 1 8 chlk8 1 8
2 flk8 2 8 cllk8 2 8 cnlk8 2 8 chlk8 2 8

Table 5.2: Names used for the 108 timbre spaces tested. Spaces with an offset
of 4 are omitted for clarity. Each sound generated from the space has this name
appended to it for reference purposes. The first letter defines the analysis method,
with the second letter of the CQT defining the resolution. The next two letters
define the window length and window type respectively, with a numeric argument
appended for the Kaiser window type. An underscore separates the window type
from a number representing the overlap, in terms of number of windows that start
within the given window length. The final number defines the dimensionality of the
timbre space. Each timbre space was only tested in 8 dimensions since no reliable
data on coverage could be collected.
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is a slow iterative process, but due to its lower memory requirements it is able to

complete on the test machines whereas the standard PCA algorithm fails when it

runs out of memory whilst generating a matrix of covariances between the points in

the frequency space. For the 4ms windows, this matrix consists of 32000 rows and

32000 columns, representing the 32000 time steps required to cover the 27 input

sounds with the 4ms window. The nature of the EM-PCA algorithm means that

the eigenvalues for all 80 possible timbre space dimensions are unavailable, so it

is impossible to compute the coverage of the space as done by Hourdin et al. [12]

for the FAC algorithm. Due to this, their estimate of 8 timbre-space dimensions is

used.

5.3.2 Speed and size of spaces

All the STFT spaces with a 400ms window size failed since the Fourier analysis

required too much memory. These spaces were not considered further. In order to

reduce the amount of data produced, only 2 overlap conditions were considered for

the CQT spaces. In the boxcar condition, an overlap of 1 and 2 was considered. In

the other window conditions, an overlap of 2 and 4 was considered. These conditions

reflect the commonly used overlaps for the boxcar and non-boxcar windows in the

analysis-synthesis literature [16]. The results presented later show that the offset has

little effect on reproductive quality. The number of spaces compared was therefore

reduced to 96. The spaces take between 2 minutes and 3 days to compile, as shown

by Figure 5.2, and require between 0.1Mb and 500Mb of storage to contain the

TFRs for all 27 input sounds. The original 27 stereo WAV files take up 22.3 MB of

space. The data for the graph can be found in Appendix C.
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Figure 5.2: Graph of speed of construction against construction size of the timbre
spaces. The speed is measured as clock time. The major lines indicate days and the
minor lines indicate hours. The size is the amount of data required to generate the
space, i.e. the size of the TFR. The final size of the space is 7 to 15 times smaller
depending on the frequency resolution of the TFR.
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5.3.3 Accuracy of sound reproduction

All the timbre spaces have been evaluated with respect to their accuracy in re-

creating the original 27 MUMS sounds listed in Table 5.1. These reproductions

have been made available on the web-site and in the CD accompanying this thesis,

described in Appendix E.

The following discussion of the evaluation of these sounds is in the context of the re-

production quality of the sounds evaluated by informal listening tests by the author

and presented to conference attendees. Formal evaluation of the sound quality using

human participants comparing the 27 input sounds with all 2,592 output sounds

across all the timbre spaces was impractical. No timbre space produced perfect

re-synthesis of the original input signal and all introduced some noise, making an

objective measure of closest sounds very difficult. On this basis, the spaces were

evaluated on sounds which were ‘good enough’ in that the output sound was audible

above any noise and the output sounds were easily distinguishable. Any experiment

seeking to ask participants to rate the pairs of sounds which best fit those two cri-

teria are likely to suffer a subjective bias and the best trade-off between speed,

size and quality may depend on the individual listener. To support the subjective

results, a number of objective tests were performed to systematically compare all

the sounds by comparing the error introduced by each timbre space. The timbre

spaces with the smallest error have the best reproductive quality.

5.3.4 General method for timbre space comparisons

The two standard tests for determining distinct distributions are the t-test and the

Mann-Whitney, both described in Dancey and Reidy [146]. The t-test is used where

the two sets to be compared each have a normal distribution and the Mann-Whitney

test is used otherwise. Initial results were used to determine the distribution of the
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errors. None of the error measures discussed below exhibit a normal distribution,

so a two-tailed Mann-Whitney test has been used for all comparisons.

Every sound is filtered through every timbre space and the error between the output

and input are taken as follows:

1. The residue is calculated. This is the difference between the input and output

wave. It is represented as a 1-column matrix.

2. The TFR error is calculated. This is the difference between the TFR matrix

for the input and the output waves. generated using the same parameters as

the current timbre space.

3. The following aggregates over the residue and TFR error are taken:

(a) Min, Max The minimum and maximum values present in the error

matrix.

(b) Mean The mean value across all the raw values in the error matrix.

(c) Standard Deviation (Stddev) The standard deviation across all the

raw values in the error matrix.

(d) Root-mean Squared (RMS) error A measure of the absolute mean

across all the values in the error matrix. If half the errors are negative

and half are positive, the mean error will be close to zero whereas the

RMS will be close to the overall magnitude of the error.

The errors for each condition are compared to determine which has the best re-

production overall, and the results have been checked informally by subjective lis-

tening using the sounds that are available on CD included with this thesis (see

Appendix E). All of the following analysis was performed using MINITAB. Since

the error between the input and output sounds is measured, values with a lower

magnitude show better reproduction. Minimum, maximum and mean errors can be
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negative.

In the raw results, the output signal of the STFT has 14 times the amplitude of

the output signal from the CQT. All signals are scaled to an amplitude of 1 so that

a fair comparison can be made between the signal quality of each technique. The

results in the following tables show the errors calculated after this scaling has been

applied.

5.3.5 Effect of technique

A number of analysis techniques were discussed in Section 3.3.1. From these, the

Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT), the Constant Q Transform (CQT) and an

auto-regression (AR) analysis were selected for further investigation due to their

compatibility with the aims of the project. The techniques are compared here

in the context of timbre spaces. This section concentrates on the STFT and CQT

techniques due to problems with the AR analysis discussed at the end of this section.

Hypothesis: The CQT analysis will produce spaces with better reproduction

than the STFT analysis. The CQT and the human ear both have a logarithmic

frequency scale, so the CQT should capture perceptual data more efficiently than

the STFT.

Null hypothesis: The CQT will not have significantly better sound reproduction

than the STFT.

Method

The spaces were divided into two groups, representing the spaces constructed from a

CQT analysis and the spaces constructed from an STFT analysis. A Mann-Whitney

test was performed on the errors across the two groups.
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Results

Measure STFT CQT Resolution (bins per octave)
Low (2) Medium (12) High (24)
Residue Errors

Min (×10−3) -1.0 -3.2 (< 0.001) -2.7 (< 0.001) -2.6 (< 0.001)
Max (×10−3) 1.0 1.0 (0.97) 1.0 (0.98) 1.0 (0.98)
Mean (×10−3) 0.0 0.04 (< 0.001) 0.05 (< 0.001) 0.05 (< 0.001)
Stddev (×10−3) 0.11 0.15 (< 0.001) 0.15 (< 0.001) 0.15 (< 0.001)
RMS (×10−3) 0.11 0.16 (< 0.001) 0.16 (< 0.001) 0.17 (< 0.001)

TFR Errors
Min (×10−3) -0.00 -1.1 (< 0.001) -1.5 (< 0.001) -3.3 (< 0.001)
Max (×10−3) 76 37 (< 0.001) 39 (< 0.001) 42 (0.81)
Mean (×10−3) 0.12 1.3 (< 0.001) 1.2 (< 0.001) 1.4 (< 0.001)
Stddev (×10−3) 1.6 4.9 (< 0.001) 4.8 (< 0.001) 5.7 (< 0.001)
RMS (×10−3) 1.6 5.1 (< 0.001) 5.0 (< 0.001) 6.0 (< 0.001)

Table 5.3: Mann-Whitney comparison of errors between the STFT and CQT tim-
bre spaces. Numbers show the median calculated for each group, rounded to 2
significant figures. Numbers in brackets indicate the p-value, rounded to 2 s.f., for
the comparisons between each CQT resolution and the STFT space. Differences
that are significant at the 99.9% level are shown in bold and differences that are
significant at the 95% level are shown in italics.

CQT Resolutions
Measure High vs Medium Medium vs Low High vs Low
Min h > m (< 0.001) m > l (< 0.001) h > l (< 0.001)
Max h > m (< 0.001) m > l (0.023) h > l (< 0.001)
Mean h > m (0.011) m < l (0.23) h > l (0.18)
Stddev h > m (< 0.001) m < l (0.60) h > l (< 0.001)
RMS h > m (< 0.001) m < l (0.56) h > l (< 0.001)

Table 5.4: Mann-Whitney comparison of the TFR errors between the CQT timbre
spaces by CQT resolution. There were no significant results between CQT resolu-
tions for the residue error so those p-values are not shown. Numbers in brackets
indicate the p-value, rounded to 2 s.f., for the comparisons between each CQT res-
olution. The letters in each cell refer to the two resolutions being compared, and
represent the median value of the measure across all spaces with the given resolu-
tion. Actual values are given in Table 5.3. The < and > symbols indicate whether
the magnitude of the error for the first listed resolution is greater or less than the
magnitude of the error for the second listed resolution. Differences that are signif-
icant at the 99.9% level are shown in bold and differences that are significant at
the 95% level are shown in italics.

The median values calculated for the Mann-Whitney test are provided in Table 5.3

and p-values for the CQT comparisons only are provided in Table 5.4. The residue

errors show significant differences between the STFT and CQT medians at the

99.9% level for all measures except the maximum and for all cases the CQT spaces

show a greater magnitude of error. The TFR errors follow the same pattern except
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the maximum TFR error is greater for the STFT than the CQT spaces and this

difference is significant at the 99.9% level for 2 of the 3 CQT resolutions.

Amongst the CQT resolutions, the highest resolution has a bigger TFR error than

the other resolutions and the difference is significant at the 99.9% level for all

measures except the mean. The significant differences at the 95% level between the

medium and low resolutions suggest that the medium resolution has a greater error

than the low resolution but only the minimum error shows a significant difference

between the resolutions at the 99.9% level. There were no significant differences

between the CQT resolutions on any of the residual error measures.

Discussion

The timbre spaces formed from CQT analysis have poorer reproduction than those

formed from STFT analysis. This is a surprising result as the hypothesis suggested

CQT would capture better information in terms of human perception as it has a

logarithmic frequency scale, similar to the human ear. However, the CQT results are

worse than STFT timbre spaces across the board. It could be that the logarithmic

nature of the CQT disrupts the representation of the harmonics of the sound, which

are direct multiples of (i.e. linearly related to) the fundamental frequency. This

poor representation of harmonics may lead to lower co-variance across the TFR,

causing the PCA to spread the variance across more dimensions than in the STFT

case. As the EM calculation of the PCA does not produce eigenvalues, it is not

possible to test this hypothesis within the existing framework.

When the spaces are broken down by CQT resolution, shown in Table 5.4, there

are no significant results for the residue error. The TFR error results show that

for all measures except the mean error, the higher resolution has errors of a higher

magnitude than the other resolutions, and this difference is significant at the 99.9%
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level. This is supported by informal listening tests where the produced sound bears

little resemblance to the input. Since the only significant difference between the

lower two resolutions at the 99.9% level is for the minimum TFR error, this result

does not appear to be a general trend in the resolution of the CQT. This suggests

that the highest resolution of the CQT may be too high for the time resolution,

and so violates the trade-off between time and frequency resolutions. Subjective

listening to the output sounds suggests that this violation leads to the introduction

of a large amount of noise that swamps the original signal.

Fractional Fourier Transforms offer no advantage over the STFT in the general

case as it was designed for linearly decaying frequency signals. Few environmental

sounds have those characteristics. Timbre spaces constructed using the Fractional

Fourier Transform are slower to construct that the STFT and appear to introduce

more noise into the output signal so have not been investigated further.

Auto-regression analysis has been studied but the implementation originally used,

from the Voicebox speech processing toolbox [147], fails when the analysis window

contains silence. Attempts to resolve this by checking for division by zero allowed the

matrix to be analysed by the dimensionality stage of the algorithm, but produced

warnings that the determinant of the matrix was close to zero. This low determinant

suggests that the eigenvalues of such a matrix would show little variance and hence

would require a high dimensional timbre space, close to the dimensionality of the

TFR, to represent enough variation in the sound to get a reasonable quality signal.

The analysis using this representation is hence invalid for a timbre space with few

dimensions.

A new implementation has been found which appears to handle the case where

silence is analysed more gracefully. This implementation is part of the Auditory

Toolbox for Matlab [148]. Experiments on this new space also create determinant
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close to zero errors, suggesting the TFR generated by the technique may be un-

suitable as input for the PCA algorithm. Auto-Regression analysis adds frequency

dimensions to its TFR in addition to the amplitude dimensions found in the TFRs

of the STFT and CQT analyses. The dependence between these frequency dimen-

sions and the amplitude dimensions violates the assumption of the PCA that all

the input dimensions are independent. It would appear that the raw structure of

the TFR produced by the AR technique is unsuited for timbre spaces constructed

using PCA. Since there are no other papers which seek to use AR to construct a

timbre space, there is no independent verification of this result.

The problems with the auto-regression analysis suggest that the implementation

of a signal and noise model such as Stochastic Modelling Synthesis [128] is not

possible using PCA, since their output is similar to that of the AR technique,

requiring storage of both a frequency and an amplitude dimension for each frequency

component in the sound. For this reason, no signal and noise model was explored.

5.3.6 Effect of phase

Most of the experiments in this chapter have ignored the effect of phase information

on the basis that phase information cannot generally be heard, as noted by Risset

and Wessel [23] (see Section 2.2.3). A 440Hz sine wave sounds identical to a 440Hz

cosine wave once the effects of clicks in the sound are addressed. Whilst the other

spaces were being generated, phase information was added to the set of Kaiser 8

timbre spaces, which were the first to be generated, to see if it was worth exploring

phase further.

Hypothesis: A timbre space that includes phase information will have better

reproductive quality, as measured by these tests, than a space that does not in-

clude phase information, since the errors are sensitive to differences in phase. Fur-
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thermore, Risset and Wessel [23] suggest that phase is important in the timbre of

complex sounds.

Null hypothesis: There will be no significant difference in sound quality between

spaces with phase and spaces without.

Method

The parameters for the Kaiser 8 STFT timbre spaces were used to generate timbre

spaces that included phase information. All spaces had 8 dimensions and all other

parameters were chosen to match those for the spaces without phase information.

A Mann-Whitney test was performed on the errors across the two groups.

Results

Measure phase no phase p-value
Residue Errors

Min (×10−3) -1.0 -0.99 0.99
Max (×10−3) 1.0 1.0 1.00
Mean (×10−3) 0.0 0.0 < 0.001
Stddev (×10−3) 0.16 0.11 < 0.001
RMS (×10−3) 0.16 0.11 < 0.001

TFR Errors
Min (×10−3) -0.34 -0.00 < 0.001
Max 1.2 0.067 < 0.001
Mean (×10−3) 2.8 0.13 < 0.001
Stddev (×10−3) 1.8 0.16 < 0.001
RMS (×10−3) 1.9 0.16 < 0.001

Table 5.5: Mann-Whitney comparison of errors between the timbre spaces that
include phase and the spaces that do not include phase. Numbers show the median
calculated for each group, rounded to 2 significant figures. Numbers in the last
column indicate the p-value, rounded to 2 s.f., for the comparisons between the two
conditions. Differences that are significant at the 99.9% level are shown in bold
and differences that are significant at the 95% level are shown in italics.

The results for the experiment are shown in Table 5.5. All comparisons in Table 5.5,

except for the minimum and maximum residue error, show a significant difference

at the 99.9% level between the spaces with and without phase information. For all
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these comparisons, the spaces that do not use phase show a lower error than the

spaces that do include phase.

Discussion

In contrast to the hypothesis, the addition of phase information appears to increase

the error of the reproduced signal. Subjective listening tests confirm that the results

from spaces with phase information had more noise in general than the STFT

without phase information since the PCA algorithm has twice the number of inputs

and the same number of outputs. Despite the higher level of noise overall, the

subjective results from the spaces with phase information suggest that the transient

signals that correspond to the window edges were reduced. Overall, the results do

not support the addition of phase information to the timbre space.

Another method for reducing transients is smoothing, discussed in Section 5.5.1.

This method can remove transient and non-transient noise and does not require

the extra input data required to model phase. Smoothing is also a more general

technique that can work on any analysis model. These advantages, and the results

presented here, mean that smoothing should be used to reduce output noise in

preference to modelling phase.

5.3.7 Effect of windows

A number of windows were discussed in Section 3.3.1 as a method for reducing

noise in the output for various analysis techniques. The boxcar, Gaussian, Kaiser 6

and Kaiser 8 windows were applied to the STFT and CQT techniques to determine

which was most suited for use in a timbre space for audio design.

Hypothesis: The boxcar technique will have the highest reproduction error since

it introduces the most noise. The Kaiser 8 should have the lowest error. This is
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generally true for Analysis-Synthesis techniques [81].

Null hypothesis: There will be no difference in reproductive quality between

window types.

Method

The spaces were divided into 4 groups according to the window types used. A

pairwise comparison was performed between each of the groups, using the Mann-

Whitney test to determine if each window type produced significantly different

errors from the others.

Results

Measure Kaiser 8 Kaiser 6 Gaussian Boxcar
Residue Errors

Min (×10−3) -0.41 -0.48 (0.78) -0.39 (0.16) 0.64 (< 0.001)
Max (×10−3) 1.0 1.0 (0.98) 1.0 (0.98) 1.0 (0.98)
Mean (×10−3) 0.00 0.01 (0.99) 0.01 (0.79) 0.01 (0.32)
Stddev (×10−3) 0.15 0.15 (0.82) 0.13 (0.0094) 0.16 (0.0054)
RMS (×10−3) 0.15 0.15 (0.81) 0.13 (0.0099) 0.17 (0.0016)

TFR Errors
Min (×10−3) -0.93 -0.91 (0.94) -0.87 (0.17) -1.2 (0.93)
Max (×10−3) 37 40 (0.084) 28 (< 0.001) 86 (< 0.001)
Mean (×10−3) 0.78 0.87 (0.11) 0.56 (< 0.001) 2.6 (< 0.001)
Stddev (×10−3) 3.5 4.1 (0.048) 2.5 (< 0.001) 8.1 (< 0.001)
RMS (×10−3) 3.7 4.2 (0.054) 2.5 (< 0.001) 8.7 (< 0.001)

Table 5.6: Mann-Whitney comparison of errors between the Kaiser 8, Kaiser 6,
Gaussian and Boxcar timbre spaces. Numbers show the median calculated for each
group, rounded to 2 significant figures. Numbers in brackets indicate the p-value,
rounded to 2 s.f., for the comparisons between the Kaiser 8 timbre spaces and the
other spaces. Differences that are significant at the 99.9% level are shown in bold
and differences that are significant at the 95% level are shown in italics.

The median values calculated for the Mann-Whitney test are provided in Table 5.6

and p-values for the Kaiser 6, Gaussian and Boxcar comparisons are provided in

Table 5.7. In 7 out of the 10 measures the boxcar exhibits a greater error than

either Kaiser window with a significant difference at the 95% level. Five of these
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Measure Kaiser 6 vs Gaussian Kaiser 6 vs Boxcar Gaussian vs Boxcar
Residue Errors

Min k > g (0.090) k < b (< 0.001) g < b (< 0.001)
Max k ≈ g (0.99) k ≈ b (0.98) g ≈ b (1.00)
Mean k ≈ g (0.82) k ≈ b (0.32) g ≈ b (0.29)
Stddev k > g (0.0047) k < b (0.0091) g < b (< 0.001)
RMS k > g (0.0047) k < b (0.0033) g < b (< 0.001)

TFR Errors
Min k > g (0.24) k < b (0.92) g < b (0.30)
Max k > g (< 0.001) k < b (< 0.001) g < b (< 0.001)
Mean k > g (< 0.001) k < b (< 0.001) g < b (< 0.001)
Stddev k > g (< 0.001) k < b (< 0.001) g < b (< 0.001)
RMS k > g (< 0.001) k < b (< 0.001) g < b (< 0.001)

Table 5.7: Mann-Whitney comparison of the TFR errors between the Kaiser 6,
Gaussian and Boxcar windows. Numbers in brackets indicate the p-value, rounded
to 2 s.f., for the comparisons between each window type. The letters in each cell
refer to the windows being compared, and represent the median value of the measure
across all spaces with the given resolution. Actual values are given in Table 5.6.
The < and > symbols indicate whether the magnitude of the error for the first listed
window type is greater or less than the magnitude of the error for the second listed
window type, ≈ indicates that the two values are approximately equal (within the
bounds of significance returned by MINITAB). Differences that are significant at
the 99.9% level are shown in bold and differences that are significant at the 95%
level are shown in italics.

are significant at the 99.9% level. The Gaussian window shows lower errors than

the boxcar that are significant at the 99.9% level for 7 out of 10 measures. The

Gaussian window shows lower errors than both Kaiser windows and shows a signif-

icant difference at the 95% level for 6 of the 10 measures. Four of these differences

are significant at the 99.9% level. There is only one significant difference at the 95%

level for the Kaiser windows, with the standard deviation of the TFR error being

lower for the Kaiser 8 than the Kaiser 6 window.

Discussion

As expected, the boxcar windows produce the worst quality output, as shown by

Table 5.6 and Table 5.7. The spaces using the boxcar windows have a higher error

than the spaces using the other windows, significant at the 99.9% level, for a large

number of the measures used in both the residue and TFR error results. This

performance is due to the fact that they introduce more transient data into the
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signal at the edge of the windows. These transients often appear in the final signal

at the same frequency as the window offsets, i.e. if each window onset is separated

by 2ms, the TFR will contain a strong signal at 500Hz.

There is little difference between the two variations of the Kaiser window, with the

only significant result at the 95% level showing that standard deviation of the TFR

error is lower for the Kaiser 8 window than the Kaiser 6. The errors for the Gaussian

window are less than for the other windows, and the difference is significant at the

95% level for the standard deviation and RMS error against the Kaiser windows and

significant at the 99.9% level for the minimum, standard deviation and RMS of the

residue error against the boxcar window, and for all measures for all other windows

for the TFR error except for the minimum TFR error. These results suggest that

the best window to use, amongst those tested, is the Gaussian window.

5.3.8 Effect of window length

Three window lengths were compared to see which offered the best reproduction

after a sound was filtered through the timbre space.

Hypothesis: Shorter window lengths will produce better quality results since

they will capture transients in the sound more effectively.

Null hypothesis: There will be no difference in reproductive quality between

window length.

Method

The spaces were divided into 5 groups according to the window lengths used, 2 for

the STFT spaces, with the longest window length discarded, and 3 for the CQT

spaces. A pairwise comparison was performed between each of the groups, using
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the Mann-Whitney test to determine if each window length produced significantly

different errors from the others.

Results

Measure Window length p-value
2ms 4ms 400ms 4ms vs 400ms

Residue Errors
Min (×10−3) -0.12 -0.21 (< 0.001) -0.75 (< 0.001) < 0.001
Max (×10−3) 1.0 1.0 (0.91) 1.0 (0.95) 0.94
Mean (×10−3) 0.07 0.07 (0.0010) 0.00 (< 0.001) < 0.001
Stddev (×10−3) 0.17 0.16 (0.56) 0.13 (< 0.001) < 0.001
RMS (×10−3) 0.19 0.18 (0.29) 0.13 (< 0.001) < 0.001

TFR Errors
Min (×10−3) -1.3 -2.0 (< 0.001) -2.1 (< 0.001) 0.051
Max (×10−3) 23 33 (< 0.001) 30 (< 0.001) < 0.001
Mean (×10−3) 0.91 1.3 (< 0.001) 2.5 (< 0.001) < 0.001
Stddev (×10−3) 3.1 4.6 (< 0.001) 18 (< 0.001) < 0.001
RMS (×10−3) 3.2 4.8 (< 0.001) 19 (< 0.001) < 0.001

Table 5.8: Mann-Whitney comparison of errors between window lengths for the
CQT timbre spaces. Numbers show the median calculated for each group rounded
to 2 significant figures. The numbers in brackets indicate the p-value, rounded to 2
s.f., for the comparisons between the errors of the 2ms spaces and the spaces for the
other two lengths. The last column indicates the p-value, rounded to 2 s.f., for the
comparisons between the spaces with a 4ms window and the spaces with a 400ms
window. Differences that are significant at the 99.9% level are shown in bold and
differences that are significant at the 95% level are shown in italics.

The STFT results are only shown over 2 different window lengths as the 400ms win-

dows generated memory errors. Since the CQT and STFT results both show a trend

that smaller windows have smaller errors, further tests on windows lengths longer

than 4ms for the STFT were not performed. For the CQT spaces in Table 5.8, the

2ms window length shows a smaller error than the 4ms window for all 6 significant

results at the 99.9% level, and shows a smaller error than the 400ms window for

6 of the 9 significant results at the 99.9% level, with the 400ms window exhibiting

smaller errors for the other 3 measures. The 4ms window length shows lower errors

than the 400ms window in 4 of the 8 measures showing significant differences at the

99.9% level, with the 400ms window showing lower errors in the other 4 measures.

For the STFT spaces in Table 5.9, all the TFR measures except the minimum error
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Measure Window length p-value
2ms 4ms

Residue Errors
Min (×10−3) -1.0 -0.99 0.24
Max (×10−3) 1.0 1.0 0.17
Mean (×10−3) 0.0 0.0 < 0.001
Stddev (×10−3) 0.10 0.11 0.35
RMS (×10−3) 0.10 0.11 0.35

TFR Errors
Min (×10−3) -0.01 -0.00 < 0.001
Max (×10−3) 52 100 < 0.001
Mean (×10−3) 0.09 0.16 < 0.001
Stddev (×10−3) 1.1 2.1 < 0.001
RMS (×10−3) 1.1 2.1 < 0.001

Table 5.9: Mann-Whitney comparison of errors between window lengths for the
STFT timbre spaces. Numbers show the median calculated for each group rounded
to 2 significant figures. The last column indicates the p-value, rounded to 2 s.f.,
for the comparisons between the two values of window length. Differences that are
significant at the 99.9% level are shown in bold and differences that are significant
at the 95% level are shown in italics.

show the 2ms window with a smaller error than the 4ms window. All the TFR

errors are significant at the 99.9% level.

Discussion

The results in Table 5.8 and Table 5.9 demonstrate that shorter window lengths

produce lower errors. The errors are significantly different at the 99.9% level for all

comparisons of TFR errors across STFT and CQT spaces except for the minimum

TFR error between the 4ms and 400ms CQT spaces. The residue errors show

only 2 significant differences between the 2ms and 4ms window lengths, but all

except the maximum TFR error show a significant difference at the 99.9% level

between the 400ms window and the other two lengths. For the minimum error,

the shorter window lengths show a smaller magnitude of error, yet for the other

measures, the longer window length shows a smaller error. This could be related to

the problem with CQT resolutions mentioned above (see Table 5.4) as the longest

window length will be able to accurately reproduce sounds at the highest frequency

resolution whereas the other two window lengths will not.
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The residue and TFR errors show different results for which window length is best

for reproduction quality. Overall, there are more significant results that demon-

strate that shorter windows have a better reproductive quality, but these results

demonstrate a weakness in the measurement of audio quality, since none of these

measures can provide a definitive measure of reproduction quality.

5.3.9 Effect of window offset

Three window offsets were compared to see which offered the best reproduction

after a sound was filtered through the timbre space.

Hypothesis: Shorter window offsets will produce better quality results since they

will capture more data in the sound.

Null hypothesis: There will be no difference in reproductive quality between

window length.

Method

Three window offsets were tested across the timbre spaces. These offsets were

equivalent to 1, 2 and 4 windows per window length. For a window length of

4ms, these offsets evaluate respectively to each window starting 4ms, 2ms and 1ms

after the previous window. Since not all offsets were represented equally within

the CQT data, only the STFT spaces were considered. A pairwise comparison was

performed between each of the groups, using the Mann-Whitney test to determine

if each window length produced significantly different errors from the others.
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Measure Offset p-value
1 2 4 2 vs 4

Residue Errors
Min (×10−3) -1.0 -0.99 (0.92) -1.06 (0.071) 0.075
Max (×10−3) 1.0 1.0 (0.96) 1.1 (0.092) 0.086
Mean (×10−9) 105 96 (0.18) 63 (< 0.001) 0.011
Stddev (×10−3) 0.08 0.10 (0.0022) 0.15 (< 0.001) < 0.001
RMS (×10−3) 0.08 0.10 (0.0022) 0.15 (< 0.001) < 0.001

TFR Errors
Min (×10−6) -1.21 -1.23 (0.29) -1.41 < 0.001 < 0.001
Max (×10−3) 7.6 7.5 (0.91) 7.5 (0.75) 0.84
Mean (×10−3) 0.11 0.11 (0.90) 0.14 (0.18) 0.24
Stddev (×10−3) 1.6 1.6 (0.96) 1.8 (0.48) 0.46
RMS (×10−3) 1.6 1.6 (0.97) 1.8 (0.47) 0.45

Table 5.10: Mann-Whitney comparison of errors between window offsets for the
timbre spaces. Numbers show the median calculated for each group rounded to 2
significant figures. The numbers in brackets indicate the p-value, rounded to 2 s.f.,
for the comparisons between the errors of the timbres spaces with an offset of 1
window length and the spaces for the other two lengths. The last column indicates
the p-value, rounded to 2 s.f., for the comparisons between the spaces with an offset
of 2 and the spaces with an offset of 4. Differences that are significant at the 99.9%
level are shown in bold and differences that are significant at the 95% level are
shown in italics.

Results

The results for the minimum TFR error and mean residue error in Table 5.10 only

show significant results for the minimum error, and the median for the error is too

small to be shown by Minitab, so the results have been calculated by hand. Four of

the 10 measures show a significant difference between the offset of 4 and the offset of

one. Three of these show a smaller error for the offset of one (no overlap) condition

and only the mean residue error shows a karger error for the no overlap condition.

All 3 of the measures that show a difference at the 99.9% level between the offset

of 2 and the offset of 4 condition show a larger error for the offset of 4. Only 2

measures show significance at the 95% level between the offset of 1 and offset of 2

conditions, and both measures show a lower error for the offset of 1 (no overlap)

condition.
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Discussion

The overall results in Table 5.10 suggest that timbre spaces with less overlap are

better, but there is little difference between the offset of the full and half window

lengths, with only 2 differences significant at the 95% level. For the 4 measures that

are significant at the 99.9% level, the standard deviation and RMS residue error

and the minimum TFR error suggest that the no offset condition and the offset of

2 condition are better than the offset of 4 condition, but the mean residue error

suggests that the offset of 4 condition is better than the other conditions. The

results hence suggest no clear choice for offset. For this reason, the central value

of an offset of 2 is chosen, since the literature on analysis-synthesis suggests some

overlap is needed to restore portions of the signal lost during the windowing process

[16]. The lack of significant results for this condition suggests that the addition of

the extra offset conditions to the CQT would produce little benefit. Window offsets

have not been discussed previously in the context of automated timbre spaces and

these results suggest less overlap produces a better timbre space. Lower overlap

also reduces the amount of data required to store a path in the timbre space.

5.3.10 Chosen timbre space

With the above results taken into account, the timbre space used for the following

experiments is created from an STFT and PCA analysis where the STFT windows

are 2ms apart with 1ms overlap (i.e. each window starts 1ms after the last) and each

window is shaped by the Gaussian function. All phase information was discarded

before the PCA analysis. The resultant timbre space was formed with 8 dimensions,

using error limits on the EM-PCA algorithm of 1000 iterations and ε = 0.001,

causing the algorithm to complete if either the number of iterations exceeds the

maximum or the difference in error between two iterations falls below ε.
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5.4 Extending the timbre space with new sounds

Keller and Berger [72] suggest that a timbre space is poor at modelling sounds that

were not used in its creation. However, no proof of this hypothesis is presented so

the timbre spaces created in the previous stage were extended with new sounds in

order to validate this claim.

5.4.1 Design

Three sets of sounds were generated. The first covers all the sounds present in

the construction of the timbre spaces. The second covers the upper and lower

extremes of ten of the instruments used in the construction of space to test the

error introduced for sounds at different pitches. The third set covers the range of the

Auditory Icons, with examples from Gaver’s paper and at the timbral extremes of

each parameter, at the same D#4 pitch of the first set. This set tests the tolerance of

the timbre space to new timbres at the same pitch. The error introduced by filtering

these sounds through the timbre space is compared. In the following discussion, the

sounds used to generate the timbre space are referred to as the generating sounds,

the second set are referred to as the pitched sounds, and the third set are referred

to as the Gaver sounds as they are based on his algorithm for Auditory Icons. The

pitched sounds and Gaver sounds are collectively referred to as the new sounds.

Hypothesis

According to Keller and Berger [72], sounds not used to generate the space will

have a much lower quality representation than those used to generate the space.

Accordingly, the errors of the new sounds should be distinct and greater from the

errors of the generating sounds.
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Null hypothesis

There will be no difference between the error distribution of the two sets of sounds.

5.4.2 Method

The Mann-Whitney test used for the timbre space comparisons is used to compare

the original sounds with the new sounds. To generate the data for the comparisons,

10 new pairs of sounds are generated to complement the 27 generating sounds. The

10 pairs relate to 10 of the generating sounds and are formed by taking the lowest

and the highest pitch provided by the MUMS CDs for each of the 10 pairs of sounds.

These new sounds are shown in Table 5.11.

Short Name CD num Track num Sample name Note
PfL 3 2 9’ Hamburg Steinway, loud A0
PfH 3 2 9’ Hamburg Steinway, loud C8
X1L 3 16 alto saxophone C#4
X1H 3 16 alto saxophone D5
X3L 3 17 soprano saxophone C#5
X3H 3 17 soprano saxophone D#6
FfL 2 2 flute, flutter C4
FfH 2 2 flute, flutter E6
XyL 3 5 xylophone F4
XyH 3 5 xylophone C8
BNL 2 14 bassoon A#1
BNH 2 14 bassoon F4
FLL 2 1 flute, vibrato C4
FLH 2 1 flute, vibrato C7
SmL 1 15 cello, martelé C2
SmH 1 15 cello, martelé G5
SpL 1 13 cello, pizzicato C2
SpH 1 13 cello, pizzicato D5
BpL 1 18 double bass, pizzicato C1
BpH 1 18 double bass, pizzicato F4

Table 5.11: Short names, source and full name for each sound added to the timbre
space. The first two letters of the short name correspond to the names in Table 5.1,
with an ‘H’ appended for the highest pitch of the instrument from the CD and an
‘L’ appended for the lowest pitch.

In addition, to demonstrate the addition of new timbres at the same pitch, 21 sounds

were generated using a synthesiser based on Gaver’s Auditory Icons. These sounds

are listed in Table 5.12
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Material Hardness Damping Quality
Metal 0.005 0.001 4
Plastic 0 0.5 10
Wood -0.001 0.1 5
LHLD -1 0 6
HHLD 1 0 6
LHHD -1 1 6
HHHD 1 1 6

Table 5.12: Material names and parameters for the Gaver Auditory Icon synthesiser
for the new timbres added to the space. All sounds are pitched at D#5. Each of the
seven materials above is recorded in a “Bar”, “String” and “Sine” configuration,
described in Gaver [14], giving 21 new timbres. Hardness and damping for “Metal”,
“Plastic” and “Wood” are as described in Gaver. Quality is a measure of the number
of partials in the sound.

5.4.3 Results

Aggregate Original Pitched Gaver
Residue Error

Min -18 -12 (0.34) -3900 (< 0.001)
Max 18 13 (0.38) 3900 (< 0.001)

Mean (×10−3) 1.2 1.1 (0.23) 0.01 (0.056)
Stddev 3.2 1.5 (0.047) 92 (< 0.001)
RMS 3.2 1.5 (0.047) 92 (< 0.001)

TFR Error
Min -2.6 -0.39 (< 0.001) -3.2 (0.60)

Max (×103) 86 43 (0.46) 3400000 (< 0.001)
Mean 340 66 (0.044) 280000 (< 0.001)

Stddev (×103) 3.2 1.1 (0.12) 47000 (< 0.001)
RMS (×103) 3.2 1.1 (0.11) 47000 (< 0.001)

Table 5.13: Mann-Whitney results of the comparisons between the original sounds
and the new sounds. Table shows the median values for all comparisons, rounded to
2 significant figures. The numbers in brackets are the p-values for the comparisons
against the original sounds. Significant differences in errors between the groups at
the 99.9% level are shown in bold, significant differences at the 95% level are shown
in italics.

The results are shown in Table 5.13 and compare the error of the original sounds

against the errors exhibited in the two new conditions. Four of the 10 measures

show a significant difference at the 95% level between the pitched and the original

sounds but only the minimum TFR error is significant at the 99.9% level. For these

four measures, the pitched sounds show a lower error than the original sounds.

Eight of the ten measures show a significant difference at the 99.9% level between

the Gaver sounds and the original sounds and all of these measures show the Gaver
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sounds have a much larger error than the original sounds.

5.4.4 Discussion

The results show some support for the idea that the timbres of the new sounds

may have worse reproduction than the original sounds, since there are significant

differences in errors for both the residual and TFR error. For the pitched sounds,

the error appears to be lower than for the set of original sounds, and this difference

is significant at the 95% level for the standard deviation and RMS of the residue

error and the mean of the TFR error. The difference is significant at the 99.9%

level for the minimum TFR error.

The timbres can be normalised in pitch once the TFR is produced, echoing the

human timbre space of Terasawa et al. [44], by translating the TFR so that the

fundamental frequency falls in the lowest frequency bin, provided a robust track-

ing algorithm can be found for tracking fundamental frequency, since the lowest

frequency detected by the analysis may not be the lowest frequency heard by the

human ear [17]. The original pitch of the sound would need to be stored with the

resultant path in the timbre space, for example, as an extra dimension.

The Gaver sounds differ in timbre from the original sounds but do not differ in pitch.

The difference between these sounds and the original sounds is highly significant at

the 99.9% level in all tests except the mean of the residue and the minimum TFR

error. The error of the Gaver sounds has a greater magnitude than the error of the

original sounds in all these cases, suggesting that the current timbre space is poor

at reproducing such timbres.

The results appear to support Keller and Berger’s hypothesis on novel timbres in

the timbre space. The timbre space does appear to need to be populated with a

good range of timbres to be able to represent them. This result suggests that the
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PCA algorithm has overfitted the timbre space to the data. Without creating a

corpus of all possible timbres for analysis, there are a number of other ways to

improve the generalisation of the timbre space. Machine Learning algorithms other

than the PCA allow the separation of data into a training and a validation set,

where the training set is used to generate the transformation, and a validation set

is used to ensure the transformation can be generalised to new data. The two sets

should ideally be randomly chosen from a large population. Alternative analysis

techniques may also improve the generalisation of the timbre space by separating

harmonics from noise as in, for example, Stochastic Modelling [128] or the Timbre

Model [127], or by modelling noise in the transformation itself, via the SPCA or

FAC techniques (see Section 3.3.2).

5.5 Comparison of FM and additive synthesis

The two methods for generating output from the timbre spaces that have been

tested are the additive synthesis and the FM synthesis techniques (see Section 2.4).

All the analysis has been done in Matlab as engineering challenges have prevented

implementation of the mapping techniques in the parser, which would be required

to allow environmental effects to be added to the DXi output.

The raw output of both techniques is fairly noisy, due both to transient effects from

the analysis and phase differences between harmonics and between sounds. In order

to correct this, the sounds are smoothed. This leads to the output sounds varying

from the input sounds slightly more than otherwise but at the benefit of producing

sounds which are more pleasant. The full data for the comparison is discussed in

the next section.
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5.5.1 Smoothing

There are three points in the synthesis where smoothing can be applied to remove

noise from the signal. The timbre space path can be smoothed, the parameter space

path can be smoothed and the final signal can be smoothed. The latter is equivalent

to applying a high-pass filter to the signal, with the cut-off frequency related to the

size of the smoothing window. This has the effect of removing high frequencies and

hence dramatically altering the timbre of the sound. In practice, smoothing the

paths is more effective, since they can smooth over a wider time window (as each

point represents several samples in the output sound) without losing resolution in

the high frequencies of the sound. The only smoothing done on the output is to

shape the output for each time step by the original analysis window to remove edge

effects from the re-synthesis. This windowed re-synthesis is common throughout the

analysis-synthesis literature, particularly when overlap-add resynthesis is used [58].

No formal comparison of smoothing techniques has been performed, since there are

too many independent variables that apply to smoothing.

The general effect of the smoothing is to remove the harshest transients and minor

frequency and amplitude fluctuations from the input sounds to produce a more

pleasant output. Whilst this approach does diverge from the general goals of

Analysis-Synthesis techniques where accuracy is sought, it fits more closely with

graphical interfaces where icons can be simplified representations real-world items

designed to be clear and easy to distinguish. Photo-realistic representations of items

often are too detailed to be easily used as icons. In this respect, this work follows

the lead of those such as the Sounding Object project [46], where caricatures of

Auditory Icons are constructed by systematically removing features of the sound

until only the essential portion remains, for example a rising tone instead of a filling

vase. In their work, the process is known as cartoonification.
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5.5.2 Additive synthesis

The additive synthesis approach has been used for all the experiments detailed

above as the synthesis time is a small fraction of the overall analysis time required

to generate the spaces and sounds required above. In the context of reconstructing

a single sound, the additive synthesis model, including the time for the inverse

mapping, takes up to twice as long to produce a sound as the length of the sound

(i.e. a 2 second long sound takes about 4 seconds to synthesise), depending on the

complexity of the sound, and the map required to construct the additive synthesis

parameters takes up about 1kb per timbre space.

5.5.3 FM synthesis

The FM synthesiser has been implemented both in Matlab and as a DXi host,

but due to problems with the parsing system for the timbre space, the following

discussion is concerned with the Matlab implementation. The major distinction

between the two synthesisers is that the DXi version accepts MIDI commands and

can synthesise from a timbre space path whose points do not represent constant

time steps. In the Matlab version, each point covers the same amount of time as

the analysis window used to generate the space.

A function has been defined that takes multiple values for each parameter of the

FM synthesiser and an boolean argument to say whether the origin should be added

to the parameter range, in order to correct the multiple-origin problem of the k-

d tree as described in the next section. The function generates the timbre space

point representing each of the possible combinations of the given parameters by

generating a 1 second sound using those parameters, generating the timbre space

path for that sound then taking the mean of all the points in the path. This point

in the timbre space is then tagged with the original point in parameter space to
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form one element of the input set to the k-d tree.

The number of points generated for the tree grows exponentially with the number of

parameters and linearly with the number of values given for each parameter, so it is

very inefficient at storing parameters at a high resolution. The k-d tree alternatives

discussed in Section 3.5.2 are more efficient but at the cost of accuracy.

The space used to generate the sounds used to evaluate the FM synthesiser consists

of 16666 points. These points are made up of the values 0, 0.1, ..., 10 for “amplitude”,

0, 1, ...10 for “modulation index”, 2, 6, 10 for “modulation frequency multiplier” and

the values 2000, 6000, ..., 18000 for the parameter “frequency”, with an added origin

where all parameters are zero. These values were chosen to reflect the important

range of each parameter, and reflect the fact that the timbres of the chosen sounds

vary most in amplitude.

The addition of Auditory Icon timbres demonstrated that the timbre space does

not handle new timbres very well, and this is reflected in the poor initial results

from the FM synthesiser. Since the Auditory Icon timbres showed large errors, no

formal evaluation of the FM synthesiser was performed, aside from validating that

the k-d tree and FM synthesis could produce output from the space. The addition

of new timbres needs to be addressed before the FM synthesis can be used as an

output device from the timbre space.

k-d tree mapping

The exponential growth exhibited in the parameter map has led to memory prob-

lems at higher resolutions. This has led to the need to minimise the resolution of

the space whilst still achieving reasonable reproduction quality. Smaller resolution

spaces are less accurate than higher resolution ones, and this loss of accuracy can

make it hard to distinguish between certain sounds.
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Higher resolution spaces are slower to search than lower resolution spaces, resulting

in a mapping and synthesis process that takes longer than the synthesis window

to compute, preventing higher resolution spaces from being used in real-time sit-

uations. The quality of the output therefore depends on the available hardware.

Machines with more storage for the map and that are faster in searching the map

will allow for higher resolution spaces.

All generic mapping techniques suffer when multiple points in one space map to a

single point in the other. In this case, multiple points in parameter space can map

to a single point in timbre space, particularly if that point is the origin, representing

silence. For the FM synthesiser, this problem is easily addressed by removing the

origin from the range of inputs and computing it separately. Other synthesisers

may have to deal with this problem in other ways.

5.5.4 Gaver’s Auditory Icon synthesiser

The Auditory Icon synthesiser (see Section 2.3.3 and Section 3.5.2) can be modelled

in the timbre space in the same way as the FM synthesiser, and uses the existing k-d

tree implementation for the mapping. Unlike the FM synthesiser, the Auditory Icon

synthesiser does not have a Matlab implementation so cannot be added through the

Matlab interface.

The Auditory Icon synthesiser has been implemented as a DXi in the same way as

the FM synthesiser. To automate the generation of the mapping requires either an

implementation of the DXi host inside Matlab or an implementation of the Matlab

analysis within the DXi host. The latter is an easier route since Matlab code can

be compiled into C using tools from Mathworks [105]. The DXi host needs to be

given the parameter ranges for the instrument and the required resolution for each

parameter as well as the signal analysis parameters and dimensionality reduction
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map for generating the timbre space. The mapping is then constructed in a similar

way to the FM synthesiser by creating a sound for each desired parameter set and

associating it with a target point in the timbre space.

The DXi host has been used to generate a number of timbres to test how well the

timbre space can model timbres that were not used in its construction. The results

of the analysis suggest that the chosen timbre space is much worse at modelling

the Auditory Icon timbres than it is at modelling the orchestral timbres used to

construct it, and so any parameter map that could be built for the Auditory Icon

synthesiser will correspondingly perform less well than a synthesiser that produces

orchestral timbres. The construction of a parameter map for Auditory Icons is

further complicated by the nature of the timbres themselves. Unlike the FM syn-

thesiser, whose timbres are restricted for these experiments to be stationary with

respect to the parameters, a set of Auditory Icon parameters produces a timbre

whose frequency components change over time, generating a path rather than a

point in the timbre space.

Generating new sounds using the Auditory Icon parameters requires parameterising

over paths in the timbre space. The map is constructed in the reverse way to the

synthesiser map so each point in the parameter space is tagged with a path in the

timbre space and searches are conducted in the parameter space. Where sounds

are required that fall between parameters that have been generated, interpolation

between such paths is necessary. This can be done by weighting the nearest neigh-

bours obtained from the k-d tree search. Since the paths may be complex and of

differing lengths, this interpolation is non-trivial and is discussed in Section 5.5.6

below.
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5.5.5 Earcons

The sound components required to generate Earcons are loudness, pitch, timbre,

duration and onset time. Multiple notes are easily defined using these basic pa-

rameters. Duration and onset time are trivially handled by the synthesiser and file

format by starting and ending the sound as necessary. Loudness can be controlled

by adjusting the amplitude of the synthesiser and timbre is defined by the paths

available in the timbre space. Adjusting the pitch of a sound requires extending the

timbre space with timbres recorded at the desired pitch and then incorporating a

method to adjust the timbre according to the desired pitch.

Therefore, to incorporate Earcons into the existing timbre space framework, the

timbre space needs to contain a range of timbres across the frequency range of each

instrument. All the other musical cues are handled simply by defining times for the

sound to start and end and defining a set of timbres (or paths) for each Earcon in

the timbre space and parameter space.

The addition of pitched timbres to the timbre space shows some variation between

the error of the original timbres and the pitched timbres but the error was not

significant over all tests, suggesting that pitch can be encoded effectively in the

timbre space, but only for those instruments used to construct the space.

The frequency range can be encoded by saving every pitch across the range of the

instrument, but this is inefficient. Instead, if a few key points along the timbre

range are saved, the frequencies in between can be generated by interpolating the

paths representing those key frequencies. The interpolation of mixed length paths

is however non-trivial.
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5.5.6 Path morphing

Earcons and Auditory Icons require the ability to morph not just points in the

timbre space, but also the paths representing the timbre of a sound at a certain

pitch as it changes over time. These paths are not necessarily the same length and

will rarely be the same shape.

Morphing between two sounds that differ only in shape is a simple matter of inter-

polating their respective points. Where the sounds differ in length, it is necessary

to append or delete points from one or both paths before the interpolation is per-

formed. The three ways to normalise the number of points in each path are as

follows:

1. Add silent points to shorter path. Simplest method, but generates noise

in the sound whilst morphing, as noted by participants in the Urgency Experi-

ment (see Chapter 6). Generated sounds closer to the shortest path can change

dramatically depending on the length of the longer path and how much energy

is present in the longer sound over the silent portion of the shorter sound.

2. Remove points from the longer path. Loses data from the longer path.

The longer path will sound dramatically different depending on how much

shorter the other path is.

3. Create a new path containing the same number of points as one

input path but retaining the shape of the other. To make this work,

the length of each point on the path must be able to change during the in-

terpolation and the overall length of the generated path must be the same as

the path that shares its shape.

The first two options are fairly straightforward but the third option is more inter-

esting. If we denote the two paths to be interpolated as X and Y and state that
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Y has more points than X, we want to define a path X ′ that shares its shape with

X but contains the same number of points as Y . Since each path is sampled, there

is no way to ensure X and X ′ represent exactly the same sound, so the goal is to

minimise the difference between the two paths. Given enough time, this could be

achieved by adjusting X ′ until the sound it produces is as close to X as possible,

which turns the generation of X ′ into an error minimisation problem. This requires

a lengthy synthesise-analyse-compare cycle for each new X ′. To generate X ′ in

bounded time however, some form of interpolation over the points of X is a faster

alternative, although the results will be less accurate.

The simplest interpolation is to take each point of X ′ to be the moving average of

X over some number of points. This has the advantage of simplicity at the cost

of losing detail. A weighted average allows X ′ to more closely match the shape

of X at certain times, for example, during the initial attack of the sound, and to

approximate X during the steady portion of the sound, where the error would be

lower. For this to work, the window would need to be tuned according to the time

along the path, taking a narrower window at the start and a wider one towards

the end, and each point along the path would have to store its own length as the

points near the start of X ′ should match those of X as closely as possible, and last

a similar amount of time, whilst the majority of the new points would be generated

in the steady portion of the sound and so would represent a much shorter length of

time.

The ability to morph between paths allows Auditory Icons and pitched timbres to

be used as parameters within the timbre space, since the paths themselves can be

used as the basis for interpolation, rather than just interpolating the points. This

allows the timbre space to model the entire range of existing Auditory Icon and

Earcon work. The timbre space can hence be considered a superset of both these

paradigms, provided the timbres involved can be modelled accurately. The addition
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of new sounds discussed in Section 5.4 earlier in this Chapter suggests more work

needs to be done on adding timbres before the path morphing can be used to model

Auditory Icons and Earcons.

5.6 Conclusions

A Matlab test suite and a C++/DXi synthesiser and parser have been written to

explore the timbre space. The comparison of the various timbre spaces has been a

novel contribution of this work, since previous work has only justified their choice

of analyses in reference to human timbre spaces and analysis-synthesis techniques

rather than considering the requirement of an automated timbre space. The results

suggest that STFT is the best match for PCA of the analysis techniques tested

in terms of quality, compilation time and resultant timbre space size. Gaussian

windows were found to be better than Kaiser and Boxcar windows and smaller

window sizes that are better at capturing the transients in the sound are best

suited to the wide range of instruments tested. The windows with least overlap

produce the highest quality output. With all these factors taken into account, the

timbre space recommended has the following parameters:

• Signal Analysis: Short Time Fourier Transform

• Window Size: 2 milliseconds

• Window Separation: 1 millisecond

• Window Type: Gaussian

• Dimensionality Reduction: Principal Components Analysis

• Timbre Space Dimensions: 8

• Maximum EM-PCA Iterations: 1000
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• Minimum EM-PCA Error Difference (ε): 0.001

• Number of Source Sounds: 27

The first four of these parameters were taken from the results of the experiments

presented here and the other parameters are listed for reference so that others can

repeat the experiments performed.

From all the results provided here, the timbre space appears to be worth exploring

as a basis for audio design. In order to demonstrate its power in this field, it is

necessary to explore things which may be useful to designers that are difficult if not

impossible in existing methods of audio design. The inclusion of new timbres in the

space does not produce good results, but there are a number of ways to incorporate

new timbres into the space which have been discussed but not explored. Despite

this, the modification of sounds according to new timbres, as discussed in the next

chapter, is feasible and there are a variety of transformations within the existing

timbres that are still novel. The systematic comparison of spaces and the study

of generating transformations and a variety of outputs from the automated timbre

space are all novel contributions that increase the options available to the audio

interface designer.

The variety of options available for timbre spaces shows that they provide a rich set

of resources for audio designers. The exploration and evaluation of a number of these

options provides a novel contribution and supports the first aim of this research.

The results shown here demonstrate that the addition of a range of pitches, as

required to model Earcons, is feasible. The Earcon model is hence valid within the

timbre space, supporting the second aim of this research. The results can be used

to compare the timbre space with other alternatives for audio design, and this will

be covered in Chapter 7.
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To be truly useful as a design tool, it is instructive to explore the addition of

perceptual constructs into the space to see if they can define parameters as easily

as Auditory Icons or Earcons can. To this end, the next chapter examines the

addition of one such construct into the space using two different methods to model

the parameter and invites human participants to evaluate the results.



Chapter 6. Perception of urgency

in timbre space

6.1 Introduction

Flexible design requires presentation of design parameters at all listening levels, i.e.

the signal level, the perceptual level and the object or everyday level. The techniques

used here were designed at the signal level, which has been used extensively in

prior interfaces. The previous chapter, by incorporating the Auditory Icon model,

investigated how well the timbre space can support design at the object level. Design

at the perceptual level requires an understanding of how the perceptual descriptions

we apply to sounds relate to the timbre of a sound.

In this Chapter, we seek to discover if the timbre space can successfully model one

such perceptual description, namely ‘urgency’. The timbral description of ‘urgency’

is taken from Edworthy et al. [31] who used human perception experiments to elicit

perceptual comparisons between artificial timbres. This perceptual parameter was

chosen as it is well defined by the paper, and it shows good consistency between

subjects.

As there is no previous work on perceptual parameters within automated timbre

spaces, two novel ways of modelling urgency within an automated timbre space are

compared and each is assessed on how reliably it fits with the human perception

of urgency. Each technique is based on existing work within timbre spaces with

adaptations to allow modelling of perception.

The automated timbre space chosen for the modelling uses a 2ms Kaiser 8 window

with a 1ms offset for the STFT analysis. This was the best of the models tested

202
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during the pilot experiments which led to the complete analysis in the previous

chapter. These pilot experiments compared only the 2ms and 4ms sizes, with offsets

of full and half window sizes with the Kaiser 8 and boxcar windows. Since the two

experiments were run in parallel, this was the best timbre space available at the

time.

6.2 Two methods for modelling urgency

In order to test perception of urgency in a timbre space, it is necessary to define

sounds which are urgent and sounds which are less urgent. As there is no current

work on how to model perception within a timbre space, we propose two models,

both of which are demonstrated in Figure 6.1.

Edworthy et al. defined a series of sounds and asked participants to rate them on

perceived urgency. The ranking achieved was consistent across their subjects. The

urgent sound used here is based on the most urgent sound from their set. It is a

530Hz tone with harmonics up to the 4kHz level. Edworthy et al. shifted every

second harmonic 10% or 50% up. Their trend showed that harmonics closer to, but

not exactly, the integer multiples of frequency were perceived as more urgent, and

this was confirmed informally by the author to hold at least as far as 1%. This value

is hence used to strengthen the perceived urgency of the chosen sound. Therefore,

the first harmonic of the 530Hz tone is 1070.6Hz instead of 1060Hz. In the following

discussion, and in Figure 6.1, the point in timbre space representing this sound is

defined as U .

In our novel ‘gravity’ model, inspired by the Analysis-Synthesis practice of morphing

sounds, each point along a path in the timbre space (denoted by S) is moved towards

this target, U , shown as the path SU in the figure. In our novel ‘vector’ model,

inspired by the parallelogram model [19], a vector between a characteristic ‘non-
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V
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N

Figure 6.1: Graph demonstrating the gravity and vector models. S is a point on the
original sound, U is the urgent sound. Vector NU defines the difference between
the urgent sound and a typical non-urgent sound, and is applied to S to get vector
SV. The gravity model morphs sound S along SU whilst the vector model morphs
S along SV.

urgent’ sound (N in the figure) and the characteristic ‘urgent’ sound is taken. The

sum of this vector and the initial sound, S, provides the target, indicated by V in

the figure, producing the path SV.

The non-urgent sound, N , is defined according to Edworthy et al. as a 150Hz

tone with harmonics up to 4kHz where all harmonics fall on integer multiples of

the fundamental. This replicates the least urgent sound from the set used in their

experiment.

In both the urgent and non-urgent sounds, a point is generated in timbre space

by constructing the sounds from Edworthy as specified above, lasting for 1 second

each, with a 25ms linear onset and offset trapezoid envelope, to avoid transients

at the start and end of the sound. For each sound, the path in the timbre space

is generated using the analysis parameters for the timbre space itself, the result of

which is multiplied by the output matrix from the PCA. The single point used is

the mean of all the points in the path.
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To generate the stimuli for the experiment, the sample “cello, martelé” (Sm) was

taken from the set used to generate the timbre space. This was chosen as it was the

shortest sound in the set at just under 1.5 seconds, and thus provided the shortest

stimuli, placing fewer time demands on participants in the experiment. Each point

on the path of Sm was translated along either the vector SU or SV such that the

final stimuli contained a set of sounds representing paths with no translation, paths

consisting entirely of U points or V points, and a number of paths between these

extremes.

6.3 Hypotheses

The experiment attempts to test the following hypotheses, using the same data

set for all the tests. The first hypothesis seeks to determine whether urgency is

consistently perceived amongst the sounds both within and between participants.

This hypothesis will be tested separately for each model.

The second hypothesis seeks to compare the models using these consistency ratings

to determine is there is any difference in perception of urgency between the gravity

and the vector model.

The third hypothesis seeks to explore a cultural phenomenon uncovered by

McAdams and Cunibile [19] where musicians and non-musicians responded differ-

ently to changes in a human timbre space.

6.3.1 Consistency of rank

Hypothesis For all sounds in the set, there is a consistent ordering such that if

a sound is judged to be more urgent than another, it will always be judged that

way, across subjects and when the sounds are reversed. This result would support

Edworthy et al. [31] who found an ordering of urgency amongst their sounds.
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Null hypothesis There is no consistent ordering between sounds in terms of their

perceived urgency.

6.3.2 Comparison of vector and gravity models

Hypothesis The vector model will produce a better correlation than the gravity

model since the parallelogram model on which it is based has been shown to have

perceptual significance.

Null hypothesis The vector model and the gravity model will have equal corre-

lation within and between subjects.

6.3.3 Comparison of musicians and non-musicians

Hypothesis Participants with a musical background will perform better on the

vector model than participants with a non-musical background. Sounds in the

vector model are distinguished by magnitude, which McAdams et al. found to be a

better discriminator amongst musicians than non-musicians.

Null hypothesis There will be no difference between musicians and non-

musicians on the vector model.

6.4 Experimental design

In this discussion, the sounds will be defined as u1 to uN where N is the number

of sounds. The sounds will be chosen so that u1 is the original sound and uN is

the urgent sound defined by the model. A distance rank d(uM) will be taken such

that d(u1) is ranked 1, as the furthest from the urgent sound, and d(uN) is ranked

N , as the closest to the urgent sound, hence d(n) increases with expected urgency.
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The responses of the participants will be defined as the perception rank p(uM) such

that for each pair of sounds uX and uY , if the participant ranks uX as more urgent

than uY , p(uX) > p(uY ). If commutativity of perception can be shown, the sounds

can then be ordered according to this inequality so that the most urgent sound will

have the highest rank.

Each participant is played every pair of sounds, in both (uX, uY ) and (uY, uX)

order. To provide statistically significant results, each participant will hear each

pair a total of 4 times, twice in each order. A number of (uX, uX) pairs are also

presented.

6.4.1 Experiment implementation

Figure 6.2: The main screen for the experiment.

The experiment is performed on a standard desktop PC. The participant uses head-

phones to listen to the stimuli. The experiment is divided into two trials, one for

each model. The order in which the the models are presented is balanced across
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participants to avoid order effects. The instructions provided to participants prior

to the experiment can be found in Appendix D. No participant was paid.

Once the experiment starts, the participants are presented with the screen shown

in Figure 6.2 which offers the chance to listen to one sound or the other, an option

box to select which sound to choose, and a ‘next’ button to enter their choice

and move on to the next pair of stimuli. If the ‘next’ button is pressed before a

selection is made, a dialog box informs the user of this and access to the next pair is

prevented. Between trials, and at the end of the experiment, a dialogue box informs

the participant to see the experimenter.

The participants are not trained on what an urgent sound is so that they are not

influenced by the experimenter. For each pair they have the opportunity to hear

each sound up to 4 times by clicking a button, after which the button is disabled

until the next pair is presented.

At no point is any personal data held for the experiment, and all participants are

given a unique, randomly assigned ID, which is linked to their results and demo-

graphic data. No personal details are recorded except age, gender and whether the

participant has 5 or more years musical experience. Musical experience is recorded

to compare with McAdams et al.’s parallelogram experiment since they found signif-

icant differences between musicians and non-musicians. Recording this data allows

us to check for any differences under our conditions. As far as possible, the or-

der was balanced among participants within a gender and a musician/non-musician

group.

The participants are free to withdraw from the experiment at any time and are

offered the opportunity for full debriefing and further contact after the experiment

if they request it. This is explained to the participants in the consent form before

the experiment starts. All participants were offered a copy of the results at the end
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of the experiment. For copies of the materials provided to the participants, and the

experimental results, refer to Appendix D.

6.4.2 Statistical analysis

In order to determine the number of sounds needed for this experiment, the statisti-

cal tests must be considered and the results required for a significant result shall be

decided. This must be balanced with the need to keep the experiment short enough

for each participant to complete comfortably and quickly. If the number of sounds

is small enough, it is easy to ask every participant to rank every possible pair of

sounds.

Consistency of rank

For each sound uX, the hypothesis states that if p(uX) > p(uY ) for one trial,

the participant will always rank uX higher that uY no matter in what order the

two sounds are presented. To test this, a Wilcoxon analysis will be performed

across all pairs uX, uY by subtracting the number of false (do not fit hypothesis,

p(uX) < p(uY )) trials, from the number of true (do fit hypothesis, p(uX) > p(uY ))

trials.

The categories are defined for each uX so that a positive result occurs when p(uX) >

p(uY ) for cases where d(uX) > d(uY ) and when p(uX) < p(uY ) for cases where

d(uX) < d(uY ) and a negative result occurs otherwise. If the participant cannot

reliably determine uX and uY apart, the result will be zero.

Correlation between perception and timbre space

For each p(uX) value that has a significant categorisation, the ranking p′(uX) will

be calculated across this subset. This will be compared against the ranking d′(uX)
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across the same subset using Spearman’s rank correlation co-efficient ρs.

Both p(uX) and d(uX) have been defined such that a strong positive rank correla-

tion shows that perception of urgency grows as the sound moves closer to the urgent

sound.

Selection of number of participants

For significance at the 99% level, for a 2-sample test, a sample size of at least 11

is required. This sample size assumes that in the 4 presentations of each pair of

sounds, each participant chooses one from the pair as most urgent at least 3 times,

indicating that sound is more urgent than the other. This provides a difference of

at least 2 between the sounds in each pair, i.e. 3 choices of the urgent sound minus

one choice of the other sound.

Selection of number of sounds, N

In order to create a tractable experimental set that will produce usable results,

N = 5 is a good compromise. The Wilcoxon value required for 99.9% significance

is reasonably low, although the ρs value does require a high level of proof. Smaller

values of N require too large an effect to be witnessed for a significant ρs and larger

values require too many pairs to be presented to the participant which could allow

fatigue to affect the results.

For N = 5, there are 5 ∗ 5 = 25 pairs of sounds per model, taking order into

account. To present each pair twice in each order requires 50 trials, or 100 sounds

to be presented to the participant. If each sound is listened to the maximum 4 times,

there are 400 stimuli, where each sound is 1.5s in length, giving a total time of 600s,

or 10 minutes of sound for each model, or 20 minutes over the full experiment.

Even after taking into account the time taken for the participant to select a sound
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and click next, and the time to introduce and debrief the participant, a complete

experiment time of 30 minutes is reasonable.

In practice, no participant took longer than 20 minutes to complete the experiment

as there were many pairs where the participants did not listen to each sound 4 times

before making their decision.

6.5 Results

The following results are presented such that each trial is divided into pairs of

sounds, presented in the format (1 v 2), which represent the statistics over all trials

where sound 1 and sound 2 were presented together, in either order. In all the

following data, sound 0 is taken to be the original sound and sound 4 is the most

urgent sound.

The demographics of the participants is presented in Table 6.1. All participants were

students or staff at Glasgow University and none reported any hearing problems.

Participants who spoke English as a second language who asked for clarification

were asked to think about an urgent situation and compare sounds depending on

which sound was more appropriate for that situation. No native English speaker

asked for clarification of the term ‘urgency’.

The difficulty of defining participants as musicians or non-musicians was discussed in

McAdams et al. [19], and the definition used here is similar, although the difficulty

of finding participants who practice 3 times a week, as used in that paper, meant

that this requirement was dropped. Consequently, a musician is defined as someone

with at least 5 years musical background who described themselves a currently active

player. The measurement of musical ability by the Musical Quotient developed by

Challis et al. [149] was not considered since the evaluation time of the measure, at

45 minutes, was longer than the expected experiment time.
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Age
Total Male Female Range Mean Std. Dev.

All 11 7 4 23-42 28.91 5.22
Musicians 6 3 3 -

Non-Musicians 5 4 1 -

Table 6.1: Demographics of experimental participants, values rounded to 2dp where
required.

Gravity Model Vector Model
Pair N Wil. Statistic p Median N Wil. Statistic p Median

All Participants: N = 11
3 v 4 11 59.5 0.021 4.000 9 23.0 1.000 0.000
2 v 4 11 60.0 0.018 4.000 11 60.0 0.018 4.000
1 v 4 11 60.0 0.018 4.000 10 55.0 0.006 4.000
0 v 4 11 59.5 0.021 4.000 11 65.0 0.005 4.000
2 v 3 11 60.0 0.018 4.000 11 66.0 0.004 4.000
1 v 3 10 53.5 0.009 4.000 11 66.0 0.004 4.000
0 v 3 11 59.5 0.021 4.000 11 66.0 0.004 4.000
1 v 2 10 47.5 0.047 3.000 9 43.0 0.018 2.500
0 v 2 9 39.5 0.051 3.000 9 36.0 0.124 1.000
0 v 1 6 16.0 0.295 1.000 7 22.0 0.205 1.000

Musicians: N = 6
3 v 4 6 17.0 0.208 3.000 5 9.0 0.787 0.000
2 v 4 6 17.5 0.173 4.000 6 17.5 0.173 4.000
1 v 4 6 17.5 0.173 4.000 5 15.0 0.059 4.000
0 v 4 6 17.0 0.208 3.000 6 20.0 0.059 4.000
2 v 3 6 17.5 0.173 4.000 6 21.0 0.036 4.000
1 v 3 5 13.5 0.138 2.000 6 21.0 0.036 4.000
0 v 3 6 17.5 0.173 4.000 6 21.0 0.036 4.000
1 v 2 5 11.0 0.418 2.000 6 19.5 0.075 3.000
0 v 2 4 7.5 0.465 2.000 5 10.0 0.590 1.000
0 v 1 3 3.0 1.000 0.000 3 4.0 0.789 0.000

Non-musicians: N = 5
3 v 4 5 15.0 0.059 4.000 4 4.0 0.855 0.000
2 v 4 5 15.0 0.059 4.000 5 15.0 0.059 4.000
1 v 4 5 15.0 0.059 4.000 5 15.0 0.059 4.000
0 v 4 5 15.0 0.059 4.000 5 15.0 0.059 4.000
2 v 3 5 15.0 0.059 4.000 5 15.0 0.059 4.000
1 v 3 5 15.0 0.059 4.000 5 15.0 0.059 4.000
0 v 3 5 15.0 0.059 4.000 5 15.0 0.059 4.000
1 v 2 5 15.0 0.059 3.000 3 6.0 0.181 2.000
0 v 2 5 15.0 0.059 4.000 4 9.0 0.201 2.000
0 v 1 3 6.0 0.181 2.000 4 8.5 0.273 2.000

Table 6.2: Wilcoxon Results. Table shows results grouped by vector/gravity model
across rows and grouped by all, musician and non-musician participants by column.
All tests were two-tailed, comparing the median to zero. Bold entries are significant
at the 99% level and italic entries are significant at the 95% level. A positive
estimated median indicates the second of the pair was rated more urgent than the
first, and has a maximum value of 4.000. For each pair, values of N less than the
number of participants indicate that a number of participants rated the two sounds
equally (i.e. of the 4 trials, each sound was classified as more urgent twice.)
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Gravity Model Vector Model
Pair N Wil. Statistic p Median N Wil. Statistic p Median

Female: N = 4
3 v 4 4 10.0 0.100 4.000 3 4.0 0.789 1.000
2 v 4 4 10.0 0.100 4.000 4 10.0 0.100 4.000
1 v 4 4 10.0 0.100 4.000 4 10.0 0.100 4.000
0 v 4 4 10.0 0.100 4.000 4 10.0 0.100 4.000
2 v 3 4 10.0 0.100 4.000 4 10.0 0.100 4.000
1 v 3 3 6.0 0.181 2.500 4 10.0 0.100 4.000
0 v 3 4 10.0 0.100 4.000 4 10.0 0.100 4.000
1 v 2 4 6.5 0.715 2.000 3 4.5 0.593 1.000
0 v 2 2 3.0 0.371 2.000 3 0.0 0.181 -2.000
0 v 1 2 3.0 0.371 1.000 2 0.0 0.371 -1.000

Male: N = 7
3 v 4 7 23.5 0.128 4.000 6 9.0 0.834 0.000
2 v 4 7 24.0 0.108 4.000 7 24.0 0.108 4.000
1 v 4 7 24.0 0.108 4.000 6 21.0 0.036 4.000
0 v 4 7 23.5 0.128 4.000 7 27.0 0.035 4.000
2 v 3 7 24.0 0.108 4.000 7 28.0 0.022 4.000
1 v 3 7 27.0 0.035 4.000 7 28.0 0.022 4.000
0 v 3 7 23.5 0.128 4.000 7 28.0 0.022 4.000
1 v 2 6 21.0 0.036 3.000 6 21.0 0.036 4.000
0 v 2 7 23.5 0.128 4.000 6 21.0 0.036 3.000
0 v 1 4 7.0 0.584 1.000 5 15.0 0.059 2.000

Table 6.3: Wilcoxon Results by gender. Table shows results grouped by vec-
tor/gravity model across rows and grouped by gender along the columns. All tests
were two-tailed, comparing the median to zero. Italic entries are significant at the
95% level.
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Figure 6.3: Results of the urgency perception experiment. Sound 0 was the original
sound and sound 4 was the most urgent of the set. For each pair of sounds, the
height of the bar represents how many times the second was classified more urgent
than the first. Pairs that are significant under Wilcoxon are marked with a star.
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None of the results of the Wilcoxon analysis shown in Table 6.2 are significant at

the 99.9% level so no rank correlation analysis has been performed.

6.5.1 Consistency of rank

Figure 6.3 demonstrates that for every pair, the sound defined as most urgent in the

timbre space is rated most urgent by the participants. In 15 out of the 20 pairs, this

preference is significantly different from chance at the 95% level. The pairs that are

not significant are those between the original sound and its two nearest neighbours

and the result between the most and next most urgent sounds in the vector set.

This anomalous result from the vector set stems from the fact that of the 11 partic-

ipants, 4 classified sound 4 as more urgent than sound 3 every time (i.e. in the same

direction as the timbre space), whereas 4 classified sound 3 as more urgent than

sound 4 every time. The remaining 3 participants showed a slight tendency towards

sound 4 as being more urgent, hence providing a positive score overall, but the

Wilcoxon classifies the mean of this pairing at zero suggesting overall participants

ordered the pairing no better than chance.

As can be seen from Table 6.2, this result is represented by an estimated mean of zero

across all participants but also within both the musician and non-musician groups

suggesting that this effect is independent of musical training. Similar analysis,

shown in Table 6.3, has also shown the effect is independent of gender.

The fact that 8 of the 11 participants classified this pairing consistently however

does suggest the two sounds are distinctive, although it should be noted that one

musician and one non-musician were unable to find a consistent ordering for this

pair.

The gender differences in Table 6.3 show that the results for males show similarity

with the overall results in terms of the number of significant pairs at the 95% level.
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Although there are no significant pairs for the female participants, the trend for the

male participants suggests there is little if any difference in performance between

genders, however there are not enough female participants to ensure the validity of

this trend.

6.5.2 Difference between Vector and Gravity model

Of the 10 pairings in each group, the vector group has 5 pairings that are signifi-

cantly ordered at the 99% significance level whilst the gravity group only has one,

which was not rated significant for all participants (one participant could not rate

the pair according to the Wilcoxon). At the 95% significance level however, the

vector group has 7 significant pairings whilst the gravity group has 8. This is due

to the poor results discriminating between the two most urgent sounds in the vector

case as discussed above.

In Figure 6.3, it can be seen that in 6 out of the 10 pairs, the vector group shows a

more consistent ordering of urgency. I.e. a higher percentage of the pairwise trials

rate the expected urgent sound more urgently than the other sound in the pair.

These results are strengthened by the fact that 5 of these pairings are significant at

the 99% level.

In 2 out of the 10 pairs, the least urgent pair (0 v 1) and the most urgent pair (3 v

4), the gravity group shows a more consistent ordering of urgency. In the remaining

2 pairs, no difference between the groups is observed.

Taking the results for musicians and non-musicians separately, there are fewer sig-

nificant pairs within each group, as is to be expected, but the musician group has 3

significant pairings (at the 0.05 level) in the vector sounds whereas the non-musician

group shows no significant pairings. This relates to the parallelogram trials [19]

where musicians were found to perform better than non-musicians. No significant
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pairs were found in either group for the gravity model.

Looking in more detail it can be seen that the non-musicians group is more consis-

tent than the musician group across both models and across more pairs, achieving

the maximum median of 4.0 across 14 of the 20 trials compared with 10 out of

20 trials for the musician group although none of the non-musician results are sig-

nificant. The closeness of the results across the models means that the significant

results from the musician group allow for the significant pairings found in the overall

results. The inability to discriminate between the two models on the non-musician

data suggests a much larger study is required to determine the best model for non-

musicians, although a model based on direction rather than magnitude may perform

better, based on McAdams et al.’s results [19].

The musicians and non-musicians appear to perform similarly on the vector model,

but the musicians have a much worse performance than the non-musicians on the

gravity model with no results close to significance. For the non-musician group, the

gravity model has more pairs with a median of 4.0 than the vector model, and also

more pairs with a median of 4.0 than the musicians with the gravity model.

6.6 Discussion

Overall, it appears that both the gravity and the vector models can be used to

modify sounds perceptually. For most cases, the vector model seems to provide

a more consistent ordering for urgency, although this breaks down for the most

urgent and least urgent pairs. Discussions with the participants indicated that

certain features of the sound become more important at these extremes, especially

in the gravity case, and it may be that the lack of cues in the vector case prevents

a consistent ordering.

In the debriefing session after the experiment, participants were asked how they
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felt the two models compared. For the gravity model, participants talked about the

‘hum’ or sinusoid as being the essence of urgency in the sound, the hum being the

pure urgent sound used as the basis of the model. As there was no similar hook

to listen out for in the vector case, it could be that at the extremes, the hook in

the gravity model overpowers the other qualities of urgency present in the sound

and is very noticeable whereas there is no similar quality to be found in the vector

model. Comments on the gravity model suggested that hearing two sounds at once

sounded more urgent, that the gravity model had more urgent sounds amongst the

5 used, and that the sounds in the gravity model were “fuzzier” and hence easier

to distinguish from each other.

During the debriefing, all the users who expressed a preference, including some

of the musicians, found the gravity model easier to use, and described the ‘hum’

or ‘tone’ as the hook they used to help them when using that model. This would

suggest that users might select the gravity model in a free choice despite performing

better on the vector model.

The difference in performance between the two groups, although not significant,

suggests that the two groups prefer different models with the musician group pre-

ferring the vector model and the non-musician group preferring the gravity model.

This supports McAdams et al.’s data showing a difference in performance between

musicians and non-musicians with respect to detecting the relative magnitude and

direction of vectors.

Whilst the results here show some support for the hypotheses, it should be noted

that the results may not generalise to different conditions. Where a audio perceptual

quality is not as well defined as ‘urgency’, such as ‘age’, there may be a greater

variance in perception between participants than demonstrated here. The variance

between participants will also be increased where a perceptual quality has context
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sensitive associations, such as the quality of ‘tallness’ possibly being associated with

fear when connected with falling, yet also easily associated with achievement when

connected with rising.

In reference to Edworthy et al. [30], it should be noted that there is no guarantee

that perceptual parameters are orthogonal and adjusting one can have a confound-

ing affect on another desired property. The timbre space could make such effects

clearer, provided the interface can model them, but also offers a wide variety of pos-

sibilities for modelling such interactions, none of which currently seem to indicate

a preference for either of the two models tested.

For example, the gravity model offers a target at the mean of the two perceptual

properties, or a two stage process whereby the sound is moved towards one param-

eter then this result is moved toward the other parameter, with the order being

significant. The vector model offers the mean of the two target vectors, their ad-

dition, or even their cross-product. As the cross-product of two vectors will be

perpendicular to both of them, this cross-product will define an orthogonal di-

mension along which the sound can be changed. This vector may or may not be

perceptually significant but it is possible that changes along this vector will not

affect the perceived urgency of the sound. This model is novel and untested so fur-

ther experiments should be done with a much larger set of perceptual parameters

in order to explore the perceptual effect of this model.

The vector model has another advantage over the gravity model not tested by the

experiment. In the gravity model, all sounds that have been made urgent will sit

in the same region of space, which could lead to diminished ability to discriminate

between sounds that have been made urgent. In the vector model, the urgent sounds

will be as well spaced as the original sounds and will have an identical path to the

original sound, although it will be transposed. This should lead not only to better
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discrimination between urgent sounds but also to greater identification of an urgent

sound to its original non-urgent sound.

All of these suggestions should however be taken in the context that although per-

formance on the vector model is similar between musicians and non-musicians, tools

aiming to capitalise on this model by seeking to provide a musician-friendly inter-

face may not produce the optimal interface for non-musicians, who appear to prefer

the gravity model.

Given so many possibilities, it appears that the superior choice of model depends not

on the modelling of a single perceptual parameter but in which model best presents

and mitigates the problems of interactions between such parameters. The scale of

investigation required to examine these interactions is beyond the capabilities of

the current study.

Looking at the problem in another way, it could be argued that both models are valid

given a certain cultural background. This experiment indicates a possible cultural

difference between musicians and non-musicians in terms of their preferred model.

With this in mind, it may be necessary to adapt an audio interface to match these

cultural biases, perhaps by offering a vector based model to musicians and a gravity

based model to non-musicians. This model could be chosen by the user in much

the same way as they currently choice a graphical theme. The designer, instead

of suggesting a particular sound for a situation, would merely ask for a number of

sounds between less urgent and more urgent and the system would generate the

appropriate sound according to the chosen model.

The choice of urgency as a model adds a further complexity to the design and

illustrates a more general design problem that a system like this cannot solve.

Shannon’s information theory [150] states that the most interesting signals are those

that occur least frequently. Applying this concept to interface design, we should
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expect that if most sounds have a high urgency, it will be sounds with a lower

urgency that stand out more as they are less familiar. Designers should therefore

take learning and psychological effects into account on top of whatever perceptual

models exist in the design system.

The complexity of adding such cultural sensitivity is increased by the knowledge

that each model will have its own pitfalls, such as the gravity model losing dis-

tinction between sounds as they close in on the target. To avoid such complex,

culturally sensitive design issues, the number of cultural models should be kept to

a minimum, sacrificing the needs of the user to make the design tractable for the

interface designer.

6.7 Conclusions

The gravity and the vector models both demonstrate their effectiveness in modelling

urgency. In both models, over half the trials showed a significant preference among

the participants to rate sounds in line with the model. Sounds defined as more

urgent by the model were rated as more urgent by the participants. The two models

are both novel additions to automated timbre spaces and the addition of perceptual

information to each transformation is also novel.

The overall trend suggests the vector model is better than the gravity model as

it has far more pairings that are rated significant at the 99% level. This trend

breaks down at the extremes, however, so it appears that if a high density of sounds

is required in the vicinity of the original or the urgent sound, the gravity model

should be used.

The two models each provide a new way of looking at audio interface design, since

the designer can develop sounds based on the perceived urgency directly within

the timbre space. This is in contrast to existing design systems that work at the
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signal and musical levels, and is a step towards a generalised ecological sound design

environment. The difference in performance between the two models suggests that

the audio interface may need to be tailored for each user, by creating an audio

theme based on the users abilities. This would need a much larger study to be

explored further.

The timbre space has been shown to capably model urgency amongst the partic-

ipants. To complete the generalised audio interface system, a number of other

perceptual descriptions must be modelled, using the vector, gravity, or some other

model. Useful descriptions for a desktop based interface may include size, which

would map directly to file size, or age, which could be defined by asking users to

rate sounds based on how old they sound and generating a perceptual parameter

from that.

In conclusion, the vector model seems to provide a better overall basis for sound

design than the gravity model, and should be explored further through perceptual

testing over a larger number of participants. In light of the possible differences

between musicians and non-musicians in terms of model preferences however, it

may be wise for others to investigate this discrepancy further using more thorough

tests, with more participants, to determine if musicians and musical tools would

help or hinder audio design for a non-musical user base.



Chapter 7. Discussion and

Conclusions

7.1 Introduction

This chapter looks at the thesis as a whole and evaluates what has been done and

outlines possible avenues for future research. Whilst the timbre space approach

offers many promising directions for audio design, there are a few problems that

still need to be addressed. The theoretical foundations for possible solutions are

outlined here so that others can implement those solutions.

Section 7.2 reviews the aims of this study and highlights the novel contributions

made in researching those aims. The relevant results are reviewed to provide rec-

ommendations to others who wish to extend this work.

Section 7.3 assesses the methodology and technical choices made during the research

and considers what improvements can be made considering the results obtained and

the new research and technology made available since those choices were made.

Section 7.4 discusses the work needed to extend this proof of concept system into an

audio design tool and other directions for future research. A number of avenues for

further research are discussed, with some ideas presented for initial work. Section 7.5

summarises the thesis aims and contributions.

7.2 Contributions of the thesis

This research has made a number of novel contributions to the field. These are

detailed below followed by a summary of how these contributions fit with the original

aims of this research. These contributions extend the existing work by applying

223
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techniques from another field to audio interface design, or by finding solutions to

problems unique to audio interface design. These two areas are detailed within the

relevant contributions.

7.2.1 Choice of timbre space

This section reviews the choice of timbre space in light of the literature review and

looks at new additions that could be made with reference to the results found in the

Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. The addition of new data and new analysis techniques

discussed here may lead to problems in the size or the operational speed of the

timbre space, so require the resolution of the problems discussed in Section 7.2.2.

A methodology for comparing timbre spaces was developed that did not require

lengthy subjective perceptual tests. This was required due to the large size of the

data sets. The objective comparisons were designed to cover the range of timbres

produced without prejudice, unlike some tests which focus on timbre in the speech

range. The suitability of these tests is discussed in the next section.

The comparison of spaces is a novel contribution of this work, which has led to a

number of criteria on which timbre spaces can be compared. The chosen timbre

space is believed to be the best from those tested for reconstructing timbres appro-

priate for Earcons, since the original data set contains many orchestral sounds, as

used in many Earcon designs.

Summary of results

A number of timbre spaces were compared and one was chosen for use in further ex-

periments. The chosen space was identified as producing reasonable quality output

and offered a good balance between quality and size.

The aim of the timbre space comparison was to determine a good set of analysis
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techniques to use to generate a timbre space that would be useful for audio interface

design. The speed of the analysis was a problem and prevented analysis of more

techniques and parameters. Whilst more modern hardware, such as faster CPUs,

would improve this speed a little, the computation speed of the timbre spaces used

could be an important factor in the near future, and will influence the ability to

further compare timbre space analysis techniques.

The analysis techniques used were unable to provide a perfect reconstruction of

the original signals. Other techniques, such as Wavelets and Auto-Regression, may

improve this, but are harder to implement alongside the multi-dimensional scaling

used. This problem is discussed further in the next section.

Despite these complications, the timbre space seems to be a good platform for

exploring audio, since it provides a geometric way to look at sounds, allowing new

transformations to be explored. It can model synthesisers using a parameter map,

although the current implementation requires a lot of storage. This concept can

easily be extended to generate a parameter map for virtual synthesisers, to explore

parameterisations that are important for a specific application before generating an

optimised synthesiser to handle them. This is discussed further in Section 7.4.

The timbre space, in common with some analysis-synthesis techniques, allows a

wide variety of sound manipulations such as pitch shifting without changing the

length of a sound, or extending and reducing the steady portion of a sound easily

without noticeable artifacts in the resultant sound, as demonstrated by Hourdin et

al. [63].

Signal and dimensional analysis

Chapter 5 looked at a range of timbre spaces and the optimal one from the set tested

was the STFT / PCA based analysis with 2ms Gaussian windows and overlap such
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that each window started 1ms after the last. The Fractional Fourier Transform

was no better than the STFT for greater computational cost, the auto-regression

analysis was incompatible with the PCA technique and the CQT / PCA analysis

produced lower quality sounds than the STFT / PCA analysis.

Chapter 3 argued that the PCA algorithm is not suited to analyse the TFRs re-

sulting from a wide range of other signal analysis techniques such as wavelets,

correlograms and cochleagrams, so timbre spaces based on these techniques were

not tested. Wavelets may be useful as they can easily capture both the onset and

the frequency content of transient portions of a sound more accurately than the

Fourier and so may be useful for accurately analysing the full range of instruments.

The correlogram and cochleagram attempt to model different aspects of the human

ear and so may create timbre spaces where perceptual information is more easily

modelled. None of the PCA family of analysis techniques, such as FAC or SPCA is

suitable for such analysis, but extensions such as kPCA [118] or alternatives such as

the Self-Organising map [119] may be able to model the TFRs concerned, or a pre-

processing step to convert the TFR into a suitable matrix may provide a suitable

basis for building a timbre space.

The more advanced processing allowed by these techniques increases the variety

of available timbre spaces. Use of alternative analysis techniques allows the tim-

bre space to model a wider range of timbres accurately, since the time-frequency

resolution trade-off is different from the standard Fourier-based techniques. Such

techniques may allow timbre spaces to model transient sounds such as Gaver’s Au-

ditory Icons more accurately.

The advanced techniques listed above could also be extended using methods bor-

rowed from the Timbre Engine [127] or Terasawa et al. [44]. These both constructed

a timbre space with pre-defined axes, designed to capture the important perceptual
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parameters defined for a particular interface. Terasawa et al., for example, chose

parameters suited for timbres found in speech interfaces. Careful choice of these pa-

rameters prevents the over-fitting problem mentioned by Keller and Berger [72] that

prevents the timbre space generalising to new sounds, which is discussed further in

Section 7.2.2.

7.2.2 Including synthesis models and new timbres

For timbre spaces to be useful for audio design, it is necessary to produce output

from the space. In this work, a number of synthesisers and mapping methods

have been studied. Their relative effectiveness and usefulness is described here. In

addition, to study the effectiveness of the design tool to work with novel sounds, a

number of new timbres were introduced to test how effectively these new timbres,

and hence the parameter maps, are modelled within the existing timbre space.

The novel contributions discussed below are the addition of parameter maps to a

timbre space to allow a variety of synthesisers to be used as inputs and outputs

to the timbre space. The addition of new timbres from Auditory Icons to the

automated timbre spaces is also novel. The addition of phase to the timbre space

output also presents a novel contribution to the work on automated timbre spaces.

In Section 5.5, the quality of the output was discussed, including ways of smoothing

the sound to produce good quality output whilst keeping the output sound close to

the input sound. The inclusion of the FM synthesiser with the k-d tree mapping

was also reviewed and extensions to this are detailed below.

The addition of Auditory Icons investigates the ability of the timbre space to model

other synthesisers, not just as extra output devices, but also to provide another

set of inputs into the space alongside the perceptual maps discussed in Chapter 6.

Auditory Icons are an example of a range of physical modelling synthesisers that
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can be used to create realistic sounds within the computer, giving a wide range

of expression without requiring a large number of wave files. Adding these to the

timbre space not only allows it to generate realistic sounds efficiently, but also

allows those sounds to be modified by the perceptual map. As the results below

show, the addition of physical modelling synthesisers cannot be done within the

existing spaces.

Keller and Berger’s hypothesis [72], which states the timbre space is much worse at

modelling timbres other those used in its construction, was supported by the results

showing the addition of Auditory Icons to the timbre space produces poor results.

This means that the timbre space must be constructed with all the possible required

timbres, or the timbre space must be constructed in a different way to allow it to

generalise more easily to new timbres.

Addition of new timbres

New timbres were added to the space to test Keller and Berger’s hypothesis [72]

that the timbre space does not generalise to new timbres. This has implications

for how well a synthesiser can be mapped into the space, since if a timbre is not

modelled well by the space, the synthesiser parameters used to generate that timbre

will similarly be poorly modelled in any mapping between the timbre space and the

parameter space.

Additional timbres were added from the MUMS CDs [131] and from a synthesiser

based on Gaver’s Auditory Icons [14]. The results presented in Chapter 5 support

Keller and Berger’s hypothesis as the errors for the Auditory Icon timbres were

significantly different to the errors for the MUMS sounds at the 99.9% level. The

errors for the Auditory Icons were greater than the errors for the original MUMS

sounds. Results for the MUMS sounds that differed in pitch from those used to
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construct the space showed some difference in errors, but these were not significant

at the 99.9% level. This suggests that a method for normalising pitch of input

sounds, as used by Terasawa et al. [44], for example, may improve the ability to

synthesise a range of timbres suitable for Earcon design, but the addition of new

timbres from Auditory Icons and other physical models requires a greater change in

the construction of the timbre spaces, as discussed in the “Signal and Dimensional

Anaysis” Section above (Section 7.2.1).

7.2.3 Validity of perception

In order for the timbre space to be an effective tool for audio design, it should be

able to encode perceptual information, so a designer can increase, for example, the

“urgency” of a sound for actions that have more significant effects (such as deleting

more important files). The models are both novel within automated timbre spaces,

as is the addition of perceptual information to the automated timbre space. In this

section the urgency experiment presented in Chapter 6 is reviewed and the timbre

space is evaluated in light of similar perceptual research.

The concept of urgency was used to define a perceptual dimension inside the timbre

space, using a definition from Edworthy et al. [31]. Two novel models were com-

pared for their ability to define this concept and both showed promise as a method

for defining perceptual dimensions, although there are signs that there is a cultural

bias between the two models in terms of musical background of listeners, indicating

there may not be one way to define an audio interface for all users. The implications

of these results for existing and future work is discussed below.
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Perception of urgency

Twenty pairs of sounds were presented to the participants, ten each for the gravity

and the vector models. Out of the 20 pairs, 15 showed a significant difference at

the 95% level under a Wilcoxon analysis, indicating that discrimination within the

pairs was good. In addition, every pair rated showed that participants agreed with

the rating of urgency defined by the model. This suggests that either model can be

used to apply perceptual parameters to a timbre space.

There are limits to perception in the models, seen in the results as the original

sound had no significant difference from either of the next two least urgent sounds,

as shown in Figure 6.3. There was also an unexpected result for the vector model

where the most urgent sound had no significant difference from the next most urgent.

Since the gravity model does not exhibit the same behaviour, it is unclear whether

the discrepancy is due to problems with perception in the space, problems with the

model or another, currently unexplained, phenomenon.

The vector model, despite the anomaly, has shown that it can be a useful model

for perception, although it may not be the best model for all users. The vector

model is important as it can only be implemented using a timbre space, whereas

the gravity model can be implemented in any existing analysis-synthesis technique,

although with greater complexity than the geometric representation of the timbre

space. The vector model provides geometric exploration of combinations of sounds,

and could therefore provide some insight into the interactions between perceptual

parameters uncovered by Edworthy et al. [30]. In this way, the automated timbre

space has enabled the development of a novel tool for exploring perception. This

thesis has demonstrated the effectiveness of these two models in the timbre space,

and considered some of the issues multiple perceptual models can address, such as

cultural sensitivity.
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Extension of existing perceptual work

In the course of developing the audio design models, a number of techniques from

the literature were applied. In the following discussion, the useful additions to those

techniques are highlighted.

Perceptual parameters Perceptual parameters, such as those defined by experi-

ments like Edworthy et al. [31], have been shown to be representable within a timbre

space in such a way that a given sound can be modified in relation to that parame-

ter. The two novel models used show no clear listener preference, although there is

a suggestion that musicians and non-musicians prefer different models, which has

implications for culturally sensitive design.

There may be other models more suited to other perceptual parameters, such as

those only representable as paths or those that are very context sensitive, as dis-

cussed in Section 6.6. The problems of combining perceptual parameters, as dis-

cussed in Edworthy et al. [30] were not resolved here, and further psychology

research will need to be undertaken to determine the best model for resolving such

issues.

Human timbre spaces The parallelogram model of changes in timbre developed

for human timbre space has been validated in the automated timbre space. The

application of this model to automated timbre spaces is a novel contribution of this

research. The parallelogram model demonstrates that timbre can be considered as

a geometric entity with differences in timbre having a noticeable magnitude and

direction that can be mapped in a human timbre space. The experiment performed

in Chapter 6 extends that idea to show that magnitude is also relevant to timbre

differences in an automated timbre space. The use of ‘urgency’ to construct the

vector adds a name to perceptual changes in the timbre space which extends the
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parallelogram model by demonstrating that the timbral analogies can be named by

perceptual concepts.

In agreement with McAdams et al. [19], there is a difference in performance be-

tween musicians and non-musicians using the model. In addition, the experiment

presented in Chapter 6 suggests that cultural background may influence the best

way of encoding perceptual parameters for an individual user. The gravity and

vector models are both focussed on magnitude of change in the timbre space, but

it is possible that direction, path shape or other geometric constructs may prove

useful for encoding perceptual parameters.

Further studies are needed to determine whether there is a single best way of encod-

ing perceptual parameters within the timbre space, but the results here and from

McAdams et al. suggest that audio perceptual parameters, like graphical icons, need

to be understood within a cultural context, and the perceptual encoding may need

to adapt to this context, for example, allowing musicians to choose a vector-based

interface whilst non-musicians can choose a gravity-based interface.

Automated timbre spaces To extend the existing automated timbre space

work, a range of timbre spaces were evaluated to determine which techniques were

most suitable for audio design. As there is a wide range of techniques available,

only a small proportion could be tested. As demonstrated in Chapter 6, a good

technique has been found that provides reasonable output quality and supports at

least two encodings of the perceptual map.

The automated timbre spaces axes have already been shown to be compatible with

the human timbre space axes by Hourdin et al. [12], but the urgency experiment

demonstrates that ideas developed in human timbre spaces, such as the parallelo-

gram model, can be applied directly to automated timbre spaces.
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Hourdin et al. [63] have shown that automated timbre spaces can be used for

re-synthesis, and they demonstrated simple manipulations in the space have a no-

ticeable effect on the re-synthesised timbre. This work adds a number of new ma-

nipulations through the development of a mathematical model of the sounds within

the parser, through the addition of object models via the Auditory Icon synthesiser,

and also through the demonstration of two models of perceptual information.

7.2.4 Advantages and disadvantages over existing work

Section 2.3 dealt with the existing audio interface design methodologies. In Sec-

tion 3.6, the timbre space was compared with a variety of other audio design meth-

ods. In this section, the results from the experiments on timbre spaces are compared

to the alternatives discussed in those two sections to evaluate whether the timbre

space offers sufficient advantages over other methods to be worth considering for

future research.

Firstly, the timbre space is shown to incorporate, or be able to incorporate, the ideas

from Auditory Icons and from Earcons. It is then compared with the alternative

audio design techniques discussed in Section 3.6 to see how well it addresses the

concerns raised there.

Comparison with Granular Synthesis

In Section 3.6, Keller and Berger’s [72] assertions about timbre spaces were analysed.

They state:

“(1) timbre space dimensions should be orthogonal, i.e. changes on

one dimension should not affect the other dimensions; (2) the distance

between samples A and B has to be equivalent to the distance between

B and A; (3) the topography of the timbre space must be independent
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from the number and type of classes it contains.” [72]

The first two issues were addressed in Section 3.6. The third relates to the ability

of the timbre space to incorporate new sounds and concepts and to express the full

timbral range of an instrument.

In the urgency experiment, new sounds were added to the space based on definitions

developed by Edworthy et al. [31]. In both the gravity and the vector models, their

urgent sound was judged to be more urgent in all but one of the pairings, indicating

that the timbre space captured the timbre of urgency from that sound accurately

despite not being created with that sound in its analysis set. In addition, for the

vector model, the difference between two sounds that were not in the original MUMS

sound set were used a basis for modifying existing sounds. Since five out of the ten

pairings in the vector model showed significant differences at the 99% level, it can

be argued that the timbre space provides a good model of the timbres for both

the urgent and non-urgent sounds used, and can also incorporate good models of

sound generated between sounds used to create the timbre space and sounds added

to the timbre space after the analysis. The successful addition of the urgent and

non-urgent timbres is novel, as is the demonstration of changes according to the

two models.

The timbral range of an instrument has been measured by taking the highest and

lowest pitch available from the MUMS CDs [131], and adding those to the timbre

space. A few of the measurements showed significant differences between errors in

the pitched and original sounds at the 95% level, but there was no overall trend for a

difference in errors between the pitched sounds and the original sounds, suggesting

that there is no significant difference between errors in modelling pitched sounds

and errors in modelling the original sounds. This is a novel result, since previous

automated timbre spaces have normalised pitch and not explored the pitch range.
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The coverage of the timbre space was tested by adding timbres from a new source,

the Auditory Icon synthesiser. The errors in the reproduction of these sounds was

significantly different from the reproduction of the original sounds at the 99.9%

level across all but two of the measures used. The timbre space is therefore poor at

modelling the timbres produced by the Auditory Icon synthesiser.

Keller and Berger’s hypothesis is supported by the results in Chapter 5 since the

Auditory Icon timbres are not modelled as successfully as the orchestral sounds

in the timbre space. Therefore, the simplest way to accurately model Auditory

Icons is to add Auditory Icon timbres to the construction set of the space. Other

physical models would have to be added the same way, which would add a large

amount of processing time and storage requirements for each space. The complexity

introduced by such methods suggests that extending the timbre space by methods

discussed in Section 7.2.1 would provide results that generalise to more timbres

without greatly increasing the time and space requirements for the timbre space.

7.2.5 Comparing against Auditory Icons and Earcons

The results from the experiments presented in Chapter 5 to add new timbres to the

space suggest that sounds separated mainly by pitch from those used to construct

the space are modelled much more successfully than sounds separated mainly by

timbre from the construction sounds. This suggests that Earcons, which mainly use

the orchestral sounds used for constructing the timbre spaces used in this research,

can be successfully modelled within the timbre space, provided the pitch range of

each instrument is stored in the timbre space. Auditory Icons are not successfully

modelled by the current timbre space, demonstrating that it does not generalise

well to new timbres. The changes suggested in Section 7.2.1 should be considered

so that future automated timbre space are able to handle Auditory Icon timbres

alongside orchestral timbres.
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7.2.6 Evaluation of the thesis aims

In the introduction, the aims stated for this research were as follows:

1. To compare a variety of timbre spaces on a range of measures important for

audio design.

2. To implement Earcons and Auditory Icons as models within the timbre space,

in order to draw on previous knowledge of audio design.

3. To compare two ways of modelling perceptual knowledge within a timbre

space, providing the system with new design possibilities.

4. To discover the advantages and disadvantages of the timbre spaces for audio

design compared against existing audio design systems within the computer

music and HCI communities.

This thesis has demonstrated that timbre spaces are a viable tool for audio design,

with a number of novel audio transformations available in the timbre space, some

of which have been shown to be suitable for audio design. In particular, the two

novel models used for the perceptual map demonstrate that perceptual information

for “urgency”, which is useful for the design of alarms [31] in audio interfaces, can

be encoded into the timbre space.

Timbre spaces provide a platform for analysing and manipulating sounds. There

are a variety of different spaces that can be used for audio design, and each offers a

different balance between the size of the audio representation, the accuracy of the

time and the frequency resolutions and the ability of the space to generalise to new

timbres. The chosen timbre space provides one balance, but other applications may

require different spaces. The comparison of timbre spaces is a novel contribution,

as is the investigation of using the timbre space for audio design.
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The addition of Earcons and Auditory Icons was investigated. Whilst a methodol-

ogy for including these was proposed, the inclusion of these models is not complete.

The addition of Earcons requires the adoption of a path morphing technique to

model pitch, but duration, timbre, volume and start time can all be modelled within

the timbre space framework. The addition of Auditory Icons cannot be completed

with the current timbre spaces due to large differences between the timbres of the

Auditory Icons and the sounds used to construct the spaces. This problem can be

alleviated by adding Auditory Icons to the set of construction sounds, but a more

general solution, such as those discussed above, is required to allow the full range

of physical models to be incorporated efficiently into a timbre space. The addition

of Earcons and Auditory Icons into the same design framework has not been pre-

viously undertaken, and the incorporation of Earcon parameters into the timbre

space framework is novel, as is the investigation of adding Auditory Icon timbres

to the space.

Two models for perceptual parameters were investigated to determine their validity

for audio design. The gravity model and the vector model were compared, and

the results suggest a difference between musicians and non-musicians, supporting

McAdams et al. [19], with important implications for audio designers. The incorpo-

ration of a perceptual map within an automated timbre space is a novel contribution,

as are the two models used to encode the parameters within the automated timbre

space.

The attempt to add Auditory Icons into the timbre space shows some support for

Keller and Berger’s hypothesis that Granular Synthesis presents a better audio

design model than timbre spaces [72]. However, timbre spaces have the ability

to encode perceptual parameters, either through the novel models shown here, or

encoded in their construction, as in Terasawa et al. [44]. Timbre spaces also allow

geometric manipulation of parameters in a multi-dimensional space, which provides
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an advantage over the complex parameter space of granular synthesis, which Keller

and Berger [72] and Roads [58] note requires abstracting many parameters to create

a usable design space.

The timbre space builds on the analysis-synthesis techniques to build a geometric

model of timbre providing novel techniques such as the vector and gravity models.

These techniques indicate that there may be areas of audio design that timbre spaces

can expose more easily than other design systems. Timbre spaces should therefore

be considered as an important tool for extending knowledge of audio design.

7.3 Limitations of the research

This research has attempted to answer a number of questions regarding audio design

and timbre spaces. Some of these questions remain unanswered due to limitations

in the research and other questions have been raised that the current research is

unable to answer. This section will look at how the research could be improved.

7.3.1 Limitations of the methodology

The research attempted to compare a number of different timbre spaces for their

suitability for audio design. This section looks at how effective the comparison was

and how it could be improved. This section also looks at the limitations of the

study into the perception of urgency.

Objective measurement of quality

The quality of the timbre spaces and the reconstruction of new timbres was eval-

uated by a statistical model of errors between the input and output signals. This

method was chosen as a full scale trial of subjective quality measures was impossi-

ble since there were about 2500 separate output sounds from the 27 original sounds
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evaluated across all 96 timbre spaces generated with the STFT and CQT. Further

sounds were generated to test the addition of new pitches and timbres and to test

the addition of pitch to the analysis.

Measuring quality is complicated by individual differences between humans. Some

of these differences were highlighted in the experiment on the perception of urgency,

where individuals with a musical background perceived sound in the two models

differently from individuals without a musical background. This suggests there may

be no true objective measure of subjective difference between two sounds, a fact

highlighted by the large variety of human timbre spaces that attempt to measure

these subjective differences.

The objective measures chosen compare the error between input and output sounds

for various models. Some error is to be expected since information is lost in the

construction of the timbre space. The phase information of the sound is one piece of

lost information. As Chapter 5 showed, two sounds which are perceptually similar

can have a large signal error when their harmonics have significant phase differences,

but the addition of phase information to the sounds does not improve the output

quality of the timbre spaces.

Comparing the errors between sounds generated by different timbre spaces reduces

the effect of loss of information on the comparisons, but a full study into the ef-

fectiveness of timbre spaces would require a more accurate objective measure of

perception. Whilst the ITU has defined measures for the loss of quality between

audio encoding methods, leading to the development of PEAQ [123], there are prob-

lems with the standard that have delayed implementation of a standardised audio

quality measure [124]. Until such a measure exists, no objective comparison of tim-

bre space output can be perceptually valid. Asking participants to rate similarity of

a random selection of input and output sounds would however provide some basis of
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perceptually valid comparison, provided a reasonable coverage of the 2700 output

sounds could be assessed, either through a large number of participants rating a

random small subset each, or a smaller number of participants rating a large random

subset of the comparisons, over a series of sittings to avoid fatigue effects.

Objective comparison of timbre spaces

The comparison of timbre spaces has focussed on the speed of construction of the

timbre spaces and the resultant size of the sounds within that space. Analysis has

been performed on the reproductive quality of timbre spaces, as discussed above,

but there is still no clear guidance on what makes a timbre space good for audio

design.

Time constraints meant that only a small number of possible spaces could be tested,

and only a small range of values were considered for each independent variable.

Improved computing power since the start of this thesis, and an improvement in

speed and recoverability of the algorithms used, allow a much wider range of options

to be tested now, which would provide a much stronger basis for comparison. Other

options to improve the coverage of the tests included a distributed solution for

compiling and testing the various spaces, and the investigation of a number of

perceptual comparisons, including PEAQ and perceptual encoding comparisons.

The size of the timbre space is important since a number of the STFT spaces could

not be analysed due their high memory requirements, and so these spaces could

not be used. The reproductive quality is important too, since a number of the

CQT spaces produced sounds unrecognisable as the original sounds. These spaces

were constructed from CQT analyses that violated the minimum time-frequency

resolution.

Apart from timbre space size and reproductive quality, a number of other measures
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may be important in comparing timbre spaces. The orthogonality of a timbre space

may be considered, although many useful dimensions are not orthogonal, for exam-

ple, pitch and loudness, as shown by the equal-loudness curves [21]. Orthogonality

is useful for geometric construction as it simplifies many transformations, but it is

an open question as to how useful such transformation are. Urgency was encoded

within an orthogonal space, but better results may be obtained from more exotic

timbre spaces.

There may well not be a single best timbre space for audio design. Terasawa et

al. [44] have demonstrated a good timbre space for speech design. Marentakis and

Jensen [64] have shown a good timbre design tool for harmonic tones. The results

presented here show that different users perform better with different audio models,

and there may be a corresponding relation between users and timbre spaces based

on which audio features are extracted in the timbre space construction.

Any timbre space that meets the size constraints and quality constraints used to

dismiss some of the STFT and CQT timbre spaces can be useful for audio design.

The STFT timbre space that was used to construct the urgent sounds did not

provide perfect fidelity of sound production, but still provided significant results

across many pairings of sounds. Even though no best space can be determined with

the measures used, timbre spaces are still useful for exploring audio design.

Perception of urgency

The results of the timbre space comparison were not available so the urgency ex-

periment was performed using a timbre space built with a Kaiser 8 window instead

of the Gaussian window recommended by the analysis. Further experiments on ur-

gency should use the Gaussian window to improve the output quality. It is unclear

what effect this might have on the differences between sounds, as used in this ex-
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periment, but it is unlikely that improving the sound quality would lead to poorer

identification or ordering, since such a result would also contradict earlier work on

urgency [31] and the parallelogram model [19].

The experiment detailed in Chapter 6 was performed using a single source sound

modified by a single perceptual parameter, “urgency”. To validate the results for

the two models of urgency that were considered, a larger scale study is required

that covers more instruments and more parameters. The suggestion of a difference

between musicians and non-musicians implies that a larger cross-section of partic-

ipants should be considered in order to fully investigate cultural and individual

differences in the perception of the models in timbre space. The study presented

here was unable to investigate these problems due to limitations on the number of

participants and the amount of time those participants were available for the ex-

periment. Since each participant took between 15 and 30 minutes to complete the

experiment, any larger study would need to consider revising the methodology to

allow more trials to be presented in the same time to prevent participants suffering

from experimental fatigue.

The results show no indication of why the least urgent pairs and the vector model’s

most urgent pair were not distinguished whereas the other pairs could be. A further

study could investigate these by generating more pairs at the extremes to determine

the resolution required to distinguish a pair, and should also consider reducing the

effect of the “hum” reported by participants, possibly by artificially adding a hum

to all sounds, or reducing the effective amplitude of that portion of the sound.

7.3.2 Limitations of the technology

The development of the concept has led to a few realisations of short-comings with

the original design. Whilst some of those could be addressed during the project,
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there were other problems which need to be fixed before the system could be used for

audio design. This section addresses those problems and shows the scientific basis

for their resolution whilst leaving their implementation as an engineering exercise.

Parsing improvements

The parser currently converts the entire input file into a set of tokens then converts

the tokens from the file into a path in either timbre space or parameter space. This

decision was taken to simplify the creation of the [MonoOut] and [=MatrixVariable]

sections. However, after completing experiments on the parser, it appears that this

solution has too high memory requirements, as it needs to store the original file, the

tokens and the final data in memory at once. It also impedes real-time changes as

it does not store file state (synthesiser parameters, system variables, etc.) between

generations of the parameter data. Storing the state is required if a stream of data is

generated from a real-time source such as the slider GUI presented in Section 4.10.

To overcome these problems, the parser should be re-written to hold an internal

state indicating the section currently being read, the synthesiser parameters and

any other variables. Each line would be sent to this new parser from a file or real-

time interface and it would be tokenised and stored in the internal state or sent to

the synthesiser as required. This process is fairly straight-forward but presents a

large engineering task since the code requires refactoring and re-testing which is a

time-consuming process.

Such a model would require that each line could be read, processed and stored fast

enough for real-time generation and further requires that the system status is able to

reside in the working memory of the system. The advantages of this model include

faster response to input, since changes can be made without requiring parsing of a

complete file. This model also allows streaming of audio data from external devices,
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such as a sound server, as in ENO [151]. This model also avoids the requirement for

the entire file to be read, then tokenised, then parsed. Processing each line in turn

saves memory as only the global variables and the current line needs to be stored,

rather than the entire file, token list and parse tree. The overall effect is to reduce

the memory requirements.

Choice of technology API

Since the AGNULA project [144] completed in 2004, specifications for an Open

Source audio plugin API have been released under the name LADSPA (Linux Audio

Developer’s Simple Plug-in API) (http://www.ladspa.org). As the DXi specifica-

tion used for this project is no longer supported by Cakewalk, LADSPA looks to be

a good alternative. It addresses two of the main issues with DXi for this project.

LADSPA has its own parameter format that allows plugins to specify types and

ranges for their values, allowing the parameter specification to be encoded in the

plugin instead of in a parameter file. The LADSPA specification also allows hard

real-time plug-ins with specific processing speed requirements. These plug-ins can

provide instant feedback from the timbre space, provided the timbre space manip-

ulations could be performed fast enough.

Unlike the DXi format, LADSPA does not yet include native support for MIDI

signals so is less suited for representing Earcons. The modifications made to extend

the DXi to handle Auditory Icons can be used to port a MIDI style interface onto

a LADSPA synthesiser, but doing so would require the parameter queue to be

more complicated. Alternatively, the DSSI (DSSI Soft Synth Interface) (http:

//dssi.sourceforge.net) extension to the LADSPA format can be used. DSSI is

at version 0.9 as of 26th July 2005, but offers standard GUI controls such as knobs

and sliders, a MIDI interface and the advantages of LADSPA listed above, with the
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addition of having dynamic ports so that a synthesiser can be reconfigured whilst in

use, for example to switch between FM and Auditory Icon synthesis. Further work

on the timbre space framework should be done after porting the synthesis engine to

DSSI so that the framework can make use of the real-time capabilities and the more

complete parameter definitions. Porting the framework to the DSSI also avoids the

problem of obsolescence since the standard is openly available and supported.

Mapping to synthesiser parameters

The k-d tree, in common with other proximity detection methods, encounters prob-

lems when multiple sounds all map to the same point in timbre space. For the FM

synthesiser, there are a number of settings that result in silence, which is mapped

to the origin of the timbre space. The FM synthesiser can be restricted so that

it only produces one silent output by careful control of the parameters, but in a

general mapping from unknown inputs, this may be harder to achieve, particularly

where the common timbre space point is not due to silent output. There is currently

no automated way of picking up or rectifying this problem as it is unclear which

set of input parameters should be used when mapping from the target point, and

interpolation of the set of all parameters is not guaranteed to produce the correct

result. This is hence left as an open question to be answered when a new synthesiser

is added to the space.

The number of points in the parameter map grows exponentially as a new parameter

is added and grows linearly as the resolution of each parameter increases. The point-

cloud matching of the k-d tree, whilst simple, is an inefficient way to represent a

high-resolution parameter map. For a faster response with a high-resolution map, it

would be necessary to generate a function or similar map, perhaps using kPCA [117].

The downside to such an approach would be that points that are in the point cloud

for the k-d tree, and are hence represented accurately, may not be as accurately
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represented in such a map. More complex maps also require careful consideration

in their construction in order to accurately model points not in the parameter map

point cloud. A loose fitting model will have errors in mapping points both within

and without the parameter map point cloud. A tight fitting model more accurately

models points within this cloud at the cost of increasing errors modelling the rest

of the map.

Efficiency of synthesis

The FM synthesiser itself is capable of real-time synthesis via the parser, but the

addition of the k-d tree has slowed the overall execution down to less than real-

time, despite promising results from the Matlab implementation of the algorithm.

Whilst this suggests an inefficiency in the C++ implementation, even the speed of

the algorithm in Matlab is not fast enough for multiple sounds or for real-time

reproduction alongside real-time manipulation of the timbre space paths. Possible

methods for improving efficiency are discussed in Section 7.4.1.

7.4 Implications for future work

A number of issues have been highlighted by this work that may affect the adoption

of timbre spaces for audio interface design. In addition, a number of issues relevant

to designers may have solutions due to the timbre space concept. The extensions

and possibilities to the timbre spaces developed in this research are discussed in

this section.

7.4.1 Improvements to the system

To use the timbre space for audio design, a number of extensions must be included to

improve the performance and quality of the timbre space output. The performance
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improvements described here depend on the available hardware, so a review of

possible improvements is presented, but no decision can be made here on which

improvements should be used.

Hardware optimisation

Apart from implementing a faster, but less accurate, algorithm than the k-d tree,

there are a number of hardware based optimisations that can be performed. The

exact optimisation depends on the available hardware and so the implementation

developed here does not include them to maximise compatibility.

The timbre space manipulations are all specialisations of vector and matrix trans-

formations. Modern 3D graphics cards are optimised especially for such transforma-

tions. Algorithms that use the GPU (Graphical Processing Unit) on such cards for

general processing rather than graphical processing have become popular in the last

two years, known by the term GPGPU (General Processing on Graphics Processing

Units) [152].

GPUs could therefore be used to speed up the generation of sounds where the GPU

is otherwise idle. To accommodate this approach, the timbre space transformations

would need to be broken down into 2D or 3D components for processing then

recombined afterwards.

GPUs have also been used for audio processing, with the company BionicFX

(http://www.bionicfx.com) announcing software to do complex audio processing

on graphics chips and Whalen [153] demonstrating tools to perform audio trans-

forms such as filters and chorus effects by transforming sounds into textures that

the optimised GPU hardware can manipulate much faster than the CPU. This could

be used to add environmental effects to the sound or to do the smoothing of the

paths in space, although Whalen notes that there is processing overhead converting
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the sounds to textures and transferring them to the graphics hardware that may

mean that the overall operation is no faster than when performed on the CPU. The

advantages of freeing up the CPU from some of the processing burden should be

considered, particularly where the sounds or timbre space paths can be stored on

the graphics hardware to avoid the conversion and transfer costs during real-time

manipulations.

On mobile phones and related devices which are unlikely to possess such dedi-

cated graphics hardware, particularly on low-end devices, the CPU would still be

required to do most of the matrix processing, but such devices all have dedicated

DSP hardware for encoding and decoding speech, which is idle when not on a call.

Such hardware could easily be commissioned to perform the synthesis in real-time,

shifting the burden away from the CPU. If the timbre space paths were sufficiently

simplified, for example, by extending the size of the analysis window, or using fixed-

point rather than floating-point calculations, and if the synthesiser could be made

more complicated to simplify the parameter map, such as by using an additive syn-

thesis approach, real-time synthesis on such devices could be possible.The use of

the DSP means that the sounds would have to be greatly simplified if the user was

on a call.

The two major chip manufacturers in the desktop market, Intel (www.intel.com)

and AMD (www.amd.com), both have extensions to their 80x86 range of chips to

allow faster processing for certain types of calculation. These optimisations are

designed mainly for speeding up multimedia applications, and are only available on

chips released since this research started so have not been incorporated into the sys-

tem. One such technology, SSE2 [154], supported by both manufacturers, supports

SIMD (Single Instruction, Multiple Data) codes that allow, for example, multiple

points on a path to be operated on at the same time. Writing code for these ar-

chitectures allows the timbre space to perform fast morphing between points in the
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timbre space by performing a scaling operation simultaneously on each dimension

before adding the resultant vectors together. The addition of such optimisations

however would require the parser to have more knowledge of the available hard-

ware, and to decide the best optimisations given the input code. These compiler

optimisations are beyond the scope of the current research.

Better output quality

The use of techniques such as Wavelets would allow the space to capture transients in

the sound more accurately due to the increased time resolution at high frequencies.

This information could be used to more accurately track the evolution of a sound

and more accurately represent percussive sounds in the space.

Increases in frequency resolution can be achieved in similar ways, but also via tech-

niques such as phase-vocoding, allowing each harmonic of the sound to be fine-tuned

within its frequency bin. Such increases in frequency resolution however require

a different dimensionality reduction technique to avoid the problems encountered

whilst using the Auto-Regression analysis technique.

To improve the output quality to the synthesiser, a more advanced mapping is re-

quired than the proximity detection methods already used. For improving the qual-

ity of the FM synthesiser output, without adding a significant number of points to

the parameter map, requires a targeted non-linear mapping, such as those discussed

in Section 3.5.2.

7.4.2 Extending timbre spaces

This research has developed a novel system to explore the use of timbre spaces for

audio design. If this system is to be useful to researchers and designers, a number

of additions are required to enable them to explore the space without requiring the
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knowledge of how to build and extend the space. New methods for constructing

timbre spaces can provide designers with a more intuitive space and a wider timbral

range. This section discusses some of these extensions.

Analysis techniques

The most interesting area for future expansion is to explore further analysis tech-

niques to highlight certain features of sounds, or to improve the output quality.

The use of a combined signal analysis and dimensionality reduction step may also

produce better results and allow other analysis techniques to be used. This idea

has already been used for human timbre spaces [44] where the analysis is targeted

to a specific set of axes by tuning the parameters used, and such an idea could be

easily extended to an automated timbre space.

Alternatively, the two stages of the analysis could be combined by using the EM

algorithm (see Section 3.5.2) to tune the filters and windows used in the analysis

to achieve the best reconstruction of the sound, with suitable safeguards to prevent

overfitting the data to ensure that new timbres are represented without prejudice.

This technique would require a good estimate of the error introduced by the analysis.

Other signal analysis and dimensionality reduction techniques can be explored, such

as kPCA, Wavelets and the Wigner-Ville distribution, but extra processing steps

may be required to ensure the signal analysis output is suitable as input to the

dimensionality reduction stages.

Data capture of perception - Extending Urgency

The addition of urgency as a perceptual dimension in the timbre space was dis-

cussed in Chapter 6, as were the complications uncovered by Edworthy et al. where

perceptual dimensions are not orthogonal and interact in unpredictable ways [30].
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In order to fully explore the possible perceptual dimensions and their interactions,

it is necessary to capture those dimensions from further experiments. These exper-

iments can be performed as Edworthy et al. did by generating a set of changes to

a sound and identifying which of those changes influenced the perceived urgency of

that sound.

If a perceptual parameter is not well defined or the set of viable changes are other-

wise non-obvious, the timbre space itself offers a possible solution to capturing the

perceptual data required to generate a perceptual dimension. Generating sounds

across the timbre space provides a base line which can be refined using human par-

ticipants until the relevant regions in the space are identified. The general procedure

for generating a new perceptual dimension for some perceptual construct, p, is as

follows:

1. Generate random points in space;

2. Get participants to order points as less or more p;

3. Generate new set of points around least and most p;

4. Get new participants to order the new set of points;

5. Generate description of the perceptual dimension and the transformation.

The ordering comparisons required for such an experiment can be done either pair-

wise, as in Chapter 6 and to develop the phon curve, as discussed in Section 2.2.2,

or in groups of three or more, as in Edworthy et al. [31] where sounds were rated

in groups of four.

The two rounds of ordering for the dimension allow the model to be verified by the

second set of participants, for whom the sounds less associated with the dimension

are removed, and also allows for a measure of how strong the perceptual dimension

is by comparing performance between and within participants to determine if p is
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widely recognised across cultures and if p can be consistently ordered by individuals.

In addition to the perceptual dimensions covered by Edworthy et al. [30], perceptual

dimensions of a more ecological nature may also be modelled. Edworthy et al.

looked at ‘heavy’ and ‘tall’ sounds, but other dimensions from and inspired by

physical models, including Auditory Icons, can be considered.

Abstracting pitch

For timbre spaces to be truly useful as an audio design tool, there are some issues

that still need to be addressed. Timbres that are not used in the generation of the

space are not represented well within the timbre space. New sounds whose pitch

is outside the range of those used to generate the space, but with similar timbres

otherwise show much smaller errors than where the timbre of the new sound is not

represented in the construction of the space. Accordingly, the timbre space requires

little adjustment to incorporate new sounds that differ mainly by pitch from those

used to construct the space.

Two methods exist for adapting the timbre space for new pitches. The naive ap-

proach simply adds more sounds to the space representing the full range of pitches,

but there are storage implications in this approach. Piano sounds, for example, will

require paths for each semitone across their 96-key range, rather than the 1 path

currently used. The timbre space may also be less effective as it may be modelling

the variance in pitch as opposed the variance in timbre.

If the pitch is abstracted out of the timbres, as in Terasawa et al. [44], the timbre

space will model the timbre alone. One method of doing this is to collapse all

the pitches down to the lowest possible frequency bin after the TFR has been

generated and before the multi-dimensional scaling analysis is performed. The

paths for each pitch can be combined using the path morphing technique described
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in Section 5.5.6. Lowering the pitches prevents overflow of frequencies close to the

Nyquist limit, which could occur if the pitch of the sounds is raised. Equalising

the pitches requires the timbres to be tagged with their original pitch, perhaps

by adding a new dimension to the resultant timbre space to indicate how many

frequency bins the timbre should be shifted by. Adding the ability to abstract pitch

would complete the incorporation of Earcons into the timbre space.

7.4.3 Extending audio design

The use of the timbre space as a platform for audio design creates new possibilities

for designers. Three of these possibilities are discussed below. Firstly, the oppor-

tunities for abstracting individual differences away from the designer are discussed.

The multi-dimensional nature of the space presents a challenge for manipulating the

sounds, which has been addressed so far in this research by using mathematical tools

for manipulation. Designers may feel uncomfortable with such an environment, so

an alternative interface is discussed.

The other design possibility introduced here allows designers to use the timbre

space to prototype new audio interface designs without having to construct novel

synthesisers, as Gaver had to do for his Auditory Icons [14]. In this way, the

design possibilities of the timbre space can be explored without requiring real-time

interaction with the space, since the sounds can be exported as samples and used in

most existing audio interface frameworks, such as the Windows or Linux desktop,

or within a Web3D virtual environment.

Design abstraction

The urgency experiment exposed a problem common in user interface design, that of

individual differences. It suggested that musicians and non-musicians prefer differ-
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ent encodings of urgency. This problem is an example of differences in preferences

and performance that exists between users with different cultural backgrounds.

These differences can arise either through technical experience in a specialised field,

such as music, or through the general cultural background defined by language and

experience.

The experiment fortunately offers a possible solution to this problem. With ur-

gent sounds, the most important feature is ranking of urgency so that less urgent

messages are always perceived to be less urgent than more urgent messages. Pro-

vided the higher level design respects the uniqueness and importance of the urgency

levels, as noted in the Section 6.6, it should be possible to add some level of indi-

vidual sensitivity to the space, provided a model suited to that individual can be

determined.

This cultural model could be defined such that, for example, given an input sound

and an urgency rating, out of 100 say, a model for musicians would generate the

required urgent sound using the vector model and a cultural model for non-musicians

would use the gravity model. The model used could be selected by the users when

they first use the system, in much the same way as a colour scheme or graphical

theme. Alternatively, an analysis of how well each user performs on each model

could be performed to select the appropriate model.

Interactions - manipulating in 8D

Direct manipulation of paths in the timbre space is complicated by the 8-dimensional

nature of the timbre space. Whilst the output of any manipulation can be presented

as audio, the input and any non-audio feedback of changes is not as easily mapped

to the space.

Hermann and Ritter [54] have developed a multi-dimensional haptic input device
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for their visualisation tool, and some of their ideas could be applied to working in

the timbre space. Translation and rotation through a 3-dimensional space provides

six degrees of freedom, each of which could be mapped to a dimension in space.

Hermann and Ritter added to this a device which could be shaken, where the

shake frequency was mapped to excitation of their audio model. Adding a shake

or a squeeze dimension to an input device could provide the necessary extra input

dimensions, particularly since each of these additional inputs could provide 3 degrees

of freedom.

If the input devices are limited to those commonly available, there are some graph-

ical alternatives that provide methods to manipulate the timbre space data. In

many 3D modelling packages, design is aided by generating 2D projections of the

front, side and top to give a better overview. This idea could be extended to pro-

vide projections of the 8-dimensional timbre space, for example, four 2D projections

of the space, or three 3D projections, with two projections sharing a dimension, or

interpreting time as a ninth dimension to be modelled within one of the projections.

However, the simplest modelling builds upon the prototypes developed in Sec-

tion 4.10, which used linear and triangular sliders to model perceptual constructs

within the space. The eight dimensions could easily be represented by eight sliders,

whose position changed over time, or by eight line graphs representing change over

time, as used by Marentakis and Jensen’s Timbre Engine [64].

Modelling the timbre space directly in any of these methods provides a certain way

to look at the timbre space, but each of these methods could also be modified to map

onto perceptual dimensions such as that of urgency, provided interactions between

non-orthogonal dimensions could be modelled intuitively.
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Using timbre spaces as a prototyping system

Although the timbre spaces that have been investigated are too slow for real-time

parameterisation and synthesis of sounds, they can be used as a testing platform to

prototype audio interfaces that do allow full interaction. The timbre space opens up

the possibility of prototyping or simulating specialised synthesisers through the use

of the parameter map. Just as the FM synthesiser and the Auditory Icons have a

parameter map that can be created in the timbre space, parameter maps specialised

for certain information can also be created.

Using urgency as an example, one may wish to develop a range of sounds to signify

a variety of e-mail messages, urgency being used as a sonic indicator of the priority

assigned to the message by the sender, whilst other properties of the sound could

be used to specify whether the sender was a work colleague, a family member or

a stranger and another property could be used to specify the age of the message.

This type of classification has commonly been used in Earcon design, but may be

harder to develop for Auditory Icons.

By generating a parameter map for these sounds, the three parameters could be

chosen to be orthogonal in order to prevent unwanted interactions between them.

There is an infinite choice for the three parameters even under this condition, and

experiments using the timbre space would allow designers to narrow down the pa-

rameters to those most natural for expressing the required concepts, without having

to consider how the parameters might be represented within a synthesiser. Once the

parameters have been decided, the timbre space provides an easy mapping either to

a synthesiser or to a set of sounds that can be used as the basis of a new Auditory

Icon.

Where the set of possible parameters is sufficiently small, the timbre space can

output the sounds directly to be stored and then replayed as necessary by the
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relevant interface. This solution is compatible with most modern systems, as it

simply produces standard audio files. This prototyping ability is a novel design

method made available by the timbre space, and allows the timbre space to be

used to design sounds for devices that are not capable of performing the required

manipulations and synthesis in real-time.

7.5 Conclusions

The experiments performed in this thesis demonstrate that the timbre space is

capable of being a basis for audio design. It offers a wide range of options for

manipulating sounds, a small subset of which has been explored. The important

novel contributions of this thesis are the comparisons of a number of spaces, the

incorporation of synthesis and perceptual models in the space and the development

of a framework that allows audio to be manipulated geometrically, as demonstrated

by the models that have been created.

The most important addition to the timbre space has been the perceptual map,

demonstrating that perceptual qualities, once defined, can be encoded in a number

of ways in the timbre space such that sounds can be altered with respect to a

perceptual quality. However, there is a large body of work which still needs to be

completed in order to find the best model for representing the perceptual map and

for dealing with the inherent conflict between perceptual parameters, e.g. between

pitch and loudness or “urgency” and “high”. The addition of perceptual parameters

allows interface designers to think about the response they want from a sound rather

than having to think about a set of synthesiser parameters.

The timbre space provides audio interface designers with a new set of tools for

exploring timbre without sacrificing the knowledge gained from Earcon design, and

with enough scope to include Auditory Icons and other physical models into the
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design space with the appropriate analysis. The timbre space can be used either

as the primary focus for design, or can be used to prototype design concepts and

perceptual frameworks without requiring designers to work at the signal or musical

levels of description as current tools require.

The automated timbre space has been shown to exhibit many properties of the

human timbre space. In particular, the parallelogram model from human timbre

spaces has been extended to create the vector model in the automated timbre space,

demonstrating that the perceptual significance is not lost between the two types

of timbre space. This addition of perceptual information is a novel contribution

to sound design, building on the transformations used for computer music with

concepts more suited to interface design. A number of different automated timbre

spaces have been evaluated and this has led to a number of ideas for future work to

improve and extend the capabilities of timbre spaces within the flexible framework

developed for this research.

Overall, the timbre space offers a useful platform for further experimentation and

shows good promise in terms of developing a perceptual map, which presents a

novel model for audio design. The full implications of this model remain unclear

since there are cultural differences that may affect its usefulness. The timbre space

shows promise as a platform for Earcon design using perceptual maps to influence

the timbre, although extra research is required to make the timbre spaces suitable

for Auditory Icon design.

With reference to the original goals of the project, the timbre space does present new

audio interface design possibilities and does capture some existing knowledge, al-

lowing Earcons and the perceptual property of “urgency” to be manipulated within

the same system. The vector model presents one advantage over existing audio

design systems, and is an example of the geometric transformations of audio that
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are made available by the timbre space. Therefore, this research has demonstrated

that timbre spaces are worthy of further study for audio interface design and has

provided a number of avenues for such study.
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Appendix A. COM interface
definitions

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// Timbre Control Interfaces here describe the COM

// connections in the Timbre Control library, allowing the analysis

// portions and the synthesis portions of the sound engine to

// communicate.

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// There are 3 important interfaces to consider:

//

// TimbreSynth (sink), accepts a parameter list and synthesises a sound

// from these.

//

// ParameterSource, generates a stream of parameters for the synth

// either from a file or from the path in timbre space sent from

// the local analyser or a remote process.

// This can communicate with multiple synths, choosing the best

// one depending on system parameters such as load and output

// configuration, and on the portion of timbre space covered by

// the path.

// If a path is sent, this source must generate the set of points

// possibly in real time (i.e. generate 1 point every 4ms, whilst

// the synth is active).

//

// TimbreSource, generates a path in timbre space either from an input

// file or via manipulations of the space, graphically or

// mathematically.

//

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// There are 2 important variable types sent between the COM objects:

//

// ParameterList, passed from ParameterSource to TimbreSynth.

// Lists a set of parameters, in order, for the synth to

// synthesize. This list is unique to each synth, but has common

// components such as frequency, time and other MIDI-defined

// parameters.

//

// TimbrePath, passed from TimbreSource to ParameterSource.

// This is either an time-ordered list of points defining a path

// in timbre space or a function (from a predefined set)

// to generate such points, which must have a well-defined

// bounding box so that ParameterSource can choose the proper

// synthesis for the path.

// Defined functions will include circles, bounded straight lines,

// bounded polynomials, bezier curves (possibly).

//

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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[

uuid(362AA78C-1609-429e-9C41-0620A0C2EE66),

helpstring("Timbre Space Devices Type Library"),

version(0.01)

]

library TimbreControl

{

importlib("stdole32.tlb");

importlib("stdole2.tlb");

// We need midifilter for the definition of IMfxSoftSynth

// from the DXi specification

importlib("midifilter.tlb");

struct parameterEntry

{

enum parType

{

parSigned,

parSignedInt8, // i.e. 8 bit signed int

parSignedInt16,

parSignedInt32,

parSignedInt64, // Currently unused

parFloat32,

parFloat64,

parUnicodeChar,

parUnsigned, //0x08

parUnsignedInt8,

parUnsignedInt16,

parUnsignedInt32,

parUnsignedInt64, // Currently unused

parErrorType,

} paramType;

char paramaterName[128];

union parameterValue // Current value

{

signed small sint8;

signed short sint16;

signed long sint32;

signed hyper sint64;

float sfloat32;

double sfloat64;

wchar_t sunicode;
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unsigned small uint8;

unsigned short uint16;

unsigned long uint32;

unsigned hyper uint64;

signed long paramErrorCode;

} parValue;

};

typedef struct parameterEntry parEntry;

struct TimbrePath

{

int Dimensions; // Number of dimensions for timbre space

int numParameters; // Number of function parameters

int numPoints; // Number of points/dimensions

enum TypesOfPath

{

pathListOfPoints, // Absolute points

pathListOfVectors, // Points relative to each other

pathRandomGaussian, // Random clustered points

// Insert other path types in here

pathError = 0x7FFF

} PathType;

// Will be a [Dimensions] or [numParameters] array

// of types.

parameterEntry* pointType;

// This PathData will use pointType for type checking.

// ListOfPoints should point to a [numPoints][Dimensions]

// array of numPoints points in timbre space.

// FunctionParameters should point to a [numPoints][numParameters]

// array of numPoints parameters, and the function will

// return [Dimensions] parameters.

union PathData

{

void* ListOfPoints;

void* FunctionParameters;

};

double[2]* BoundingBox; //List of (start, end) pairs for each dimension

};

struct ParameterList

{

LONG midiTime;

float Frequency;

char instrument;

char masterVolume;
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LONG midiDuration;

int NumOfParameters;

parEntry * ListOfParameters;

};

[

uuid(3987CF6E-7036-4353-8EE7-FF5D2AEFCF40),

helpstring("Timbre Space Synthesiser Sink")

]

interface ITimbreSynth : IMfxSoftSynth

// Uses IMfxSoftSynth to accept MIDI data and output a PCM buffer

{

HRESULT getListOfParameters

([out, retval] struct ParameterList *parameterType);

HRESULT getNumberOfParameters([out, retval] int* NumOfParameters);

HRESULT setParameter

([in] int paramNum, [in] parEntry value, [in] LONG midiTime);

HRESULT getParameter

([in] int paramNum, [out, retval] parEntry * value);

// use set/getParameter when possible, as ByName is slower

HRESULT setParameterByName

([in] char *paramName, [in] parEntry value, [in] LONG midiTime);

// use set/getParameter when possible, as ByName is slower

HRESULT getParameterByName

([in] char *paramName, [out, retval] parEntry * value);

HRESULT checkParameterType

([in] int paramNum, [out] enum parType *parameterType);

// Parameters should be listed in the same order

// as getListOfParameters()

HRESULT setAllParameters([in] struct parameterList * valueList);

};

// A parameterSource class also needs to inherit from IMfxTempoMap

// if you would like to use it as an MFX/DXi host

[

uuid(77D6283A-E95F-473c-93D4-EC68D38CC964),

helpstring("Timbre Space Parameter Source")

]

interface IParameterSource : IUnknown

{

[helpstring("Prepare synth and memory")] HRESULT initialise();

[helpstring("Read parameters from file")]

HRESULT sourceFromFile([in] char *filename);

[helpstring("Accept parameters from external process")]

HRESULT onTimbreData([in] struct TimbrePath newPath);

[helpstring("Generate the required output")] HRESULT transform();

};

[
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uuid(20752CC9-5CC0-4f4c-BEE8-65EF754D560C),

helpstring("Timbre Space Path Source")

]

interface ITimbreSource : IUnknown

{

HRESULT pathFromFile([in] char *filename);

// Sample Buffer should be in a WAVEFORMATEX type

HRESULT pathFromSampleBuffer([in] void * AudioBuffer);

// Buffer type should be defined by a WAVEFORMATEX

HRESULT setBufferType([in] void * bufferType);

HRESULT getPath([out, retval] struct TimbrePath * outPath);

};

}



Appendix B. Sample parameter
file

% Parameter file format

%

% File input format for ParameterSpace parameters

% (% indicates a comment until the end of the line):

% [Header] is used to seperate sections of the file

% into header sections and performance sections

% where each performance is recorded into its own file.

[Synth]

name = synthName

path = synthPath

CLSID = synthClassID

% Only CLSID is really required, and

% this is the one to be used when files are computer generated

% Other two are more prone to error but more human-readable,

% so will be more prevalent in user-generated files. Editor will

% automatically add the CLSID if it successfully finds the synth.

% All 3 must agree for load to succeed

% We can then check parameters section against the returned

% parameters from the loaded synth.

[Parameters]

% i.e. the non-midi parameters that we manipulate via

% GetParameters and SetParameters methods

% Not all synth parameters need to be here

% (e.g. if we are only using the two-oscillator FM arrangement, there is no point

% adding details for modIndex of the third oscillator, and so its values

% will be left at default, which the synth should define as ‘off’.)

% All parameters must exist in DXi, so we check this before we use it

% Example parameters 1

Param1 = carrierMultiplier

Param2 = modIndex

Param3 = modMultiplier

% Example parameters 2

% Param1 = modIndex

% Range default is 0..127

% Should check this too against DXi

Param1range = 1..50

% type is float | uint8 | uint16 | ... | sint8 | sint16 | ...

Param1type = float

% overflow = wrap
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% will modulo values into the range

% overflow = clip

% is the default, will clip values to the desired range

Param1overflow = wrap

% Frequency can be one of:

% float

% note name and octave, e.g. A3, where A3 = MIDI note number 57 = 440 Hz

% can also use A#3, or Ab3...

% which is converted to a MIDI number via:

% lookup table for note number per octave,

% where: C = 0, D = 2, etc.

% If sharp then:

% notenum <- notenum + 1

% if notenum = 12 then: (i.e. B# = C)

% notenum = 0

% octave += 1

% endif

% Else If flat then ...

% :

% :

% endif

%

% MIDI number <- ([octave + 1] * 12) + notenum

%

% MIDI note number, e.g. P60 (pitch 60 = middle C = C4)

[MonoOut]

%freq inst amp p1 p2 p3

440 0 50 1 1 1

% use character ’.’ to keep old value

. . 60 1 1 1

. . . 2 . .

% Each line = 1 time step

% (but can use a special char to say ’Same for next N lines’

% Use . to repeat a value from above.

% Use

% {N} or {N steps}

% to repeat the last values for N steps

% {N sec} or {N s} or {N seconds}

% to repeat the last values for N seconds

% {N ms} or {N msec} or {N milliseconds}

% to repeat the last values for N milliseconds

% Use # lines to change variables.

% System variables all start with _

% e.g.

#_mspersample = 4

% is the default value, the variable name is equivalent to

% _timestepsize

% _timesteplength
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% Only one variable can appear on left, any valid

% equation can appear on right, including variable

% names, and mathematical functions such as sin

% or exp and constants such as PI.

% _STEP is a special variable representing the current

% step number

% _NOW is a special variable representing the current

% time in ms

% To vary a parameter according to a function, the

% syntax

% #x = x + 1 | 1 step

% can be used, to increment x every time step.

% #x = x + 1 | 1sec

% will increment x every second

% #x = x + 1 | 4steps

% will increment x every 4 steps

% #y = y + 1 | 10x

% will increment y every 10th time x changes

% Cannot have same variable on left and right of |

% Cannot have circular references.

% #x = sin(_NOW) | _NOW

% will evaluate x as a sine wave varying against _NOW

% and will evaluate every ms, whenever _NOW updates

% Define a matrix with 2 rows and 4 columns

[=MatrixName@rows=2,columns=4]

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

% Use the matrix in an output section

[MonoOut]

% Full matrix:

MatrixName

% First row:

MatrixName@0

% Last 3 columns:

MatrixName@@1..4

% special section for generating a series of output files

% special variable here all begin with m_

[Multifile]

% m_lengthoffile takes units steps, sec, s, seconds, msec, ms, milliseconds

% This is the number of time steps recorded to each file
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m_lengthoffile = 4 steps

% string containing output directory for files

% default is same directory as this file

m_filepath = "C:/my music/"

% filename generating string

% where p1, p2 and p3 are the first 3 parameters

% taken from the first time step for this file

% variables are quoted by //

% variable size is defined by . as in printf

% if a value is not unique, the filename is appended by

% "-N", where N is the lowest value such that

% "filename-N" is unique.

% default value for filename is same as this file

m_filename = "FM/p1//p2//p3/"

% Will output files like:

% FM112.wav

% FM113.wav

% m_filename = "FM/p1.2/-/p2.2/i/p3.3/"

% will output files like:

% FM01-01i002.wav

% FM01-01i003.wav

% maximum number of files to be output from this

m_maxfiles = 100



Appendix C. Timbre space
comparison

C.1 Comparison of construction of timbre spaces

The following table lists the names of all the spaces tested along with the time to

construct and the size of the input TFR. The 400ms STFT spaces, whose names

begin ‘fl’, did not complete due to memory errors during their construction.

For a full explanation of the timbre space names see Table 5.2. For a graph of time

versus size for all the spaces listed here, please refer to Figure 5.2.
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name
Year Month Day Hour Minute Second sec %age of max # time steps freq bins Mb

chsb 2 8 0 0 2 18 38 59.43024 239,939.43  83.37% 66230 485 490.14      
chsb 1 8 0 0 2 18 33 7.95759 239,587.96  83.25% 66230 485 490.14      
cnsb 2 8 0 0 0 4 12 19.39243 15,139.39    5.26% 66230 121 122.28      
cnsb 1 8 0 0 0 4 21 42.00153 15,702.00    5.46% 66230 121 122.28      
clsb 2 8 0 0 0 4 10 35.57484 15,035.57    5.22% 66230 20 20.21        
clsb 1 8 0 0 0 4 29 41.39875 16,181.40    5.62% 66230 20 20.21        
chnb 2 8 0 0 1 10 4 35.59833 122,675.60  42.63% 33295 485 246.40      
chnb 1 8 0 0 1 9 14 43.41508 119,683.42  41.59% 33295 485 246.40      
cnnb 2 8 0 0 0 2 39 59.90942 9,599.91      3.34% 33295 121 61.47        
cnnb 1 8 0 0 0 2 31 21.74888 9,081.75      3.16% 33295 121 61.47        
clnb 2 8 0 0 0 1 58 25.63474 7,105.63      2.47% 33295 20 10.16        
clnb 1 8 0 0 0 2 3 20.32459 7,400.32      2.57% 33295 20 10.16        
chlb 2 8 0 0 0 0 34 37.31417 2,077.31      0.72% 322 485 2.38          
chlb 1 8 0 0 0 0 34 41.50562 2,081.51      0.72% 322 485 2.38          
cnlb 2 8 0 0 0 0 6 24.65626 384.66         0.13% 322 121 0.59          
cnlb 1 8 0 0 0 0 6 19.5198 379.52         0.13% 322 121 0.59          
cllb 2 8 0 0 0 0 1 45.44845 105.45         0.04% 322 20 0.10          
cllb 1 8 0 0 0 0 0 42.47106 42.47           0.01% 322 20 0.10          
chsg 2 8 0 0 2 16 44 58.4759 233,098.48  81.00% 66230 485 490.14      
chsg 4 8 0 0 2 17 22 3.776982 235,323.78  81.77% 66230 485 490.14      
cnsg 2 8 0 0 0 2 0 19.09696 7,219.10      2.51% 66230 121 122.28      
cnsg 4 8 0 0 0 2 0 10.0065 7,210.01      2.51% 66230 121 122.28      
clsg 2 8 0 0 0 0 56 45.80085 3,405.80      1.18% 66230 20 20.21        
clsg 4 8 0 0 0 0 56 34.49407 3,394.49      1.18% 66230 20 20.21        
chng 2 8 0 0 1 9 24 42.51925 120,282.52  41.80% 33295 485 246.40      
chng 4 8 0 0 1 8 33 6.119095 117,186.12  40.72% 33295 485 246.40      
cnng 2 8 0 0 0 1 15 12.66885 4,512.67      1.57% 33295 121 61.47        
cnng 4 8 0 0 0 1 13 57.73943 4,437.74      1.54% 33295 121 61.47        
clng 2 8 0 0 0 1 10 52.45876 4,252.46      1.48% 33295 20 10.16        
clng 4 8 0 0 0 1 10 28.56088 4,228.56      1.47% 33295 20 10.16        
chlg 2 8 0 0 0 0 29 58.68528 1,798.69      0.63% 322 485 2.38          
chlg 4 8 0 0 0 0 29 49.52672 1,789.53      0.62% 322 485 2.38          
cnlg 2 8 0 0 0 0 13 15.28134 795.28         0.28% 322 121 0.59          
cnlg 4 8 0 0 0 0 13 20.48827 800.49         0.28% 322 121 0.59          
cllg 2 8 0 0 0 0 0 59.41592 59.42           0.02% 322 20 0.10          

Time Timbre Space Size



cllg 4 8 0 0 0 0 0 59.59031 59.59           0.02% 322 20 0.10          
chsk6 2 8 0 0 2 18 24 27.33656 239,067.34  83.07% 66230 485 490.14      
chsk6 4 8 0 0 2 17 34 31.27735 236,071.28  82.03% 66230 485 490.14      
cnsk6 2 8 0 0 0 3 57 48.51315 14,268.51    4.96% 66230 121 122.28      
cnsk6 4 8 0 0 0 3 56 21.43805 14,181.44    4.93% 66230 121 122.28      
clsk6 2 8 0 0 0 4 2 26.80527 14,546.81    5.05% 66230 20 20.21        
clsk6 4 8 0 0 0 4 2 37.35862 14,557.36    5.06% 66230 20 20.21        
chnk6 2 8 0 0 1 8 19 48.24905 116,388.25  40.44% 33295 485 246.40      
chnk6 4 8 0 0 1 8 31 34.08966 117,094.09  40.69% 33295 485 246.40      
cnnk6 2 8 0 0 0 2 43 41.38928 9,821.39      3.41% 33295 121 61.47        
cnnk6 4 8 0 0 0 2 27 16.71679 8,836.72      3.07% 33295 121 61.47        
clnk6 2 8 0 0 0 2 0 2.890591 7,202.89      2.50% 33295 20 10.16        
clnk6 4 8 0 0 0 1 59 27.37767 7,167.38      2.49% 33295 20 10.16        
chlk6 2 8 0 0 0 0 34 46.45407 2,086.45      0.72% 322 485 2.38          
chlk6 4 8 0 0 0 0 34 0.115171 2,040.12      0.71% 322 485 2.38          
cnlk6 2 8 0 0 0 0 6 23.01405 383.01         0.13% 322 121 0.59          
cnlk6 4 8 0 0 0 0 6 17.37062 377.37         0.13% 322 121 0.59          
cllk6 2 8 0 0 0 0 0 42.8312 42.83           0.01% 322 20 0.10          
cllk6 4 8 0 0 0 0 0 43.1181 43.12           0.01% 322 20 0.10          
chsk8 2 8 0 0 2 21 23 37.44872 249,817.45  86.81% 71884 480 526.49      
chsk8 4 8 0 0 2 21 32 44.1195 250,364.12  87.00% 71884 480 526.49      
cnsk8 2 8 0 0 0 2 47 2.063427 10,022.06    3.48% 71884 120 131.62      
cnsk8 4 8 0 0 0 2 44 56.69099 9,896.69      3.44% 71884 120 131.62      
clsk8 2 8 0 0 0 1 44 59.58245 6,299.58      2.19% 71884 20 21.94        
clsk8 4 8 0 0 0 1 48 33.66745 6,513.67      2.26% 71884 20 21.94        
chnk8 2 8 0 0 1 10 22 17.94395 123,737.94  43.00% 35936 480 263.20      
chnk8 4 8 0 0 1 9 42 26.15918 121,346.16  42.17% 35936 480 263.20      
cnnk8 2 8 0 0 0 1 53 35.14754 6,815.15      2.37% 35936 120 65.80        
cnnk8 4 8 0 0 0 1 52 22.002 6,742.00      2.34% 35936 120 65.80        
clnk8 2 8 0 0 0 2 7 16.17776 7,636.18      2.65% 35936 20 10.97        
clnk8 4 8 0 0 0 2 9 36.9367 7,776.94      2.70% 35936 20 10.97        
chlk8 2 8 0 0 0 1 14 51.65578 4,491.66      1.56% 346 480 2.53          
chlk8 4 8 0 0 0 1 14 19.9 4,459.90      1.55% 346 480 2.53          
cnlk8 2 8 0 0 0 0 22 7.457541 1,327.46      0.46% 346 120 0.63          
cnlk8 4 8 0 0 0 0 22 9.996192 1,330.00      0.46% 346 120 0.63          
cllk8 2 8 0 0 0 0 2 44.02773 164.03         0.06% 346 20 0.11          
cllk8 4 8 0 0 0 0 2 44.52324 164.52         0.06% 346 20 0.11          



fsb 1 8 0 0 0 8 18 44.29373 29,924.29    10.40% 66230 45 45.48        
fsb 2 8 0 0 1 0 37 23.27149 88,643.27    30.80% 130973 45 89.93        
fsb 4 8 0 0 3 7 56 27.84361 287,787.84  100.00% 256234 45 175.94      
fmb 1 8 0 0 0 0 29 44.30233 1,784.30      0.62% 33295 89 45.22        
fmb 2 8 0 0 0 1 4 34.46687 3,874.47      1.35% 66203 89 89.91        
fmb 4 8 0 0 0 2 44 2.795383 9,842.80      3.42% 130920 89 177.79      
flb 1 8 -1 Out of memory. Type HELP MEMORY for your options. -              0.00% -1 -            
flb 2 8 -1 Out of memory. Type HELP MEMORY for your options. -              0.00% -1 -            
flb 4 8 -1 Out of memory. Type HELP MEMORY for your options. -              0.00% -1 -            
fsg 1 8 0 0 0 1 30 1.339834 5,401.34      1.88% 66230 45 45.48        
fsg 2 8 0 0 0 3 18 54.79722 11,934.80    4.15% 130973 45 89.93        
fsg 4 8 0 0 0 8 40 29.22991 31,229.23    10.85% 256234 45 175.94      
fmg 1 8 0 0 0 1 18 5.791431 4,685.79      1.63% 33295 89 45.22        
fmg 2 8 0 0 0 4 40 57.83425 16,857.83    5.86% 66203 89 89.91        
fmg 4 8 0 0 0 5 31 20.05097 19,880.05    6.91% 130920 89 177.79      
flg 1 8 -1 Out of memory. Type HELP MEMORY for your options. -              0.00% -1 -            
flg 2 8 -1 Out of memory. Type HELP MEMORY for your options. -              0.00% -1 -            
flg 4 8 -1 Out of memory. Type HELP MEMORY for your options. -              0.00% -1 -            
fsk6 1 8 0 0 0 0 33 51.85699 2,031.86      0.71% 66230 45 45.48        
fsk6 2 8 0 0 0 1 44 48.50646 6,288.51      2.19% 130973 45 89.93        
fsk6 4 8 0 0 0 5 17 59.6609 19,079.66    6.63% 256234 45 175.94      
fmk6 1 8 0 0 0 0 32 55.10444 1,975.10      0.69% 33295 89 45.22        
fmk6 2 8 0 0 0 1 22 57.1065 4,977.11      1.73% 66203 89 89.91        
fmk6 4 8 0 0 0 2 50 45.15149 10,245.15    3.56% 130920 89 177.79      
flk6 1 8 -1 Out of memory. Type HELP MEMORY for your options. -              0.00% -1 -            
flk6 2 8 -1 Out of memory. Type HELP MEMORY for your options. -              0.00% -1 -            
flk6 4 8 -1 Out of memory. Type HELP MEMORY for your options. -              0.00% -1 -            
fsk8 1 8 0 0 0 0 52 0.054427 3,120.05      1.08% 66230 45 45.48        
fsk8 2 8 0 0 0 2 17 0.09349 8,220.09      2.86% 130973 45 89.93        
fsk8 4 8 0 0 0 5 36 12.25861 20,172.26    7.01% 256234 45 175.94      
fmk8 1 8 0 0 0 1 3 13.91335 3,793.91      1.32% 33295 89 45.22        
fmk8 2 8 0 0 0 2 6 28.60761 7,588.61      2.64% 66203 89 89.91        
fmk8 4 8 0 0 0 5 11 19.71954 18,679.72    6.49% 130920 89 177.79      
flk8 1 8 -1 Out of memory. Type HELP MEMORY for your options. -              0.00% -1 -            
flk8 2 8 -1 Out of memory. Type HELP MEMORY for your options. -              0.00% -1 -            
flk8 4 8 -1 Out of memory. Type HELP MEMORY for your options. -              0.00% -1 -            



Appendix D. Urgent sounds
experiment

This appendix contains the materials provided to participants and the raw results

for the urgency perception experiment described in Chapter 6.

D.1 Experimental materials

The following pages contain the consent form that all participants signed at the

start of the experiment and the instruction sheet provided to all participants.
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Participant Consent Form: 

Urgency Perception Experiment 
This experiment aims to discover how people perceive urgency in sounds. In this experiment you will 
be presented with 50 pairs of sounds and for each pair you will be asked to make a decision on which 
sounds more “urgent”. Urgency is a subjective concept, so there is no right or wrong answer; we just 
want to know which sounds are more urgent to you.  

Some of the pairs may sound very similar; if you find a pair which you feel unable to tell apart please 
just make a guess. You should not worry if you find it difficult to tell some pairs apart.  

If you feel any discomfort or fatigue at any time please inform the experimenter immediately. You can 
stop and take a break at any time during tasks. The length of time taken to respond is not recorded, 
therefore you should feel free to take a break for as long as required.  

During the experiment the computer will record data on your responses.  This data will be stored 
anonymously using an ID number, rather than your name or any number that could identify you. All 
results will be held in strict confidence, ensuring the privacy of all participants. There will be no record 
kept that would allow your results to be traced back to you.  All data will also be held in a password 
protected computer system (for electronic data) or a filing cabinet in a locked office (for paper based 
data). The data (including that from other participants) will be analysed to identify trends which may be 
generalised over the larger population.  The results of this analysis may be published in appropriate 
scientific journals and conferences.    

A feedback sheet (containing the summaries of the data mentioned above) will be sent to all 
participants who request it, after the data has been analysed.    

Your participation in this experiment will have no effect on your marks for any subject at this, or any 
other university. You may withdraw from the experiment at anytime without prejudice, and any data 
already recorded will be overlooked. 

If you have any further questions regarding this experiment, please contact: 

Craig Nicol,  
Department of Computing Science,  
17 Lilybank Gardens, Glasgow G12 8QQ 
e-mail: can@dcs.gla.ac.uk 
tel: +44 0141 330 8430 
 

I have read this information sheet, and agree to take part in this experiment: 

Name: ___________________________________   Date: _____________ 

 

Signature: ________________________________      

I would like to receive a summary sheet of the experimental findings 

 

E-mail Address: ________________________________________________________ 

 

Urgency of sounds experiment  

If you have any further questions regarding this experiment, please contact: 

Craig Nicol    or Stephen Brewster 
Department of Computing Science,  
17 Lilybank Gardens, Glasgow G12 8QQ 
e-mail: can@dcs.gla.ac.uk  stephen@dcs.gla.ac.uk 
tel: +44 0141 330 8430  +44 0141 330 4966 

 



Urgency Perception Experiment 
 
In this experiment you will be presented with pairs of sounds and asked to make a 
decision on which sounds most “urgent”. Urgency is a subjective concept, so there is 
no right or wrong answer; we just want to know which sounds most urgent to you. 
Some of the sounds may feel very similar; if you find a pair which you feel unable to 
tell apart please just make a guess. The experiment will not allow you to carry on if 
you do not make a selection.  
 
Before you start the experiment please put on the headphones. 
 
When you start the experiment you will see the dialogue shown in Figure 1. You will 
be able to hear the sounds by clicking on the buttons “Play Sound 1” and “Play Sound 
2”. You can play each sound up to four times in each task. After four presses, the 
button will be disabled and will appear greyed out. Once you have made a decision 
about which you feel is more urgent, make your selection by clicking on the radio 
button corresponding to your decision, e.g. in Figure 2 the user has selected sound 2.  
 

 
Figure 1: The experiment dialogue 
 

 

Sound Sound

Sound Sound

Sound Sound

Sound Sound

sounds more urgent? 

sounds more urgent? 



Figure 2: The user has selected “Sound 2” as the more urgent sound 
Once you have made your selection, press the “Next Task” button to move onto the 
next task. You will see the Task Number display change to indicate which task you 
are currently on, e.g. “Task 2 of 50”.  
 
When you press next after the final task (Task 50), you will see the message shown in 
Figure 3. At this point, please inform the experimenter that you are finished. 
 

 
Figure 3: message indicating end of experiment 
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D.2 Raw data

The next page shows the raw data from the Urgency Perception experiment. Par-

ticipants are ordered in lexographic order of participant ID. The numbers indicate

how many times the first sound in the pair was rated more urgent than the second

sound in the pair.



ID ge
nd

er

ag
e

m
us

ic
ia

n?

or
de

r

0>1

0>2

0>3

0>4

1>0

1>2

1>3

1>4

2>0

2>1

2>3

2>4

3>0

3>1

3>2

3>4

4>0

4>1

4>2

4>3

0>1

0>2

0>3

0>4

1>0

1>2

1>3

1>4

2>0

2>1

2>3

2>4

3>0

3>1

3>2

3>4

4>0

4>1

4>2

4>3

urg1250 f 25 y gv 2 3 0 0 2 3 0 0 1 1 0 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 1 2 0 0 3 4 0 0 2 0 0 0 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 4
urg1442 m 28 n vg 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 4 4 0 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 4 4 0 0 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 4
urg1952 f 27 n vg 3 3 1 0 1 2 0 0 1 2 0 0 3 4 4 2 4 4 4 2 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 4 4 0 0 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 4
urg1984 m 34 y gv 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 4 4 0 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 2 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 4 4 0 0 4 4 4 1 3 4 4 3
urg254 m 23 n vg 0 0 0 0 4 1 0 0 4 3 0 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 4 4 0 0 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 4
urg2677 m 31 y vg 2 1 1 3 2 0 1 2 3 4 1 4 3 3 3 2 1 2 0 2 4 4 4 4 0 2 3 4 0 2 4 4 0 1 0 4 0 0 0 0
urg394 m 27 y vg 1 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 4 0 0 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 4 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 4 4 0 0 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 4
urg531 m 27 n gv 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 4 4 4 1 4 4 4 3 2 0 1 0 2 1 0 0 4 3 0 0 3 4 4 0 4 4 4 4
urg548 f 26 y gv 3 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 4 0 0 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 4 1 2 0 0 3 1 1 0 2 3 0 0 4 3 4 0 4 4 4 4
urg597 m 42 n gv 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 4 4 0 0 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 4 0 1 0 0 4 1 0 0 3 3 0 0 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 4
urg920 f 28 y vg 2 3 0 0 2 1 0 0 1 3 0 0 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 4 2 0 0 0 2 1 2 0 4 3 0 0 4 2 4 0 4 4 4 4

gv



Appendix E. CD index

All the sounds on the CD are available via the index.html file in the root directory.

The web pages offer full names for all the instruments and spaces for easier access

and also collates important sounds that illustrate the points in this thesis.

All the code used in this thesis is available in the software directory of the CD in a

series of ZIP files.

E.1 Timbre space comparison sounds

All sounds taken from the MUMS CDs start with their short name, as provided

by Table 5.1 or Table 5.11. Sounds directly from the CD have ‘ mono’ appended

to their name whilst sounds that have been filtered through a timbre space have

the timbre space name from Table 5.2 appended to their name. Sounds from the

DXi Auditory Icon synthesiser have names of the form: ‘Gaver’ + (material name)

+ (Sine or String or Bar), where the material name matches those described in

Table 5.12. All sounds are available in the ‘sounds’ directory on the CD, or through

the ‘Sound Samples’ option from the website menu.

E.2 Urgency sounds

The sounds for the urgency experiment are available via the ‘Sound Samples’ link

on the web pages. The sound names all begin with ‘urgency ’ and are appended by

the model used in their construction (‘g’ for gravity, ‘v’ for vector), and a number

indicating the urgency defined by the model, with 0 indicating least urgent and 4

indicating most urgent.
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